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A translation and commentary of
the joseph smith hypocephalus

michael dennis rhodes

my purpose in writing this paper has not been to try to prove
that the prophet joseph s interpretation of the hypocephalus is
correct that proof can come only from god and each individual
must find it for himself rather it has been my aim to present a
translation and commentary of the hypocephalus known as fac-
simile 2 of the pearl of great price drawing upon our current
knowledge of egyptian language culture and religion surpris-
ingly at least to some in a number of instances joseph smith s

interpretation accords with modern egyptology s in other cases
however there is definite disagreement I1 have not tried to dis-
guise or pass over these differences I1 have sought merelytomerely to present
them as I1 see them what significance can be attached to them each
must decide for himself

when dealing with things egyptian one must constantly be
on guard against making absolute statements our knowledge of
egyptian civilization is woefully small As alan gardiner has
stated it must never be forgotten that we are dealing with a
civilization thousands of years old and one of which only tiny
remnants have survived what is proudly advertised as egyptian
history is merely a collection of rags and tatters 1 at best we can
make educated guesses which are in constant need of revision
and which often when viewed in the light of subsequent know-
ledge seem most ludicrous this paper then is not meant to be
a definitive and final word on the joseph smith hypocephalus
but rather in gardiner s words A target for others to tilt at

hypocephalus is the name given to a small disk shaped object
made of papyrus stuccoedstuccoerstuccoed linen bronze wood or clay which the
egyptians placed under the head of their deceased hence the name
hypocephalus literally under the head the purpose of the

michael dennis rhodes is a graduate student in egyptology at freie universitat berlin
germany

alanianlan H gardiner egypt of the pharoahs oxford clarendon press 1964
P 53
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hypocephalus was to envelope the head and body in flames or
radiance thus making the deceased divine 2 the hypocephalus
itself symbolized the eye of re or horushorns 3 ie the sun and the
scenes portrayed on it relate to the resurrection or life after death
which idea is more particularly symbolized by the course of the
sun the upper portion of the hypocephalus represented the day
sky and the lower portion the part with the cow the night sky

hypocephali first appeared during the saite dynasty 663-
525 BC and their use continued down at least to the christian
era 4 it is in the saite recension of the book of the dead chapter
162 that directions for the construction and use of the hypoce-
phalus are given the section to which this chapter belongs 162-
165 is found only in the late saite version and contains many
strange words and concepts eduard naville considers these chap-
ters to be of foreign origin or at least influenced by sources
outside egypt 5 E A wallis budge suggests that the influence
is in part nubian 6

since the meaning of the hypocephalus is intimately connected
with chapter 162 of the book of the dead I1 will now give a
translation of the whole of that chapter as it is found in richard
lepsiuslessius todtenbuchTodten buch 7

chapter 162

title A spell for causing flame to occur under the head of a glorified
being

1 to be recited greetings to you mighty pars of
the lofty double plumes possessor of the white
crown of upper egypt equipped with the flail
you are lord of the phallus 9 you rise consistently

seeee richard lepsiuslessiusLepsius das todtenbuchtodienbuchTodtenkuchbuchkurb der aegypter leipzig C wigrandcigrandWigrand
1842 chapter 162 line 10 translation on ppap 26061260 61 of this artlartiarticlearticieclecie

samuel birch hypocephalus in the possession of sir henry B meux bart
proceedings for the society of Bihlibiblicalcalcai archaeology november 1883 p 3 hereafter
cited as PSBA see also hans bonnet reallexikon der agyptischenAgypt ischen religiongeschichlereligion geschichte
berlin de gruyter 1952 ppap 314 and 630

see samuel birch hypocephalus in the collection of walter myers esq
F S A PSBA 2 june 1885 p 214 where birch discusses a hypocephalus which
dates to about the christian era

eduard naville einleitung dasDOS aegyptische todtenbucbtodtenbuchTodten earbbuchrach der XVIII bis XX
Dyndynastastleastieasrieie 3 vols berlin A asher 1886 p 184

E A wallis budge the gods of the egyptians 2 vols new york dover
1969 219

lepsiuslessiusLepsius das todtenbuchTodten buch
parar p3rparprfuprf0 ie re the sun god cf adolf erman and hermann grapowgrabow

woerterbucbwoerterbuchWoerter buch der aegyptischen spracherspracheSp rache 5 vols berlin belegstellen 1971 24018
hereafter cited as wb

symbolic of the regenerative powers
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2 shining forth and never ceasing to rise you are
a master of forms who has numerous appearances
you hide yourself from your children10children10 in or withlwiehlwith
the udjat eye 11 you are the strong roarer in the
midst of the assembly12Assembly12 of the gods you are a

3 powerful runner swift of stride 13 you are a
strong god who comes to the one that summons him
landand who comeslcomealcomes to the one that laments his misery

4 caused by need or pestipestlpestilencelencel come then to my
call for I1 am ihetahet 14 your namei5name15nameiy is in my
mouth and I1 will say it he of hgh&hghghr16 is your

5 name lriiri rrsikrsarsikaszrs mging rbti7rbt17 isis your name saptsrptsfat miwdiw
srillsriw18sriwl is your name uyst19ffrst19 is your name I1 have
praised your name I1 am metiheinet hear my voice this

6 day you placed a flame under res head and behold
he is in the divine netherworld in heliopolis 20

you caused him to become like those upon the earth 21

he is your soul do not forget him come to the
7 osiris efonakh justified and cause a flame to

occur under his head truly he is the soul of the
great body22 which rests in heliopolis shw fjarpr sr23sr
is his name br kt tw24tw241 is his name come indeed and

8 cause him to become like one of your followers for
this one he belongs to you
to be recited over a figure of metnet which is made
of fine gold and placed around the neck of the

9 glorified being and also put in writing upon new
papyrus and placed under his head if this is

the one who hides himself from his children an epithet of ammon re at
khasut cho i s in the delta the meaning is not known

adtmdtwdtw43t the uninjured eye of horus from wd3 to be hale uninjured also
of re and generally of any god or goddess also an amulet in the form of an eye
cf wb 11401124 0112

pudtpsdapsdt literally the nine but perhaps better understood as a plural of a plural
ie all gods this idea was suggested to me by professor hans goedicke

just what these epithets mean is not at all clear
ahtiht the heavenly cow mh wrt a form of hathor cf wb 1112061206lveryeveryivery god and goddess possessed a hidden or secret name if anyone could find

out this name he would have power over the god or goddess cf budgebudgie gods
1301 and bonnet reallexiconReal lexicon p 50lff501ff

hghghr the word is meaningless in egyptian
also meaningless
also meaningless this name is found behind the four sons of horus on the

joseph smith hypocephalus
also meaningless all of these names may be just gibberish or some other

language perhaps nubian see budge gods 221
not the earthly heliopolis but rather the heavenly heliopolis in the same

sense as the heavenly jerusalem
211iee made alive again
121eie osiris
23 Artp13 I1 have no suggestions for this
another incomprehensible name
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donejdonajdone there will be a multitude of flames all
around him as it is with those upon the earth
the eye of ihetahet ie the hypocephalus is a very
great protection for her son re when he sets

10 his throne shall be encircled by a zealous 12525

army he shall be made divine26 in the necropolis
and he shall not be turned back from any door of

11 the netherworld successfully then shall you say
aftersafterlafter you have placed this goddess around the neck

of the glorified being 0 most hidden one who is
in heaven watch over the body of your son andland
preserve him in the necropolis

12 this is a great and secret book do not allow any-
ones eyes to see it for that would be an abomina-
tion he who knows it ie the bobkibookibook and keeps it
secret he will continue to exist

13 the name of this book is mistress of the secret
temple the end

hypocephali are found in several museums in europe 227 but
except for the joseph smith hypocephalus none seem to have
found their waytoway to america the largest single collection of hypo
cephalicephallacephali is in the british museum and three pieces of that collec-
tion are very closely related to the joseph smith hypocephalus
both in layout and text 28 comparing these with facsimile 2 from
the pearl of great price has made it possible to reconstruct the
original text of the joseph smith hypocephalus with only a few
questionable readings

since the story of the finding of the hypocephalus and the
other scrolls and how they eventually came into the possession
of joseph smith is given elsewhere 29 I1 will touch on itonlyitoneyit only briefly
around the year 1818 antonio lebolo was employed by bernadino
drovetti french consul general in egypt at the time to find

23 fajrfejrfe Jr modtmbdtmhdtyy 1 I this word is not
found in the wb

26norwntrwnirw old perfective that the word is not a noun is made clear from the
deterrmdeterrydeterminativeinactiveinative cf wb 236415

british museum in london the louvre in paris berlin museum magyor
nemzetineiraetinelraNeiraetietl museum in budapest cairo museum in egypt

21thehe three are 37909 8445c 8445f berlin no 7792 although badly mutilated
also shows similarities

see keith terry and walter whipple from the dust of decades salt lake
city bookcraft 1968 ppap 112311 23 see also james R clarkdarkoark story of the pearl of
great price salt lake city bookcraft 1955 and joseph smith jr history of the
church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed B H roberts salt lake city deseret
book 1971 2348502348 50
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antiquities in thebes while digging in the area of gurnehgurnea he
discovered a large shaft at the bottom of which he found some
400 mummies he removed eleven of them but died before he
was able to remove any of the others of these eleven seven were
retained by drovetti but the remaining four were willed to le-
bolo s nephew michael chandler and were shipped to him in
america when chandler received the mummies he unwrapped
them and found several papyri with them among which was the
hypocephalus we are now considering in 1835 chandler sold
the mummies and the papyri to the church and joseph smiththensmith then
began to translate and publish them in the millennial star thus
it would seem from the meager evidence we have that the joseph
smith hypocephalus came from a tomb located in the gurnehgurnea
area of thebes from the text of the hypocephalus itself it seems
that the owner s name was sheshonkSheshonk 30

when perusing facsimile 2 one is immediately struck by the
contrast between most of the hieroglyphic signs which are readily
recognizable and the signs of the right third of the figure on the
outer edge as well as the outer portions of the sections numbered
121512 15 on closer examination these prove to be hieratic and in-
verted that is upside down to the rest of the text and most
surprising of all these hierabierahieratictic characters are recognizable as a fairly
faithfully rendered copy of lines 2 3 and 4 of the church papyrus
XI which contains a portion of the sensen papyrus or book of
breathingsBreathings especially clear is the actual word susnsnsn in section 14
and part of the name of the possessor of the papyrus tayt3y haythbyt
repeated twice why this was done I1 am not sure I1 can only postu-
late that these portions of the hypocephalus were damaged a com-
mon enough occurrence because of the extremely fragile condition
of these documents and someone the printer one of the prophet s
associates or joseph smith himself copied these characters off the
sensen papyrus so that the facsimile would look complete in
support of this view is an ink drawing of facsimile 2 in the church
historian s office which shows blanks in these sections

following isis a reconstructed hieroglyphic transcription of the
text of the joseph smith hypocephalus As is the normal practice
it will read from left to right rather than from right to left as is
found in the original text

see translation on page 265 of this article
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FACSIMILE 2 hieroglyphic transcription

edeedgeedae AIZ MAajjjgs&t0J J M
1 I JNI1

t T 0 0T-s

teitehr li I1 flilsmseae3 M

pk 6nanann30 7 i 0 404 2a ddseffsffs UQ I1

11 10 9
1

n u 44 S J 7 13 a cidCFPeid Qq 1 A & 0oo000 0 11 LD y n
s

af d I1 3.3
15
I1 P& I11 I1 I1 1 I

J
17 16
I1 T a ryay7 az A 0 y 0C I1 scs c 0 yay7 A T 013 9

a n fura snM ra igS 0 ro 0 S r

arl&rl
21 20 19

hinjinjing v 1 q jn a13 1 a
4c ld191izitzi l Q CD

2

4 a0T L imdimnIJD

I1 propose the following translation of the reconstructed text of
facsimile 2 1I have tried to avoid giving too literal a translation
but have sought rather to convey the meanimmeakimmeaning of that original as I1

understand it whenever a question arose myniy reasons for translat-
ing a given word or passage as I1 did are given in the footnotes
also included for comparison are translations of the three hypo
cephaliacephali from the british museum which show close relationship with
the joseph smith hypocephalus
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JOSEPH SMITH hypocephalus

edge I1 am djabtydjabty31 in the house of the benben inin heliopolis 32

so exalted and glorious 33 1 I am a copulatingpopulatingcopula ting bull without equal 34

1 I am that 35 mighty god36god inin the house of the benben in heli-
opolis that mighty god

left middle 0 god of the sleeping onesones37 from the time of the
creation 38 0 mighty god lord of heaven and earth the nether-
world and his great waters 39 grant that the soul of the osirisosiris4040

sheshonkSheshonk 41 may live

bottom may this tomb never be desecrated 422 and may this soul and
its possessor never be desecrated in the netherworld

upper left you shall be as that god the busirianBusirian 43

to the left of the standing two headed god the name of this
mighty god

BRITISH MUSEUM hypocephalus

edge 0 djabty in the house of the benben in heliopolis so high
A copulatingpopulatingcopulating bull may you cause fire to occur under his head

datydbtyq3bty wb 45627 an epithet of osiris perhaps meaning the provider
it can also be box like hebrew lebahtbahlibah ark of noah whwhichich Isis thought to
be a borrowing from egyptian cf francis brown S R driver and charles
briggs hebrew and english lexicon of the old testament oxford clarendon press
1968 p 1061

ewthwt bnbn the name of the sun sanctuary in heliopolis cf wb 145910 see
also ricardo caminos the chronicle of prince osorkonOsorkon analecta orientalia 37
rome pontificapontificePonti fica institutum biblicumBiblic um 1958 p 127

these two adjectives may refer either to the house of benben or to djabty
the latter seems the more likely

from earliest times the egyptians thought of the bull as being especially strong
and fertile and both gods and kings were associated with the bull budge gods
12427124 27

reading nty bwypwy 3 other hypocephalibypocephali have nir 3 here
36nfratrntr 3 mighty god a term used to refer to osiris and to the dead person

thought of as osiris wb 256l2&723612&7
strwsdrw ie the dead cf wb 43929
sofaysp tayfay literally first time ie the creation cf wb 34381 M with the

sense from cf wb 2110
mw 3 the primeval ocean from which the sun rose on the day of creation

and which surrounds the earth cf henri frankfort ancient egyptian religion new
york harper torchbooksTorchbooks 1961

on the identification of the dead with osiris see frankfort religion p 103ff
osiris was among other things the god of the resurrection cf budge gods 2l4l2141

sangsrughssngng the name of several kings of dyn XXII it is lybianlabian in origin
42amendingemendingEm ending to nn thitathitw hath3t in similar passages but even more garbled are

found in the british museum hypocephali 8445c 3445f and 37909
dewyLdldwyddwywy a nisbe of ddwdaw busirisBusiris a cult center of osiris in the delta and thus

used as an epithet of osiris cf wbwh 56307
on the importance ofaof a gods name see footnote 15
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As for this mighty god may he cause the soul of the osiris buk
heben justified to live

right middle 0 mighty god who lives breathes and journeys on
the water and whose word re enters to hear

left middle 0 august god 0 mighty god who lives in heaven
you are one who is jealous of his power a living one to whom

is given life duration and dominion forever

BRITISH MUSEUM hypocephalus 37909

edge 0 djabty in the house of the benben so high and glorious
0 copulatingpopulatingcopulating bull mighty god in whose majesty is distin-
guishedgui shed may you grant that the soul of the osiris takhered khonschons
justified live who is the daughter of tanu en baste most justified

top half by standing0 figurefleure I1 am known and I1 know 40

top half left upper section you areare47 the eight rams you have
lived

bottom half tomb of the water room 1 I 48 erhtmrht chamber 49

BRITISH MUSEUM hypocephalus 8445c

edge 0 shrine50shrine50 in the house of the benben so high and glorious
0 copulatingpopulatingcopulating bull mighty god living one who is over the gods
in several words are broken off herelhere to the osiris har
justified may youyou51 cause flame to occur under his head for he is

one of your followers 52

bottom trespassed tomb of the chapel of water 53

top you are the eight rams of your gods 1 54

rhy a passive sdmfadmsdmsamf f cf alan H gardiner egyptian grammar 3rdard ed
london oxford university press 1966 paragraphs 41924419 24

4rhkwyrhkwy old perfective cf gardiner grammar ard3rd ed paragraphs 30918309 18

read iwkawk rather than iwnk
hath3tHS t n mw just what this might be I1 dont know

myhrmrhtfrhtfeht with house determinative not found in the wb
mgt shrine cf wb 55618 this lacks the seated god determinative

found in the other hypocephali see footnote 31

read k instead of f
this is almost verbatim from chapter 162 of the book of the dead see trans-

lation on pages 26061260 61 of this article
1I have no idea what this refers to

seems garbled
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FACSIMILE 2 BY THE NUMBERS

the interpretation of illustrations is probably the most difficult
part of understanding egyptian texts these illustrations were not
included merely for decoration they were always used to supple-
ment and clarify the text their symbolic meaning however is
often for us quite obscure and even baffling A given symbol can
have many different meanings and trying to decide which one the
author of the text was trying to convey is at times nearly impossible
for example the udjatudjaf eye can represent healing but also comple-
tion light totality protection glory and even riches 55 add to this
the fact that in many instances we have no idea what some symbols
mean and one can appreciate the magnitude of the problem now
before us samuel birch after struggling to explain the meaning of
several of the illustrations found on the hypocephali he was study-
ing finally admitted the esoteric meaning of these scenes is un-
known 56 following is an interpretation of the illustrations on the
joseph smith hypocephalus

1 A seated deity with two or in most hypocephali fourfour57
ram s heads he holds in his hand the symbols of life anhcnhc

dominion wasw3sw3j and stability dd on either side of the god are
two cynocephalic apes nos 22 and 23 with horned moondisksmoon disks on
their heads in an attitude of adoration 58 there are also two ser-
pents one on either side of the seated deity 59

this seated god represents the creator god khnumkanum 60 when
thus depicted with four heads khnumkanum united within himself the
attributes of the gods re the sun shu light geb the earth
and osiris the afterworld and he was considered to be the type
of the primeval creative force aftsft hath3tj3tgl this four headed version

gertrud thausing and traudl kerztkerat kratschmannkretschmann das grosse aegyplischeaegyptische
torenTotenTolentolenhuchtotenbuchfuchbuchhuchruchrurh Schriftschriftenschriffenen des osterreichischen kulturinstituts kairo archaeologisch
historischeHistorische abteilung band 1I 1969

samuel birch hypocephalus in the british museum no 8445 PSBA 6 may
1884 p 185

see eg british museum hypocephali 37909 8445f 8445c etc for another
hypocephalus with only two heads represented see PSBA 1897 plate 11II also in
another hypocephali the god is wearing one or more atif crowns

the numbernumber of apes varies from two to as many as eight
these snakes often have circles drawn around them for example see british

museum hypocephalus 8445f
so william flinders petrie abydos 1I 1902 twenty second memoir of the

egyptian exploration fund london published by order of the committee 1902
P J de horrackborrackHorrack les hypoc6phaleshypocephaleshypocephalus in audesestudestudeseltudes archiologiquesarcheologiques linghtiqueslingistiques et his
roritorirotitonguesques ddiesdedieesaddies ai mr iele dr C leemans ed W pleyte leiden npap 1885
P J de horrackborrackHorrack hypocephalus in the musee du louvre PSBA 4 march 1884
p 128 wiedeman however in bonnet reallexikon p 389 considers it to be a
representation of the pantheistic amon re

6 budge gods 251 wb 4456 13 bonnet reallexikon ppap 13738137 38
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of khnumkanum was worshiped at mendes egyptian b3ba nbab ddtadt the
ram or babal of the lord of djedet and he was called the ram
with four faces on one neck 62

the basic ideas apparently represented by the central figures on
the hypocephalus focus on the creator god his powers in life
dominion and stability in much the same vein joseph smith s

comments on these characters speak of the first creation god s

residence government and measurement of time the ideas
in the two cases strike parallels if we admit life and residence as
closely related concepts dominion and government as functional
equivalents and measurements of time as presupposing some form
of stability

the cynocephalic apes can represent thoth and the moon 63 but
due to their curious habit of watching the rising of the sun the apes
were also thought to be spirits of the dawn who were worshiping the
sun at its rising 64 for this reason they are often found in connec-
tion with the sun also besides these solar and lunar associations
apes are found in connection with stars and constellations 65 exactly
what they represent here is not clear but joseph smith s explanation
that the two apes represent stars is not unreasonable A scene quite
similar to this is found on the obverse of the famous metternich
stela where eight apes are seen worshiping a seated god with four
rams heads the god himself is encircled in a sun disk to the left
stands the ibis headed god thoth with whom as before mentioned
the apes are often found associated 66

the meaning of the two snakes is harder to arrive at snakes
were an object of both fear and reverence for the egyptians on the
one hand they were considered to be earth demons because of
their close association with the ground and they were avoided as
much as possible but along with this belief was the idea that
snakes possessed a protective power and for this reason they were
used as amulets for the protection of houses temples and tombs 67

it is probably in this latter sense that they are used here
2 A two headed deity wearing the double plumed crown of

amen with ram s horns mounmountedonmountedtedonon it onhisochison his shoulders are jackal

52budge gods 26465264 65
ibid ppap 36465364 65 frankfort religion illustration 3 de horrackborrackHorrack les hypo

cephalesc6phalescephaliscephaleshaies p 60
budge gods 2365
bonnet reallexikon p 7
fortorgor an illustration see budge gods 2271 see naville aegyptiscbeaegptische todten

burb ltflxxiitflxxi chapter iga where the vignettes show apes worshiping re harakhty
or a sun disk

bonnet reallexikon p 682
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headsbeads and he is holding the jackal standard of wepwawet to his
right is an altar with offerings on and around it in most hypo
cephaliacephalicephali he is holding the ankh or symbol of life in his right hand
also to his right is a line of hieroglyphics reading the name of
thisthiis mighty god

P J de horrackborrack considers this to be amen re the two heads
illustrating the hidden and mysterious power of amen combined
with the visible and luminous power of re 68 william petrie agrees
that it is amen re but sees the twoheadstwoiwo heads as representing the rising
and setting sun 69 that the deity is a form of amen is clear from
the fact that he is wearing the double plume crown mentioned in
chapter 162 of the book of the dead but why he has jackalajackals heads
on his shoulders and inholdingis holdingisholding a jackal standard isis not so evident
the jackal is generally used as a symbol of anubis and wepwawet
both funerary gods anubis being specifically the god assigned to
guide the dead through the afterworld to the throne of osiris
perhaps due to the funerary character of the hypocephalus it was
thought that amen should also carry emblems indicative of his
power over that realm as well

again we can compare here the significance ascribed to these
characters by joseph smith where the hypocephalus depicts the
two headed deity holding the symbol of life or power over death
joseph mentions holding the key of power where an altar is

shown joseph identifies the principle of sacrifice upon an altar
as revealed by god to abraham A hidden power seems to be as-
sociatedsocia ted with the name of the two headed god who probably serves
as a guide for the dead to bring them into the presence of god
this might concur with joseph s explanation that this figure stands
next to kolobdolob as a guide surely must do if he is going to be able
to lead the dead to god

3 hawk headed re with the sun disk on his head seated on the
solar bark on either side of him is an udjat eye in his hand he
holds the w3sw3jwas sceptresceptry symbol of dominion 70 and in front of him is

an altar with a lotus blossom on it
re seated in his bark represents the sun in its daily journey

across the sky and symbolizes resurrection and rebirth since the sun
was thought to die and be reborn each day the lotus on the altar

de horrock louvre hypocephalus PSBA 1884 p 128
petrie abydos I1 p 50

wsw3s dominion cf gardiner grammar 3rdard ed p 559 raymond 0 faulk-
ner A concise dictionary of middle egyptian oxford printed for the griffith insti-
tute at the university press 1962 p 54
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in front of him is also symbolic of rebirth and the rising sun 71 the
usafujafudjat eye was symbolic of light and protection among other
things 72 and is thus not out of place in this context

here again certain similarities may be detecdetectedindetectedtedinin joseph smith s

explanations where we may identify a royally seated god holding
the sceptresceptry of dominion joseph describes a god sitting on his throne
clothed with power and authority the sun disk on the god s head
and the udjat eye symbolic of light and protection somewhat track
in meaning joseph s mention of a crown of eternal light also
the grand keywordskey words of the holy priesthood no explicit mention
of resurrection imagery is made by joseph smith here or elsewhere
in his explanations but his entire discussion assumes an immortal
perspective

4 A mummiform hawk with outspread wings seated upon a
boat represents either horus sopedcoped or sokar both hawk gods
which are symbolized by a mummiform hawk 73 de horrackborrack sug-
gests that it symbolizes the resurrection of the body or soul 74 but
this does not seem to be very convincing to me one outstanding fea-
ture of this figure is its outspread wings which are not normally
found in representations of these two gods some connection with
horus the personificationperson i ficationcatlon of the sky seems clear 757 the association
with sokar the ancient god of memphis is even more interesting
in the festival of sokar which was celebrated in many parts of
egypt a procession was held in which the high priest would place
the sokar boat on a sledge and pull it around the sanctuary this
procession was symbolic of the revolution of the sun and other celes-
tial bodies 7671 unfortunately no texts have come down to us explain-
ing this symbolism in more detail

joseph smith sees here symbolism for the expanse or firmament
of the heavens which concept as stated above the egyptians often
represented by a hawk god especially horushorns also joseph s ex-
planation that this figure represents the revolutions of kolobdolob and
oliblishOliblish agrees favorably with what we know of the symbolism of
the sokar boat in the festival of sokar at memphis

budge gods 218
thausing grossgrosse e TotenTolentorentotenbuchtolenbuchduchbuch p 7573
budge gods 1498 and 505
de horrackborrackHorrack louvre hypocephalus PSBA 1884 p 128 de horrackborrackHorrack les

hypocephalus p 60
budge gods 1146 the name horus probably means he who is on high

cf J gwyn griffiths the conflict of horus and seth liverpool liverpool univer-
sity press 1960 p 37

budge gods 1505
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5 A cow wearing a sun disk and double plumes with a memtmenitmenirkemt
necklace symbol of hathor ihei etc 77 this is the cow ihei
mentioned in chapter 162 of the book of the dead which should be
drawn on a piece of new papyrus 78 this picture of a cow is com-
mon to almost all hypocephali ihetahet is a form of hathor the per-
sonification of the power of nature 79 she is also connected with
mchweretmehwerefc greek methyr another cow goddess who symbolized
the sky 80 the name mehweret mh wrtwff means great fullness
ie the primeval waters from which re first arose especially in-
structivestructive is a section of chapter 17 from the book of the deaddead81

I1 have seen this re who was born yesterday from the buttocks
of mehweret 82132 if he prospers I1 prosper if I1 prosper he
prospers

what is this this is the primeval waters of heaven another
reading it is the image of the eye irrifflffiftartairtjrtirt of re in the morning
at his daily birth
now as for mehweret she is the udjat83udjafi3 of re

standing behind the cow is an unidentifiable goddess whose head is
an udjat eye and who is holding a lotus blossom again the symbol
of rebirth 84

in relation to these characters joseph speaks of a governing
planet receiving light through a medium of governing power no
particular nexus however between the symbolism of the powers of
nature or the primeval waters and that governing readily commends
itself

6 these four standing mummiform figures are the four sons
of horus emstimst or astimstialstialati with a man s head 13pyhpyapy with an ape s

head dw3dwa mwtfinainw t f with a jackal s headbead and kahkbh snwf with a
hawk s headbead they were the gods of the four quarters of the
earth and later came to be regarded as presiding over the four
cardinal points 85 they also were guardians of the viscera of the

ibid 14301430145013301340 bonnet reallexikon p 459
lepsiuslessiusLepsius todtenbuchTodten buch chapter 162 lines 898 9
budge gods 1431
budge gods 1422231422 23 for pictures see plate facing p 422 titled mehweret

the eye of re
naville aegyptische todienbucbtodtenbuchtoffenTodten durbbuchdarb chapter 17 lines 343634 36
re that is the sun was thought of as being born anew each day after having

died the night before
here udetivd3tud3t means not only eye but protection and amulet the hypo-

cephaluscephalus itself was called wd3tw43t
de horrackborrackHorrack louvre hypocephalus PSBA 1884 p 127 see also footnote 71
budge gods 2145 E A wallis budge the egyptian book of the dead

papyrus of ani new york dover 1967 p QCI bonnet reallexikon p 315
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dead and their images were carved on the four canopic jars into
which the internal organs were placed

joseph smith simply states represents this earth in its four
quarters

behind the four standing figures there is a lotus blossom a lion
and a sheep this is the hieroglyphic name of one of the strange
gods of chapter 162 of the book of the dead86deadnead which is tentatively
rendered artsrt nilanilwmim sriwbriwnnwsnw just what god is meant is not known

7 A seated ithyphallic god with a hawk s tail holding aloft the
divine flail several gods of similar appearance are found on the
metternich stela mentioned above I1at8t before him is what appears to
be a bird of some sort presenting him with an uniatudjatudiat eye in most
other hypocephali it is a snake or an ape that is presenting the eye
but often this snake seems to have a hawk s head this snake is
thought to be nehebka a snake god and one of the assessors in the
125th chapter of the book of the dead 88 nehebka was considered
to be a provider of nourishment and as such was often shown pre-
senting a pair of jars or the udjat eye the symbol of all good gifts 89

As for the bird found in facsimile 2 this could symbolize the ba
which is often represented as a bird by the egyptians presenting

the udjat eye to the seated god

the seated god is clearly a form of min the god of the regenera-
tive procreative forces of nature perhaps combined with horus as
the hawk s tail would seem to indicate 90

joseph smith mentions here the holy ghost in the form of a
dove and god revealing through the heavens the grand keywordskey words
of the priesthood the procreative forces receiving unusual ac-
centuation throughout the representation may stand for many divine
generative powers not least of which might be conjoined with the
blessings of the priesthood in one s posterity eternally

taken as a whole the figures and illustrations of the hypocepha-
lus all seem to point toward the egyptians hope in a resurrection
and life after death although this message seems to be conveyed
by a strange assortment of gods animals and mixtures of both it

lepsiuslessiusLepsius todtenbuchTodten buch chapter 162 line 5 see translation on pages 26061260 61 of this
article and also footnote 18

see footnote 66
so petrie abydos 1I p 50 samuel birch henry B meux hypocephalus

PSBA 1883 p 38 birch hypocephalus in the british museum no 8445a 5

february 1884 p 107 bonnet reallexikonreallexzkon p 389 de horrackborrackHorrack les hypocephaleshypocphaleshypocephalus
P 59

bonnet reallexikon p 511
so petrie abydos 1I p 50
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is well to remember that to the egyptians these were all aspects of
the one god who manifested himself in many forms 91

conclusion
although we can with the help of other similar texts recon-

struct the text and figures of the joseph smith hypocephalus with
a fair degree of accuracy we are still far from completely under-
standing the message which the egyptians meant to convey by it
the text of the hypocephalus itself seems to be an address to osiris
the god of the dead on behalf of the deceased sheshonkSheshonk As is
the case with most egyptian texts especially religious texts it is
full of references to matters either obscure or unknown to us al-
though undoubtedly clear to the egyptians needless to say much
work is still to be done before we can fully understand the import
of the joseph smith hypocephalus and hypocephali in general
unfortunately there has been little or no work done on them since
the end of the last century I1 hope however that I1 have been able
to contributetocontribute to our knowledge of this interesting group of texts

thausingThausmg grosse totenbucbtotenbuchToten kuchbuch ppap 16 and 72 budge gods 1131461131 46 bonnet
reallexikon ppap 22325223 25
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everybody is ignorant
only on different subjects

eliot butler

it is presumptuous of course to attempt to describe and dis-
cuss the educated person I1 take coniconlcomfortfort however in the observa-
tion that one is not required to be that which he describes it does
seem easier to get directly at the opposite of the educated person
james thurber had a classmate whom he described clearly while
he was not dumber than an ox thurber said he was not any
smarter either 1 I1 guess that we have all known that boy

in my attempt to reach a definition of the educated person
I1 have kept you and me in mind if the standard set by the defi-
nition is so high that almost none among us can achieve it then
the standard is clearly too high and there is no point in discussing
it except as an academic exercise

one is tempted to consider as educated only renaissance men
those great scholars whose knowledge and superior ability swept
across many fields there is no doubt that leonardo was an
educated man and one stands in awe of christopher wren who
was mathematician and astronomer and who appears to havebave
picked up architecture only as an afterthought and then designed
beautiful churches cathedrals libraries hospitals by the score
thomas jefferson s breadth of excellence was such that at a dinner
in the white house honoring nobel prize winners president ken-
nedy could describe his guests those nobel laureates as the
most extraordinary collection of talent of human knowledge that
has ever been gathered together at the white house with the
possible exception of when thomas jefferson dined alone 2 but
let us face the truth renaissance people are not crowding the world

A forum address given 14 september 1976 at brigham young university
eliot butler is professor of chemistry and acting dean of the college of physical and
mathematical sciences at brigham young university

ljamesjamesijames thurber university days in the thurber carnival new york the
modem library 1945 p 223

As quoted in far from the briar patch time 11 may 1962 p 18
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even solid competence in a rather narrow field is not common
enough

on the other hand if the standard for the educated person is

so low that with little or no effort any one of us can achieve it
it is valueless

A common fault made in discussing education is to describe it
as a posture or stance when in fact it is a continuing process the
vigor and effectiveness of one s mental activity and learning today
tell much more concerning whether that person is educated than
does the record of matters learned last year yet we use such ex-
pressionspressions as she was educated at vassar he completed his
education last year or even ill be so glad to finish my education
and get out of herebere it is sad to tell that too often those state-
ments about finishing and completing one s education turn out to
be true

let us try then an educated person is one who by his or her
own initiative and discipline isis consciously vigorously and con
tintinglytinuinglyainutinuanglyingly learning we will need to add two small extensions later
but just now we will not cloud the issue

meeting this definition does not guarantee one a nobel prize
nor does it make one a scholar but it is worth noting that no one
ever became a scholar without first becoming an educated person
this is a good first step

notice some characteristics that the educated person must have
if she is educated she is learning now and this learning is

not an aberration because the requirement is that it be a con-
tinuing process

if he is educated the learning must be the result of self dis
ciplinesipline and not the result of demands and pressures from others

if she is educated she is learning vigorously
I1 have enjoyed the experience in almost every one of twenty

years at brigham young university of teaching a class of freshmen
without exception there have been a few educated people in each
freshman class that I1 have taught there have been men and women
who had grown out of the slavelike position of doing only what
was required by pressures from parents or teachers or society and
had found the satisfaction of being free of doing more than meet-
ing requirements of learning because it is good to learn

it is disappointing that there have also almost invariably been a
few who have chosen a false freedom the hedonistic freedom of
doing only that which seemed fun at the moment this of course
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is no freedom at all and it leads neither to education nor even to
graduation

A much larger number of students work to meet the require-
ments it is commendable to do what is required but merely meeting
the requirements can at best make one trained or taught never edu-
cated

A first extension to our definition of the educated person is that
the learning be worthy of the attention of a human being

the verb to learn is used in so many ways that we must spend
a moment to clarify what we re about the most common and
casual use of the word is completely removed from the conscious
and active learning of the educated person one says 1I just
learned that it is raining in santaquinSan taquin or asks have you learned
what time the play begins to become aware is often important
and it may be truth that one is becoming aware of but that is not
the learning that makes one educated the learning must be active

there is a kind of very real learning that occurs as a result of
facing life but this too is not the active learning required by our
definition of an educated person let me illustrate any parent
learns in breathtaking steps just by being a parent you should
realize that because of you your parents learned much but that
kind of learning under the sword does not qualify one as an edu-
cated person

the learning must be of matters of reality the real behavior
of people and of matter the real thoughts and reasoning of think-
ing people not the pseudoeventspseudoevents so eloquently denounced by daniel
boorstin those continued noneventsnonevents that make up most of what
is called news 3

there is a strong belief among some people that merely naming
something solves the problem

1 I was concerned one hears for he acts as if he were two
different people what a relief to find that he is schizophrenic

why does the indian government respond in that way oh
you see india is a third world country

learning for the educated person must be more than becoming
aware or gaining experience or applying names the learning
must challenge the human being s intellect and capacity to compre-
hend

what of depth and breadth neither the narrow specialist nor

daniel J boorstin the image new york harper & row 1961 chapter 1
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the shallow generalist is the ideal W H auden s description of
the bewildered fifth century athenian who visits our society is apt

yes says the man from athens 1I can see all the works of
a great civilization but why cannot I1 meet any civilized persons
I1 only encounter specialists artists who know nothing of science
scientists who know nothing of art philosophers who have no
interest in god priests who are unconcerned with politics poli-
ticians who only know other politicians 4

it is sad to report that occasionally one even finds able men and
and women competent in their own specialties who act proud of
their having kept clean and innocent of understanding in other
areas of study perhaps this is only a cloak for hiding their fear of
the unknown but that kind of pride or fear cannot be an attribute
of the educated person

however narrow the specialist with no rounding out may seem
even more pitiable is the generalist with no substance here is the
master of the bull session and the party in his extreme he becomes
almost like characters in the school for scandal able to gossip
a little about several subjects but no more an evening spent in
sharing ignorance with people who do not know and do not think
does not produce understanding indeed the application of a course
number and credit to a bull session as has been known to happen
does not give it educational merit

one hears easy statements such as today we all know and
there is an explosion of knowledge one might carelessly sup-

pose that today everyone is more intelligent than were members of
earlier generations it is well to remind ourselves that where
there is increased understanding it is largely the result of intensive
study and effort by a few great characters and is not a summation
of the halfhearted and idle curiosity of millions moreover for
one to be proud that now people know so much while remaining
ignorant oneself is a foolish position the student who chooses a
major because its requirements are easily met cheats himself of the
opportunity to be taken through a rigorous if short introduction
to the reasoning thinking study techniques and challenges of one
subject having avoided the opportunity to learn discipline he is
doomed to superficiality

in a real sense good education is always both general and
special

W H auden editors introduction the portable greek reader new york
viking 1948 p 7
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none of us enjoys having personal ignorance displayed publicly
however the fear of having others see one s ignorance if not
controlled can easily prevent one from being an educated person
socrates made the nice point in the apology that ignorance of one s

ignorance is the worst kind of all 5 A person who is obsessed by the
need to cover up personal ignorance has no chance to become
educated

Is it useful to be educated listen to an approximate quotation
1 I took algebra and geometry never used themthern and now my

income is fifty times that of the woman who taught those classes
I1 pay big taxes why do the schools waste our hard earned money
teaching junk like that

that is essentially the statement that appeared in a letters to the
editor column a few years ago

some questioners take an expanded view of the problem
why study english or any language the adamic language

is all we11ll need
law should be useful in the next life if you are in the

place where there will be arguments and disagreements and crimi-
nals

this next one cuts
what are you chemists preparing to do make thermodynamic

studies of the lake of fire and brimstone
it is sad that so many have spent so much time at schools

and universities without getting the point that far beyond all
professional or vocational or career aspects of the institutions there
is the assistance guidance and encouragement to be educated and
that brings us to the second extension to the definition there should
be purpose and a sense of responsibility to the learning at least for
the educated christian here we are not speaking of economic or
employment purpose your parents and we are all anxious that you
be able to get worthwhile work to do and we expect that almost
all of you should do better at your work because of having been
here indeed most of you will get positions that you could not have
obtained without the experience and degree from the university
however much of our effort with you here is to help you to be
educated and if that effort is successful your reward will be far
greater than any vocational or economic return alone could ever be
you will be a changed person your life will be different and you
will have increased ability and opportunity to serve

plato five greargreat dialogues new york walterwaltierwaitierwaltter J black 1942 p 38
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the lordsaidlord saidsald it directly after stating the limitless breadth of
subjects appropriate for our study he explained the purpose that
ye may be prepared dacd&c 8880 As one reads on in the
88th section one sees that the preparation is to serve to serve
one s fellow beings

Is one credible who speaks of an eternity of progress but who
makes only halfhearted effort to learn today

the question is asked isncisn t it enough to be good in the
limited time I1 would like to make a few observations joseph smith
instructed by the greatest characters of scriptural times burdened
with the responsibility of establishing the restored church in the
face of appalling difficulties persecuted often turned upon by
people who had been at his side still responded with remarkable
vigor to an inner drive to learn and how hebe learned read of the
school of the prophets the tutors the subjects he attacked after
you catch your breath there look at the founder of our university
A recurrent theme in the letters of brigham young to his sons is
11 observe whether they were on missions or away at school he
urged them to observe and learn president john taylor made his
case for learning with an analogy all could understand

we want our children to grow up intelligently and to walk abreast
with the peoples of any nation god expects us to do it I1
have heard intelligent practical men say it is quite as cheap to
keep a good horse as a poor one or to raise good stock as inferior
animals and is it not quite as cheap to raise good intelligent chil-
dren as to rear children in ignoranceignorance77

1I encourage you to hear the other presidents of the church
it is as if the call to that office ignites an intense drive to learn
president kimball s comment here during the centennial year
reaches to the heart of the matter we understand as few people
do that education is a part of being about our father s busi-
ness 8

isncisn t it enough to be good one is reminded of the statement
of a distinguished member of this faculty in earlier years P A
christensen god himself is limited when men cease to think 9

deanean C jessee ed letters of brigham young to his sons salt lake city
deseret book 1974 ppap 14 29 5131 276 etc

john taylor in journallournal of discourses 26 vols london latter day saints
book depot 185518861855 1886 241686924168 69

spencer W kimball second century address lo1010 october 1975 brigham
young university

sP A christensen on liberty in our time milton and mill in of a num-
ber of things salt lake city university of utah press 1962 p 25
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we havedefinedhave defined the educated person as one who by his or her
own initiative and discipline is consciously vigorously and con-
tinuingly learning we have added that the study and learning must
be in subjects worthy of the offspring of god worthy of human
beings with great potential and that there must be purpose now
the questions must be faced

are we doing no more than defining an exclusive and elite
group are we seeking to feed egos by establishing a new class sys-
tem in which members of the upper class can feel and act out their
pretended and snobbish superiority just as in all class systems

certainly not in the first place there is no barrier to anyone
except one s own self the invitation is to all of us any one of us
may start immediately study learn and feel the joy of expanding
the godlike aspects of our humanness in addition to the unrestricted
invitation there is built into the nature of learning a remarkable
protection against pride the educated person actively consciously
and vigorously learning through his own drive cannot be ego-
tisticaltis tical about what he or she knows each step that increases under-
standing reveals a larger area of ignorance than could be seen be-
fore for example one who has never heard of ancient greek
civilization can have no concept of the extent of his ignorance of
that subject one who knows nothing of calculus cannot begin to
appreciate how ignorant he is of the possibilities of reasoning
order logic and complex problem solving offered by that area of
mathematics one must learn some before he can even recognize his
ignorance will durant in an interview at age 80 said it well
sixty years ago I1 knew everything now I1 know nothing education

is a progressive discovery of our own ignorance 10

you have heard newton s statement abouthavingabout having been like a
child playing on the beach and having picked up a few pebbles
of understanding from the vast shore in his play in good
king charless golden days shaw has newton say to charles 11II
and george fox 1 I spend my life contemplating the ocean of my
ignorance I1 once boasted of having picked up a pebble on the end-
less beach of that ocean I1 shouldhaveshouldshouldhavehave said a grain of sand 11 new-
ton s statement does not imply of course that he became more
ignorant it tells that through a lifetime of study he became in-
creasinglycreasingly conscious of a world of learning yet to be pursued

the essence of the centuries time 13 august 1965 p 48
1georgegeorgecgeorge bernard shaw in good king charless golden days in complete

plays 6 vols new york dodd mead and company 1963 619
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the expansion of one s awareness of his ignorance as he learns
is a guarantee that the educated person is kept humble about knowl-
edge and understanding stop to consider the people you know
who know all the answers they know how the neighbors should
rear their children they know what the president of the church
should say about this or that they know how the president of the
country should handle that problem and so on Is it not true
that the people who know the least about the problem tend to be
the most outspoken and the most positive about its solution if a
person isis not aware of his own ignorance he can easily be positive

pascal s analogy of learning is helpful the circle of knowledge
grows larger as one learns and the circle thus impinges on ever
increasing regions of ignorance 12

when we recognize that the educated person is kept keenly
aware of his expanding consciousness of ignorance and that the
door to being educated is open to all of us we can consider and
appreciate aristotle s response to the question by how much are
educated people different from the uneducated As much said
aristotle as the living from the dead 13 his comparison is very
apt remember that there was no formal and structured school sys-
tem such as we know there were no degrees there were no sym-
bols to confuse us the educated person was one who hadbad come to
life who was living this person was consciously and vigorously
learning the invitation is to every one of us join the living

our definition of the educated person includes the point that
one s own discipline must cause the learning A favorite line from
the wisdom of solomon bears on this the very true beginning
of wisdomlwisdomswisdomwisdoml is the desire of discipline 14 at our worst we do not
even rise to the level that we desire to discipline ourselves but
when we desire to develop discipline there is hope

to learn is hard work it requires discipline and there is much
drudgery when I1 hearibearabear someone say that learning is fun I1 wonder
if that person has never learned or if he has just never had fun
there are moments of excitement in learning these seem usually
to come after long periods of hard work but not after all long
periods of hard work

we human beings tend to let our minds congregate in areas
ac2cC kegan paul trans the thoughts of blaise pascal london kegan paul

trench and company 1885 ppap 192019 20 83
diogenes laertiusLaertius aristotle book V of the lives and opinions of eminent

philosophers london george bell & sons 1891 p 188
the wisdom of solomon 617 the apocrypha authorized version
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of trivia and to protect our minds from the challenge of serious
thought notice how much more comfortable we feel in the book
of acts where action leads us on than in paul s letters especially
when scriptural arguments are being developed

the commander in shaw s man and superman inin a sad sense
represents all of us when liehelleile finds the philosophical discussion
between don juan and lucifer too deep for his marble headed ca-
pacity

this is extremely abstract and metaphysical juan he said if
you would stick to the concrete and put your discoveries in the
form of entertaining anecdotes about your adventures with women
your conversation would be easier to follow 1015

it isis impossible to imagine an educated person who does not
love the language the reasons are manifold but the first by all
odds is that language is at the heart of our humanness and our
humanness is an essential step in the preparation to become what
god would have us be without language would we even be
human

in the beginnningbeginnning was the word Is it not interesting that
john chose to describe the son of god in a way that means not
only the truth and the way in the direction and the instruction
but also means the language one is stirred by the thought that
john wise and eloquent intentionally included multiple meaning
the purposeful beginning for any of us lies in language

how anxious one who learns is to tell friends and family of
new experiences and new understanding and as the understanding
is of increased complexity and the experiences of deeper conse-
quence to our souls how our need for language explodes how one
yearns for enough competence in the language to say it well

you have reached maturity at a time when the language suf-
fers both neglect and vigorous attack those who have rebelled
against society or some part of it have often chosen to make their
degraded language the first symbol of revolt but it is not necessary
to revolt to sour the word conversations overheard about campus
seem often to consist mostly of huh y know yeah ok I1 mean

I1 should hasten to admit that the language lives and evolves
and that each minute step of its evolution will irritate someone
but evolution of the language and its destruction are two different
matters rapid upheaval of the language by those who never knew
or loved it soon leads to complete and dreadful isolation isolation

george bernard shaw man and superman in complete playsflays 3631
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from heritage from philosophical roots from faith from the op-
portunityportunity to learn well from one s fellow human beings from the
ability to tell someone clearly what one knows and feels we of
all people should understand this for we know of nephi and
laban and of god s concern thatthethattiethat the religious heritage in written
and continuingly understandable form go with the little group of
colonists

there is no evidencethatevidence that the people of mulek set out to destroy
their language or even that they were especially neglectful but
there is clear evidence of the result of their losing the blessing of
a stable language the great stabilizers of the english language
dating from the early seventeenth century have been the king
james bible and shakespeare but as generations of english
speaking people mature having had no serious contact with the bible
and only a forced splash in julius caesar in high school what do
we have for stabilizers commercial television

when I1 was an undergraduate we all read 1984 and brave
new world we discussed and argued at length the positions of
those early futurists I1 remember feeling that huxley peered ahead
more clearly than did orwell that newspeakNewspeak described by
george orwell was too ludicrous to imagine in the official lan-
guage of the regime in 1984 words had the opposite of their
ordinary meaning this language was used for control of the minds
of the people how unbelievable but this is only 1976 eight
years short of 1984 we have read transcriptions of the white
house tapes and have compared them with contemporary public
statements by the same men newspeakNewspeak and if that example seems
only a shocking abberationabberation consider the chatty disorganized
smudged meaningless mixture of words that often substitutes for
conversation today

hey wasngasn t that y know just a fabulous thing
yeah I1 mean really just far out

in the beginning was the word for too long and too often the
word has been used to deceive some people in the areas of speech
writing public relations and advertising have sullied their trades
by becoming professional fabricatorsfabricatorefabrica tors of images images that ob-
scure the truth that deceive

A strangulation of the language is underway by another
group the pompous people the following quotation should lead
us into that gagging bog 1 I cannot conceive of any scenario in
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which that could eventuate 16 this was said neither by a standupstand up
comedian nor by howard cosell 1 I am indebted to ABC and their
reporting of the olympic contests for my awareness of mr cosell
the statement was made by a vice president of the united states
when he was asked if might be a candidate for president

I11 I cannot conceive of any scenario in which that could even-
tuate one shouldnshouldna t be too critical for he could have said at
this point in time possibilitywisepossibilitywise I1 am inclined to prioritize that
minimally

that reminds me of the time I1 asked a man a question that
needed only yes or no his answer my response to your inquiry
is affirmative

the aim of many seems to be to mess it up cute words are
collected by some and used endlessly

expertise upgrade finalize
input interface actualize
output interact prioritize
feedback knowhowknow how internalize
thrust utilize

listening to someone use such barbarismsbarbari sms nearly forces one to ex-
ternalizetern alize his breakfast the numbing effectoneffectoreffeffectectonon the reader or listener
is such that he slips past the point of caring that the sentences are
meaningless

your information will be integrated into our own brain-
storming that appeared in a recent memo sent to me

ordinarily I1 have nothing good to say in behalf of speed read-
ing for if something written isis worth reading it deserves attention
and thought and at its best even savoring but too often I1 find
myself thinking that since responsibility forces me to plow through
nonwritingnonwriting inin too many memos concommitteeimitteesmittee documents documents

their word not mine and studies speed reading is the most
that they deserve while complete and rapid oxidation is the
correct treatment

now let me hasten to add my appreciation to those busy people
who always make the effort to avoid jargon and to get to the point
even taking time to inject a little grace not every memo or letter
or report can be a poem but it neednneeda t be a garbage dump

when I1 was in school use and utilize had a subtle but valuable
difference in meaning to utilize meant to make application of

more blood in GOP s donnybrook time 24 may 1976 p 8
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something beyond its designed or intended purpose for example
one on a desert island might in the emergency utilize his fountain
pen for extracting his companion s appendix that is clearly an
extension of the utility of a fountain pen today however one dare
not use the word utilize for the pseudosophisticatespseudo sophisticates believing
that it is a synonym for use would never apply the one syllable
word when three can be thrown in

the nature of english allows nouns to be made from verbs
consequently you and I1 have heard utilization as an offensive
five syllable substitute for use the use of something vs its
utilization the language polluted quickly becomes a hindrance
to understanding the noise is high and the signal is weak

you probably will not believe this next I1 have heard that
finalize is used officially at some universities my thesaurus has
nearly a half page of words that mean to finish to end to com-
plete to conclude despite the abundance of good words in use
some barbarian with neither love of the language nor appreciation
for its value patched together finalize and it did not stop there
the end has become the finalization next we will probably en-
counter the monstrous verb finalizationfinalizationalizealize

these examples are only a few flyspecksflyspecks in the filth of mucky
language but you get the idea

the loss will be irreparable if we reach the point that our ties
of understanding with the past and the future are severed con-
sider those attributes that differentiate us from the animals neither
our relative hairlessness nor our use only of the upright position for
walking provides meaningful distinction god s offspring as dis-
tinguished from his creatures have the capability not only of learn-
ing from each other and thinking about it but also of learning from
the accumulated understanding wisdom and faith of their an-
cestorscestors in addition god s offspring have the responsibility of
leaving a heritage of knowledge and faith for their descendants

the love of thediedle language that we speak of is not merely some
appreciation fortheforgor the rules that guide us in its use important as they
are the language at its best functions to reveal the dignity of man
what would you know of your birthright as a child of god without
language what would one know of the continuity and of the
change in the aching efforts of human beings to climb to understand-
ing without the language how could there be love instead of mere
lust without the language

degraded language still allows some functioning in society one
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can find the way to a restaurant buy and sell send and receive
memos get the television repaired mention the weather and the
election to a neighbor much that occupies our time can still be
handled with degraded language but those matters that lift us
above the crude and the mundane cannot

george orwell made an interesting point about the language

A man may take to drink because he feels himself to be a failure
and then fail all the more completely because he drinks it is
rather the same thing that is happening to the english language
it becomes ugly and inaccurate because our thoughts are foolish
but the slovenliness of our language makes it easier for us to have
foolish thoughts

he then adds a hopeful note

the point is that the process is reversible 17

it is possible for one who does not love the language to be
well trained but not to be an educated person

we have so far scarcely mentioned the university and how it
fits into the matter of our becoming and staying educated it
should be clear to you that some educated people have not at-
tended a university and such are not just the abraham lincolnsLincolns of
the past I1 mentioned having some freshmen in class nearly every
year who are educated and who show the interest and drive
that should keep them vigorously learning and hence educated
Is there any point in their staying at the university since you can
be educated outside the university should you stay hold on don t
pack your football and curling iron yet 1 I was careful you 11ll
notice to choose objects that could not imply any sex bias the
university is excelled by only one other institution in igniting the
fire of desire to be educated and the university is by all odds the
best widely available institution for giving one a solid start in one
discipline the major along with sufficentsufficientsufficent exposure to several
other areas that one s lifetime of learning can have direction and
meaning

it feels redundant to say again what has been proved so many
times it is painfully obvious that one can obtain a degree without
becoming an educated person and that unfortunate truth obtains
worldwide neither four years of punting on the cam river nor
four years of eating parsley at cannon center carries a guarantee

george orwell the politics of language in the college omnibus 6thath ed
new york harcourt brace and company 1948 p 63
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that one will become educated but the university offers the oppor-
tunity and encouragement and you must decide how you will
respond the introduction to music class can be a drudge with
you dragging mental feet complaining at the requirements of the
class or you can wake up get interested inthein the subject by meeting
the requirements and then become free by letting that interest
carry you beyond the requirements you can choose to get credit
or you can choose to change your life still receiving the credit
but now with an improved grade that class may be one that will
affect your listening ever after with a little understanding of music
you will crave increased understanding for you will have seenbowseen how
much your appreciation and enjoyment grew just from your effort
in one class or you can get the credit

you can approach the class in the physical sciences necessary
either to prepare for a general education exam or because your
major requires it with fear and resistance because it will be hard
or you can immerse yourself in the subject and come to feel the
unusual rewards in no other subjects can one knowing little do
so much that is correct and predict accurately the results of so many
previously untried experiments in these subjects as nowhere else
one can gain an appreciation for the order in god s universe and
for the possibilities and limitations of human reasoning

or one can resist and be fearful and miss the whole point
I1 have reflected recently on my undergraduate years this ap-

parentlyparently being one of the required activities of middle age in each
of those four years I1 had at least one class outside my major that
has had profound effect on my life ever since what a disap-
pointing void would have remained if I1 had missed taking those
classes by associating with those fine teachers who were educated
people more mature and much wiser than 1I 1I was introduced to
several subjects that I1 could hardly have hoped to encounter signifi-
cantly otherwise and the introduction was sufficient to make it
possible for me to maintain reading and study in those areas

I1 mentioned that the university isis excelled by only one institu-
tion in the area of igniting the desire to be educated it is with
joy that I1 remember the many young men and women whom I1 have
known through their undergraduate years who have changed in
that period from enrolled bodies to awake and consciously learning
students but another institution has an even betterbedder record of
making people want to learn than has the university and we of
all people should not be surprised to hear that it is thehometheromethe home
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harry golden tells in his little book only in america of a prac-
tice followed among immigrant jews in lower eastsideeastside new york
when he was growing up there when a child was presented his
first book one that would be his own a little ceremony was
held in which a drop of honey was placed on the book s cover and
the child knelt placing his tongue on the honey on the book so that
his first contact with learning and books would be sweetsweet1818 one
weeps when one realizes that the counterpart in too many homes
today is that the child may eat his first pizza off the television
set

how frequently one observes that the student who has un-
usual commitment comes from a home where people cared and
tried where books were known and loved and where ideas
instead of neighbors were discussed

I1 am sorry to say that one cannot always detect whether some-
one recently met has graduated from a university but one can soon
tell if one is speaking with an educated person mark van doren
points out correctly that nobody who is will ever admit to being
educated 19 this is not of course that the person is embarrassed
to be educated but only that helieiteiye or she is so conscious of so many
areas of gross ignorance will rogers saw it clearly everybody
is ignorant liehelleile said only on different subjects 22012020

but I1 say one quickly detects when one speaks with an educated
person matters learned last evening an idea being pondered and
developed books recently read an essay just encountered an argu-
ment still going on a book just purchased to be read tonight as
soon as another is finished one hears of such from an educated
person

over several years I1 have spoken with many graduating seniors
in one program here with several there was the pain of learning
that not one book had been read since they entered the university
except the required books by others a few had been read but
the educated men and women in the program all had books just
finished others being read and a growing list of books that they
could hardly wait to get into

to be an educated person does not carry a set of comfortable
guarantees it will neither cure acne nor remove unwanted weight

harry golden only in america cleveland the world publishing company
1958 p 181

mark van doren liberal education boston beacon press 1965 chapter 1

will rogers syndicated column 31 august 1924 as quoted in the will rogers
book comp paula mcspadden love new york bobbs merrill 1961 p 138
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it does not promise to remove all ambiguities from life but the
educated person will have increased capacity for living amidst some
ambiguity without losing faith in god or man to be educated
does not promise that one will be popular but neither does it re-
quire that one become aa social clod indeed the educated person is
vastly more interesting to be around to be educated will enrich
one s life and increase one s joy and joy is the reason that humans
are to be educated will increase one s humanness and one s respect
and love for god s offspring and such love is the second great
commandment to be educated will enlarge one s capacitycapacitytocapacitytoto serve
one s neighbor and to serve well is the highest calling for a
child of god

my suggestion for you and me is that we get on with the task
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ex nihilonichilo the development of the doctrines
of god and creation in early christianity

keith norman

many men say there is one god the father the son and the
holy ghost are only one god I1 say that is aa strange god anyhow

three in one and one in three it is a curious organization
father I1 pray not for the world but I1 pray for them which thou

hast given me holy father keep through thine own name
those which thou hast given me that they may be one as we
are john 17911 all are to be crammed into one god accord-
ing to sectarianism it would make the biggest god in all the
world he would be a wonderfully big god he would be a giant

monster I11or a

joseph smith s caricature of the creedal mire in which orthodox
christianity has been stuck for so long although apparently based
on the sixth century athanasian creed 2 is indicative of the confu-
sion and misunderstanding which attempts to explain the godhead
by esoteric philosophical formulation have engendered although
most christian denominations officially subscribe to one or another

keith norman received his master s degree in early christian history from harvard
in 1973 he is currently a phd candidate at duke university

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 6476 cited here-
after as HC

the origin of this most orthodox catholic creed is obscure it was ascribed to
athanasius after the ninth century although much closer to augustine in wording
and thought the first part is as follows whosoever will be saved before all things
it is necessary that he hold the catholic faith which faith except everyone do keep
whole and undefiled without doubt he shall perish everlastingly

and the catholic faith is this
that we worship one god in trinity and trinity in unity neither confounding

the persons nor dividing the substance for there is one person of the father
another of the son and another of the holy ghost but the godhead of the father
of the son and of the holy ghost is all one the glory equal the majesty coeternal
such as the father is such is the son and such is the holy ghost the father
uncreate the son uncreate and the holy ghost uncreate the father incomprehensible
the son incomprehensible and the holy ghost incomprehensible the father eternal
the son eternal and the holy ghost eternal

and yet there are not three eteretemalsnalsnais but one eternal As also there are not
three uncreated not three incomprehensibles but one uncreated and one incompre-
hensiblehensible latin immensusimmen sus so likewise the father is almighty the son almighty
and the holy ghost almighty and yet they are not three almighties but one al-
mighty so the father is god the son is god and the holy ghost is god and
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of the various creeds proclaiming the mystery of trinity in unity
the doctrine is like einstein s theory of relativity only the most
learned and able minds are capable of really understanding it in
any depth this leaves the orthodox christian with no choice but
to profess belief in something he does not and probably cannot
comprehend since as cyril richardson mused on the enigma of
the trinity it has been observed that by denying it one may be
in danger of losing one s soul while by trying to understand it
one may be in danger of losing one s wits 3

how did the christian church come to accept such a compli-
cated and unscriptural article of faith this study will attempt to
show that the basis of this fundamental departure from the sim-
plicity of faith in a personal god who is our heavenly father
and in his son jesus christ is the consequence or corollary of
the development of the doctrine of creation ex nnichilonihiloihiioilorio ie god
alone is uncreated and eternal while all else mankind angels
other living things and matter itself was created by god out of
nothing ex nichilomhilonihilo and is thus of an entirely different order of
being from the creator

THE creatorcreatureCREATOR CREATURE DICHOTOMY

the culmination of the long process of doctrinal development
and philosophical speculation in early christianity at least in the
western church lies in the definitive corpus of the writings of
st augustine whose famous conversion occurred in 386 he be-
came the authority for generations of catholics and protestants
and one still finds no rival to augustine s reputation and influence
who does not depend upon him far more than he might venture

yet they are not three gods but one god so likewise the father is lord the son
lord and the holy ghost lord and yet not three lords but one lord

for like as we are compelled by the christian verity to acknowledge every
person by himself to be god and lord so are we forbidden by the catholic religion
to say there are three gods or three lords

the father is made of none neither created nor begotten the son is of the
father alone not made nor created but begotten the holy ghost is of the father
and of the son neither made nor created nor begotten but proceeding

so there is one father not three fathers one son not three sons one holy
ghost not three holy ghosts and in this trinity none is afore or after another
none is greater or less than another but the whole three persons are coeternal
and coequal so that in all things as aforesaid the unity in trinity and the trinity
in unity is to be worshippedworshipped

he therefore that will be saved must thus think of the trinity
see philip schaff ed the creeds of christendom 3 vols new york harper and

brothers 187711877 266ff266ff
cyril C richardson the enigma of the trinity in A companion to the study

of st augustine ed roy W battenhouse new york oxford university press
1955 p 235
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to contravene him his de trinitratetrinitateTrinitate on which the athanasian
creed is based 4 is the classic statement of the trinitarian position
but the theme of a god who is transcendent unchanging and
incomprehensible runs throughout his writings nothing can be
said that is worthy of god we seek for a fitting name but do
not find it 5 for augustine it is impossible for any man to know
god or even any of his attributes for man is entirely different
from his maker and exists on a completely different plane of
reality the only reliable information about god is negative
what he is not 6 god is by philosophical definition incompre-
hensiblehensible to the mind or senses of man and it is impious to assert
any direct knowledge of him 7

by augustine s time it was well established among christian
writers in both east and west that existence in the full sense be-
longed to god alone 8 and he affirmed that all creation being
changeable and corruptible cannot have true being

anything whatsoever no matter how excellent if it be mutable
has not true being for true being is not to be found where there
is also nonbeingnon being 9

in the words of the modern theologian paul tillich god is
not a being but beingheing itself 10 god transcends every being and the
totality of beings he is totalizertotalitertotaliter albiteraliter wholly other in
philosophical terms god has necessary being but man has only

contingent being his existence is totally dependent upon the
will of god man a creature is like every other created thing
whether animal vegetable mineral or even spirit not only does
his initial existence stem from the creative fiat of god but his
continued existence is sustained only by god s active will before
the divine creative activity man and all else did not exist
either as individual entities or as unorganized matter man had

ag4gG L prestige god in patristic thought london society for promoting chris-
tianti knowledge 1936 p 152 see also J N D kelly early christian doctrines
new york harper & row 1950 p 273

augustine tractate on the gospel of john 13.5135155 in A select library of the
nicene and post nicene fathers ed philip schaff 14 vols grand rapids midimich
wm B eerdmans 1956 789 cited hereafter as NPNF 1

augustine discourses on the psalms 85 in patrologiae latina ed J P migne
221 vols paris npap 1865 371090 cited hereafter as PL

augustine sermons 1173.51173511755 in PL 38663
johnohn F callahan augustine and the greek philosophers villanova pa villa-

nova university press 1967 p 18

augustine tractate on the gospel of john 18.101810 in NPNF 1 7220
paul tillich systematic theology 3 vols chicago university of chicago

press 1951631951 63 1235
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an absolute beginning and should god cease to will his existence
will have an end

in its doctrine of god and man then mainstream christianity
has postulated two radically different orders of existence or planes
of reality with a firm ontological line drawn between them a
radical gulf of essential being which forever separates the divine
from thehumantheohumanthe human the creator from the created

there is no greater sense of distance than that which lies in the
words creator creation now this is the first and the fundamental
thing which can be said about man he is a creature and as such
he is separated by an abyss from the divine manner of being the
greatest dissimilarity between two things which we can express at
all more dissimilar than light and darkness death and life good
and evil is that between the creator and that which is created 11

although this statement by the orthodoxneoorthodoxneo theologian emilemitemli
brunner would be considered extreme by some it is merely the
logical outcome of such official pronouncements as the west
minister confession of faith of the anglican church 1647 and
the dogmatic constitution of the catholic faith adopted by the
first vatican council in 1870 which insists that god is to be
declared as really and essentially distinct from the world which
is created out of nothing 12

mormonism on the other hand in one of its most radical de-
parturespar tures from traditional christian orthodoxy proclaims that man
and god are of the same race that god isis a personal being with
a physical body and literally our eternal father and that we also
are eternal beings without essential beginning or ultimate end 13

not only has mankind always existed as intelligence in the be-
ginning with god but matter itself is eternal dacd&c 9323 33

it cannot be created or made per se only organized or formed into
specific material entities

frcreatlonCREATIONfrcreation IN THE OLD TESTAMENT

consequently joseph smith took issue with the standard trans-
lation and interpretation of the opening verse in the bible in

emil brunner man inin revolt A christian anthropology trans olive wyon
philadelphia the westminster press 1947 p 90

see schaff creeds of christendom 3606ff and 22592239
two excelexcellentlerit treatments of this are in sterling M mcmurrin the theological

foundations of the mormon religion salt lake city university of utah press 1965
ppap 49ff and truman G madsen eternal man salt lake city deseret book
1966 ppap 23ff et passim
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the beginning god created the heaven and the earth 14 although
the hebrew word fardbardbara here translated created is usually reserved
in the old testament for god s activity in forming the world and
all things in it synonymous terms and phrases scattered through-
out the hebrew scriptures take the force out of any attempt to
use this fact as evidence that an ex nichilomhilonihilo creation is being de-
scribed in genesis 1 the most common of these synonyms are
yaaryasar to shape or form 155 and ataathalaasahh to make or produce 16 in a
study of the hebrew conception of the created order luis stadel-
mann insists that both farabarafafabardafraf and yaar carry the anthropomorphic
sense of fashioning while adbasakadfasah connotes a more general idea of
production 17 throughout the old testament the image is that
of the craftsman fashioning a work of art and skill the potter
shaping the vessel out of clay or the weaver at his loom 18

the heavens and the earth are the work of godgods s hand 19 thus
joseph smith who had studied hebrew preferred to translate
the verb bara as to organize 20

although apparently the prophet in this instance was speaking
primarily from the standpoint of scholarship rather than the direct
word of the lord contemporary theologians committed to the
ex nichilomhilonihilo position would have rejected his analysis out of handband
since his day however the influence of biblical critics combined
with the canons of modern physics have taken their toll on the ortho-
dox position while vindicating the latter day saint interpretation
frank M cross concludes that it was the creation ex nichilomhilonihilo tradition
which prompted the translation of genesis 1111 found in the king
james and similar versions according to the interpreters bible the
hebrew prberekere hityithirslit would more properly be rendered in the be-
ginning of rather than simply in the beginning 22 thus the
first verse of genesis does not stand apart from the following
narrative as a kind of summarizing prelude but merges natur

14hcHC 6475
genesis 27 8 19 isaiah 2711 431 457 jeremiah 15 1016
genesis 23 311 job 363 isaiah 457 note especially isaiah 4518 where

yasarydsar and vibasah immediately follow and clarify arejrebara
luis 1I J stadelmann the hebrew conception of the world rome pontifical

biblical institute 1970 p 5

isaiah 2916 4022 459 51131516 psalms 7413177413 17 8911 902 cf
romans 920

psalms 10225 83
HC 6475
class lecture notes harvard university september 1972
ie the construct state literally in the beginning of gods creating

see cuthbert A simpson the book of genesis introduction and exegesis in the
interpreters bible 12 vols new york abingdon press 1952571952 57 1466
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ally with verse two and we might correctly translate as E A
speiser suggests when god set about to create heaven and earth
the world being then a formless waste 23 or as cross renders
it subscribing to the theory of the higher critics that genesis
12 is a later addition when god began to create the heaven
and the earth then god said let there be light 24 the tradi-
tional translation of genesis 11 as an independent statement
implying that god first created matter out of nothing and then
verses 2ffaff proceeded to fashion the world from that raw ma-

terial is now widely questioned 25 and several recent translations
have adopted the approach advocated by speiser and cross 26

the king james translation of genesis 12 which renders the
hebrew as void has also lent support to the creation ex nichilonihilo
theory whereas actually the word always occurs in the old testa-
ment in tandem with tomtourom formless describing a formless
waste or the chaos common to near eastern creation myth-
ology 2721 in the last analysis it is this association of genesis 1 with
the ubiquitous creation stories of antiquity which decidedly rules
out creation ex nichilonihilo as the idea behind the biblical text the
earth was foutou gabouwabohuwabou without form and void as the aut-
horizedthorized king james version renders it and darkness was
upon the face of the deep tehoytehomteh6mte bomhom ie the watery chaos cf
2 peter 35 this hardly signifies absolute nonexistence rather
it speaks of the formless primeval chaotic matter the krstoffurstoff
out of which the creator fashioned the world 28 hermann gunkel
called this chaos of genesis I11 ein uraltermuralter zug which apparently

E A speiser genesis vol 1 the anchor bible garden city NY double-
day 1964 p 3

24classclass lecture notes harvard university september 1972
hermann gunkel sch6pfungschopfungSchop jungfung und chaos in urzeitufzeit und endzellendzeitendzeil gottingeng6ttingenrottingenGot tingen

vandenhoeck und ruprecht 1897 p 7 n 3 cf gerhard von rad genesis trans
john H marks philadelphia the westminster press 1961 p 49 and esp p 46

the notion of a created chaos is a contradiction
simpson genesis interpreters bible 1466 other modern versions which in-

corporate this usage include the new jewish version when god began to create
the heaven and the earth the earth being unformed and void similarly the
bible an american translation 195119311934 the westminster study edition of the holy
bible 1948 moffat s translation 1935 and the revised standard version RSV
alternate reading

francis brown S R driver and charles A briggs A hebrew and english
lexicon of the old testament oxford the clarendon press 1959 p 26 cf von
rad genesis p 49 tohuwabohu means the formless &the primeval waters over
which darkness was superimposed characterizes the chaos materially as a watery prime-
val element but at the same time gives a dimensional association thorn sea of chaos
is the cosmic abyss this damp primeval element however was agitated by a
divine storm cf daniel 72 this declaration then belongs completely to the
descrildescriptionaitionition of chaos and does not yet lead into the creativecrearivecrea rive activity

see von rad genesis p 49
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has an independent existence however shadowy 29 thus con-
cludes C H dodd the mosaic account of creation postulates
two preexistentpre existent factors the eternal god and chaos 30 even a
modern catholic theologian can no longer maintain that the
first genesis account expressly teaches that god created all things
out of nothing the notion of nothing was unimaginable to the
unsophisticated author 31 just as elsewhere in the old testament
when the lord god laid the foundations of the earth his
command brought response from the elements rather than effect-
ing existence as such psalms 104591045 9 cf isaiah 4813 so also
admits gerhard von rad in genesis I11 the actual concern of
this entire report of creation is to give prominence form and
order to the creation out of chaos 32 ie unorganized chaotic
matter accordingly speiser after an extensive analysis of the
hebrew in the first verses of genesis is forced to concede in a
guarded roundabout statement to be sure my interpretation
precludes the view that the creation accounts say nothing about
coexistent matter 13333113 that is speiser against his orthodox tradi-
tion must interpret genesis I11 as describing the creation by god
out of preexisting matter not ex nihnichilonihiloriozio

in fact the old testament account of the creation from genesis
1 and consistently throughout 34 supports the radical departure
of joseph smith and mormonism from the orthodox ex mhnihilonichiloiioilorio

dogma god fashioned or organized the heavens and the earth
from existing material and not out of nothing and though
god is far above man in his righteousness perfection and glory
he formed man in his own image and likeness 3531 this personal

gunkel shonShopsuonsh&pfungshopjungfungjung und chaos p 7 gunkel refutes wellhausen s assertion
n 3 that chaos was created by god in the beginning according to genesis 1 this

is untenable the heaven and earth is the organized world
C H dodd the bible and the greeks london hodder & stoughton 1935

p 103
robert butterworth the theology of creation no 5 of theology today south

bend ind university of notre dame press 1969 p 37
32von rad genesis p 47 this is a concession since von rad tries to establish

an ex nignihnichilonihilotiorio creation by the priority of vs 1 over vs 2
33speiser genesis p 13
eg isaiah 530 psalms 648 7617187617 18 9234923 4 jeremiah 522 3816
although a discourse on genesis 1267126 7 is not within the scope of this study

the comment of von rad genesis p 56 deserves notice here the interpretations
therefore are to be rejected which proceed from an anthropology strange to the old
testament and one sidedly limit gods image to man s spiritual nature relating it to
man s dignity his personality or ability for moral decision etc the marvel of
man s bodily appearance is not at all to be excepted from the realm of gods
image the whole man is created in gods image claus westerman creation
trans john J scullion philadelphia fortress press 1974 p 57 discusses the
movement among biblical scholars to describe man as the image of god in appearance
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anthropomorphic actively working god is vastly different from
the one of the creeds and the theologians and belief in this kind
of a father creator brought at least as much contempt from sophis-
ticated thinkers in the early christian period as it does today 36

EARLY christianity AND THE CREATOR

early christianity grew up in a scene far removed from that
of the hebrew prophets it was a world saturated by greek culture
and ideas even more than it was dominated by roman politics
and jewish resistance to this foreign influence hadbad been gradually
breaking down one of the most conspicuous examples of this is the
septuagint the translation of the old testament into greek tradi-
tionallytionally attributed to seventy jewish elders in alexandria this work
reflected the disdain of greek intellectuals for the demiourgoidemlourgoidemwourgoiourgo i or
craftsmen who were looked down on as the lowest order of society 37

even the artist who created a great work was differentiated from his
achievement and its creator remained an object of contempt 38

aristotle pointed out that this applies to the demiurge of the
cosmos 39 and thus the septuagint when referring to god as the
creator avoided forms of the word demiourgoidemiourgosdemiourgos in favor of the
verb ktidzoktbidzoidzo and its derivatives homer however had used ktidziktbidzoidzo
in the sense of to build or establish a city and the word still
carried its architectural connotation into new testament times
despite our translation of ktidzktbidzoidzo as simply to create 40 nevert-
helesstheless it was a step removed from the anthropomorphic craftsman

beginning with hermann gunkel P humber ludwig kohler and J J stamm in
criticizing this interpretation christiaan vriezen objected that the old testament is
not aware of a bodyspiritbody spirit dualism man is a unity but of course this sword cuts
both ways an exclusive spiritualizedspiritualizerspi ritualized interpretation of genesis 12627126 27 cannot be
upheld on vriezen s principle the visual bodily image and likeness must be included

36see especially the ridicule of the second century philosopher celsus in brigensorigensOrigens
against celsus 437.71437714377145771 660ff 7.27727727 in the ante nicene fathers ed alexander
roberts and james donaldson 24 vols grand rapids mich wm B eerdmans
1956 4513 529 600ff and 621 respectively cited hereafter as ANF origen s
defense written almost a century later consisted in reinterpreting the bible on a

more philosophical level only the simpleminded would take such passages literally
see plutarch theseus 25 and pol 3.4343454 As cited by werner foerster

atitkttc0ktitKT it in theological dictionary of the new testament ed gerhard kittel trans
geoffrey W bromley 9 vols grand rapids mich wm B eerdmans 1964
31024

plutarch pericles 2 in ibid 31024
aristotle on the procreation of the soul in platos timaeus in theological

dictionary 31024 platos demiurge which remarkably resembles the word
logos in john 111411 14 was the maker of the world out of preexistent eternal

material see platos timaeus 27d 29e 53a 56c
foerster in theological dictionary 31025 however the septuagint s rendition

of the hebrew tahutabu wabohlwabohp in genesis 12 as soratosaoratos kai akataskeuasiosakataskeuastos unseen and
unfurnished probably meant to suggest the creation of the visible world out of
preexistent invisible elements dodd the bible and the greeks p 111
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image of creation and provided a foothold for later advocates of
an ex nichilonihilomhiioilorio interpretation

it is important however to observe that the jewish doctrine
of creation was not highly developed in a technical sense at the
beginning of the christian era divine creation was an assump-
tion rather than an assertion both christian and jewish writings
reveal belief in the almighty god the sovereign lord of all crea-
tion without speculating on the nature of the act of creation itself 41

but there are indications in the intertestamentaltestamentalinter literature of a
tendency to speak with greater clarity on the refinements of theo-
logical issues in the wisdom of solomon 1117 we read of god s

hand which created the world out of unformed matter ktisasaktisasaisasa
ton bosmonkosmon ex amorphousamorphouamorphou hylasjyleshylvs but 2 maccabees 728 had
already affirmed of the heavens and earth that god did not
make them out of existing things ouk ex onton epoisenepoiesenep olesenoiesen auta
although this latter phrase has often been cited as an early and
explicit assertion of creation out of nothing actually such an idea
is quite remote 42 since the nonexistentnon existent in 2 maccabees 7281728
is not absolute nothing but the metaphysical substance in an
uncrystallized state 43 this relative nonbeing referred to a chaotic
shadowy state of matter before the world was made as we might
say in biblical terms without form and void such a view is im-
plicit throughout the greco roman literature of the time of chris-
tianity s inception and there is no indication in the christian writings
that they held a different view on the contrary a famous late
nineteenth century study by edwin hatch of the inroads of greek
philosophy into early christianity describes the tacit but widespread
assumption of the coexistence of matter with god

there was a universal belief that beneath the qualities of all exist-
ing things lay a substratum or substance on which they were
grafted it was sometimes conceived of as a vast shapeless but
plastic mass to which the creator gave form partly by molding it
as a potter molds clay partly by combining various elements as a
builder combined his materials in the construction of a house 44

Langlangdondoildoridoll gilkey maker of heaven and earth A study of the christian doctrine
of creation garden city N Y doubleday 1959 p 49

foerster in theological dictionary 31016 hugh nibley points out that this
phrase refers to a change from another phase of a going concern see his treasures
in the heavens dialogue A journal of mormon thought 8 autumnwinterAutumn Winter
1974881974 88 note 23 cf henry chadwick early christian thought and the classical
tradition new york oxford university press 1966 ppap 46ff for development
of this idea

C A scharbau as quoted by foerster in theological dictionary 31001 n 6
44edwin hatch the influence of greek ideas on christianity london and edin-

burgh williams and norgate 1892 ppap 194ff
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in spite of the fact that this assumption is not regularly made
explicit the two types of expression the one specifying the pre-
existing material and the other emphasizing the new state of
being or order achieved in creation continued to develop along
parallel lines 455

but if some jewish writers werewe beginningrebeginning to show the influence
of greek ideas and culture jesus and his followers taught the god
of the fathers not a new or higher immaterial god jesus sum-
mons for men to live as god would have them was entirely in the
prophetic tradition of what tillich calls biblical personalism in
radical contrast to philosophical ontology he insists no onto-
logical search can be found in the biblical literature 46116216246 the authors
of scripture were simply not concerned with definingthedefining the nature of
being As mcgiffert explains it in a somewhat regretful tone
11jesus idea of god indeed is quite naive and anthropomorphic and
there is no sign that he was troubledbytroubledlytroubledtroubledbyby any speculative problems
or difficulties 47147

during his mortal ministry jesus spoke simply of the creation
which god created mark 1319 without elaborating on the de-
tails andthisandthiland this waswasinin harmony with the rabbinic view which regard-
ed speculations on the nature of preexistent matter as useless and

cf for example 1qs the manual of discipline from the dead sea scrolls
3.15183151831551518 18 and the shepherd of hermas vision 11.6116116 in apostolic fathers trans kir-
sopp lake 2 vols cambridge mass harvard university press 1965 28 hoeho
theos en roistoisrolsto is ouranoisouranois katoikonkatoikcn kai kuisasktisasktisafisasryas ek tou memii7 onrot ta onroontoontaonra god who dwells
in heaven and created that which is out of that which is not with justin
martyr first apology x ANF 1165 we have been taught that he in the begin-
ning did of his goodness for mans sake create all things out of unformed matter

ex amorphousamorphouamorphou hyles cf first apology 49 ANF 1182 likewise in the secrets
of enoch 2512513251525.1325133 god says 1I commanded that visible things should come down
from invisible As cited in dodd the bible and the greeks p 111.111liilil cf the
similar phraseology in philo that early first centuryadcentury AD jewish philosopher in alexan-
dria this cosmos of ours was formed out of all that there is of water and air and
fire not even the smallest particle being left outside de plantations 2.62626 further
when the substance of the universe was without shape and figure god gave it

these when it had no definite character god molded it into definiteness de
somniis 26.4526452645 although de somniis 18.7618761876 states that god haba proteronpro teron ouk jnen
epoiesenep oiesen ouoilorl demiourgoidemiourgosdimiourgosdemiodimiourgos monon al kai ktistis autos on the things which before were
not he made not only being the craftsman but also himself the creator this is
thought to be a later interpolation see edwin hatch influence of greek ideas p
183 cf philos de opificio mundi v 21 26 texts of philosphilos works with excellent
english translations are available in ten volumes of the loeb classical library ed and
trans F H colson and G H whitaker cambridge mass harvard university
press 192919621929 1962 for a contrasting view of philo s conception of creation see harry
austrynaustren wolfson philo 2 vols cambridge mass harvard university press 1947
1180 300ff

tillich systematic theology 211ff21 ifflff
arthur C mcgiffert the god of the early christians new york charles

scribners sons 1924 p 4
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dangerous since it is enough to say that god created the world
and all that therein is 48

on the other hand for the most part the new testament was
composed in greek and its terminology was greatly influenced by
the septuagint thus the term demiourgoidemiourgosdemio urgos is used only once in
hebrews 1110 which has no direct reference to the creation the
most common verb to describe the creative activity is ktidz5ktbidzoidzo
but it is followed in frequency by poleo to make or produce espe-
cially of art and aiassaplasso to form mold shape or fashion both
of which are used synonymously despite the attempt of later com-
mentatorsmentators to exploit such passages as romans 417 115611361136 colos-
sians 1116ilg16 and hebrews 111133 to show an implicit creation ex mhnichilonihiloyloiloyio

a closer examination of the texts belies this interpretation As
werner foerster admits romans 417 when translated calls into
existence the things that do not exist RSV from kalountos ta memi
onraontoonta abs ontaonto contains a logical impossibility one can call
forth only that which already exists 49 the authorized version
remains closer to the original

furthermore in romans 92023920 23 paul himself employs the
potter vessel image of isaiah 2916 while 2 peter 35 reminds us
that the earth was formed out of water RSV the primeval
chaos or deep of genesis 12 the plain fact is that the new
testament writers were at one with those of the old when they
referred to the creation this and the period immediately following
is characterized by kelly as a pre reflective theologicalpretheologicalpre phase
of christian belief 5010 what this means for the present discussion
is that no one had yet thought of a creation out of nothing

THE CONFLICT WITH gnosticism
two major currents of thought were instrumental in bringing

about the reinterpretation of the mode of creation among christians
the gnostic cosmologiescosmo logies which denigrated the material creation and
its creator or demiurge and the greek philosophical conceptions of
god as the one transcendently good immaterial and eternally
unchanging

foerster in theological dictionary 31017 cf george foote moore judaism
in the first centuries of the christian era 3 vols cambridge mass harvard uni-
versity press 1927 1381

foerster in theological dictionary 31010 the idea of a command presup-
poses the existence of ministering and obedient powers to carry out the will to create
ibid n 72 see above note 42 and below notenorte 84

kelly early christian doctrines p 90
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by the latter part of the first century AD especially during the
persecutions of domitian s reign 819681 96 the forces of the world
seemed about to overwhelm the young church now virtually bereft
of the personal guidance of the apostles many christians were be-
wilderedwildered by the seeming disintegration of their world numerous

false prophets came forth claiming to be the guardians of the
knowledge of the mysteries of the kingdom

it was under such circumstances that the gnostic cosmologists
produced their dualistic cosmogoniescosmogonies to exonerate the supreme crea-
tor from complicity in the malign state of affairs by attributing it
to the demiurge 51

the basic idea is that the demiurge who created the world is far
down the hierarchical scale of being from the supreme unknown
father and either out of ignorance or rebellion made the universe
full of evil and defect which became a prison into which the souls
or pure elements of spirit were cast down 52 such thinking was a
real threat to the old testament account of creation and against
this mythology christian and jewish writers alike were pushed to
clarify the genesis account in terms of the creator as the absolute
soul existent being

A good example of the sort of challenge that stimulated the
recasting of the old testament view of creation is marcion who
left the christian church in rome in AD 144 insisting on the
literal meaning of the jewish scriptures for marcion the strict
legalistic god of the old testament could not be reconciled with
the grace and redeeming love revealed in the gospel of christ and
he concluded that there must be two gods the lower demiurge
whom the jews worshippedworshipped and the supreme hidden god re-
vealed for the first time by jesus 53 although marcion was not a
gnostic in the strict sense his low opinion of the creator closely
parallels gnostic cosmological schemes together with the gnostic
attack on the harsh and seemingly capricious creator in the old
testament marcion s rejection of the jewish scriptures and deity
on the basis of his interpretation of paul brought a response from
orthodox circles which sought to allegorize the old testament and
describe its god in the more acceptable philosophical language of
divine transcendence christians in the second century had rejected

E 0 james creation and cosmology leiden E J brill 1969 p 93
see wernerwemer foerster patristic evidence vol 1 gnosis A selection of gnostic

texts trans R mclean wilson oxford the clarendon press 1972 ppap 4ffaff
see tertullian against marcion 1.212izlz et passim in ANF 3271327527327iff3271ffifflffff
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the gnostic attack on creator and creation and had in rebuttal as-
serted both the goodness of the creator and creation 54

ironically the reaction against the marcionite and gnostic views
put the orthodox christian god uptoultoup to compete for superlatives with
the supreme hidden god of gnosticism until finally the biblical
father was pushed into a transcendent aliennessalienness beyond comprehen-
sible reality obviously this super being could be no mere crafts-
man or artificer and an explicit formulation of a creation ex nichilonihilo
concept was the next logical step the step was taken by irenaeus
the bishop of lyon near the end of the second century in his anti
gnostic treatise against heresiesHeresies 13 in the face of the gnostic dual-
ism which attempted to isolate the supreme god from the visible
universe irenaeus countered by asserting the creation of the world
out of nothing ie god s will alone this means that the world
takes its being directly from god and is therefore good rather than
intrinsically evil and alien from divine being as the gnosticsagnostics taught
they do not believe irenaeus argued that god according to his

pleasure in the exercise of his own will and power formed all
things out of what did not exist 56 although this is impos-
sible for men all things are possible with god

while men indeed cannot make anything out of nothing but
only out of matter already existing yet god is in this point pre-
eminently superior to men that he himself called into being the
substance of his creation when it previously had no existence 57

but this was a new argument formulated for polemical purposes
and did not win immediate assent from irenaeus peers 58 there was
a certain amount of rethinking necessary concerning basic ideas
about the nature of deity 59

THE GOD OF philosophy
A new conception of god in terms of the absolutes of greek

philosophy is implicit in the following analysis by E 0 james and
this development went hand in hand with the reaction to gnosticism
in making the belief in an ex nichilonihilo creation an inevitable adjunct

by the end of the second century largely as a result of the conflict
with gnosticism the view of the cosmos being fashioned from

brooks otis cappadocian thought as a coherent system dumbarton oaks
papers 12 19581958114lla114311ll4

minuinin ANF 13155671315 567
irenaeus against heresiesHer esies 210.22102 in ANF 113701570570370
ibid 210.421042104
hatch influence of greek ideas p 198
see gilkey maker of heaven and earth ppap 47ff
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preexistentpre existent matter was abandoned in favor of the doctrine of crea-
tion ex nichilonihilo god alone it was affirmed was without beginning
or end as the ultimate principle existing in his own right as
creator therefore the cosmos was created by him out of
nothing 60

in the struggle against the gross heresiesheresies of the gnosticsagnostics orthodox
christianity rushed to the citadel of greek philosophy second
century pagan philosophers spoke scornfully of christians as people
who believed in a god who had a human form 61 and sophisticated
christians including converted philosophers such as justin martyr
were embarrassed by the naivete of their theology they could not
help but be influenced by what G L prestige callsthecallscalis the speculative
influence which permeated the very atmosphere mentally absorbed
by the christians of the second and third centuries even more com-
pletely than simplified biology and thirdhandthird hand physics pervade the
popular intellectual atmosphere of the twentieth century 62 the
simplicity of christian doctrine which paul wrote makes foolish
the wisdom of this world 1 1 corinthians 120 was now seen by
many christians as well as by the pagans to be rather strange and
outdated

when justin the platonist christian convert who was martyredmartyred
in AD 165 taught a preexistent primal matter jylafyiehyleflie which he
assures us we have learned from our revelations 63 he was well
within the tradition of clement the earlier c AD 96 bishop of
rome clement hadbad praised god who has made manifest

ephaneropoijsasephaneropoiesas the everlasting fabric dendonaenaon sustasinsucustassustasstasinin of the
world 64 but when justine associates this with plato s teaching in
the Tztimaeusmafusmaeus 65 he calls to mind the greek mythological tales of a
bungling demiurge who formed the world out of primordial matter
hyiebylejylahyle which resisted perfection and thus a defective world was
created 66

james creation and cosmology p 92
see note 36 above
prestige god inin patristic thought p xvii
justin first apology 59 in ANF 1182 cf first apology 10 in ANF 1165

the whole universe he insists is made out of this substratum
1 I clement 60.1601goigol in apostolic fathers 1112 cf also clementine recognitions

1.27127127 and 8.16816816 in ANF 885 and l69ff169ff the latter passage mixes the earlier tradition
with the later ex nichilonihilo doctrine but the incongruity is glaring

65justin first apology 59 in ANF 1182 justin believed that plato borrowed
this concept from moses

E R dodds pagan and christian in an age of anxiety new york W W
norton & co 1965 ppap 13ff for the relationship of this idea to plato see A H
armstrong an introduction to ancient philosophy new york oxford university
press 1967 ppap 13ff on the manichaean personification of darkness as hyiehylebyle see
hans jonas the gnostic religion boston beacon press 1963 ppap 210ff
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justin s peers including the apologists aristides of athens
justin s renegade pupil tatian athenagorasAthenagoras of athens theophilus
of antioch and later irenaeus clement of alexandria and his suc-
cessor origen were only too eager to shun the superstitions of my-
thology and exploit any links between their own ideas of god and
those found in platonism the most widespread and respected of all
philosophic traditions it was the platonic tradition which was to
play the vital role in determining the image of god which pre-
dominates in the thought of the church fathers 67 the now
well worn description of god as without body parts or passions
taken from the first of the church of englandsglandsEn thirty nine articles

is not the sort of description of god which arises naturally or
spontaneously from the bible taken by itself maurice wiles re-
minds us it comes straight from this platonic tradition which the
fathers shared with the most thoughtful of their pagan contempo-
raries 68 the platonic dualism between spirit or intellect and
matter between the real and the illusory the eternal and the transi-
tory the one and the many gained increasing support among the
church fathers where the bible speaks of god as unchanging re-
ferring to his constancy in judgment and grace the fathers affirmed
from this a metaphysical static permanence it seemed obvious that
a perfect being does not change 69 the concept of unity has long
fascinated both the philosophical and the religious mind from the
biblical emphasis on jehovah as the only true god a leap had to be
made to the mathematical ideal of a simple undifferentiated unity
and this concept became axiomatic from irenaeus and clement of
alexandria 070O its fervent andthrough otigenorigen finding most eloquent
expression in augustine the tendency was always to describe god
in absolutes and in finites and athenagorasAthenagoras as early as the latter
part of the second century professed a belief in one god the un-
created eternal invisible impassible incomprehensible uncontain-
able comprehended only by mind and reason clothed in light and
beauty and spirit and power indescribable by whom the totality
came to be 71 such a being could not have any peer since there can
only be one infinite and infinitude was equated with divine or eter-
nal so that only god himself could be eternal in any ultimate sense 72

fauricemauricemauniceA wiles the christian fathers london hodder and stoughton 1966
p 16

ibidaibidaigid p 17
clibidclibid p 21
101loiibid101bidbid p 18

athenagorasAthenagoras A plea for the christians 10 in ANF 2133
athenagorasAthen agoras himself did not draw the conclusion of a creation ex nichilonihilo from

this see p 308 below
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this wholesale adoption of greek philosophical metaphysics
which is still the basis of christian theology gave rise to serious
questions indeed numerous heresiesheresies concerning several basic
christian doctrines since christians worshippedworshipped jesus as god how
can an unchanging impassible god become incarnate or suffer and
die how can the platonic concept of god as a simple undifferen-
tiated unity be thought to have a son who is also divine73divine 7313 how
can a god without any passions possess love and can a totally
self sufficient never changing god participate in any act of creation
as though in need of anything outside himself

the only way these difficulties could be resolved was to push
the philosophic logic even further and this is where christianity
went beyond greek philosophy justin himself repudiated the stoic
idea that the world is necessary to god s own existence or divinity
since he was god before the world was made 74 tatian who left
the roman church after the martyrdom of his teacher justin agreed
with him that the world was created out of matter but further
postulated an absolute creation apparently from nothing of that
matter by god for matter is not like god without beginning
he reasoned 775 about the same time theophilus who became bishop
at antioch in AD 168 argued against the platonists that if god is

uncreate and matter is uncreate eternal then god cannot be the
maker of the universe nor is there any indication of the monarchy
or single rulersrulershiphipbip of god the power of god is shown by his
creation of the world out of things that are not according to
theophilus any craftsman demlodemiourgosdemiourgoidemiodemiourgos can manipulate existent
material 76 in spite of such logic as late as the beginning of the
third century the christian hermogoneshermogenesHermogones shared with the greek mind
the view that creation ex nichilomhilonihilo is wholly irrational 77 but his con

wiles calls this a logical impossibility christian fathers p 19
justin liaEialladialoguelogue with tryphontrypho 127 in ANF 1263
tatian address to the greeks 5 cf 12 in ANF 267 and 70 this was an

early apologetic attack on pagan philosophy and the only one of his several works
to be preserved subsequently tatian apparently founded or at least led an extreme
ascetic sect which opposed marriage and denied the salvation of adam consequently
his innovative views on creation had little influence on his immediate contemporaries
and may explain the reluctance of athenagorasAthenagoras and clement to endorse the belief in
creation ex nichilonihilo irenaeus development of this doctrine was on an entirely different
basis that of a refutation of heretical christians rather than a defense of the faith
directed to outsiders

theophilus7theophilus of antioch to autolychus 2.42424 in ANF 295 the passage is
problematical since it is debatable whether theophilus conceived of an absolute crea-
tion ex nichilonihilo in the modern sense his terminology still points to a shadowy sub-
stratum of preexistent chaos without form and void see note 42 above

mcgiffert the god of the early christians p 157 on hermogoneshermogenesHermogones see
tertullian against hermogoneshermogenesHermo gones 2 in ANF 3477ff3477ff
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temporary tertullian despite his claim to be a firm opponent of
greek philosophy reasoned with rigid philosophical logic when he
objected that only the divine is eternal which also implies un-
changeableness and indivisibility eternal matter would subject god
to limitations and destroy his liberty tertullian concluded it is
more worthy to believe that god is the free author of evil things
than to believe that hebe is a slave that is limited in any respect by
coexistent matter 78

in fact the rash of arguments in favor of ex nichilonihilomhiioilo creation at
the end of the second century points to the newness of the conceptconcept 7971

tertullian s tract especially adds to the evidence that the argument
was against an established belief within the church since it was
directed against a fellow christian rather than against platonism
tertullian himself concedes that creation out of nothing is not ex-
plicitly stated in the scriptures but asserts that since it is not denied
eeitheritherelther the silence on the matter implies that god does have the
power to create ex nichilonihilonibnihitoilotto sincethatsince that is more logical 80 such logic
hadbad escaped athenagorasAthenagoras who despite his stress on the transcendence
of god 81 in the same context explains concerning the preexistent
son

he came forth to be the energizing power of all things which lay
like a nature without attributes and an inactive earth the grosser
particles being mixed up with the lighter 81282112

this chaotic matter also existed before the creation although
athenagorasAthenagoras repeatedly emphasizes the disparity between matter
and god the created and the uncreate he did not subscribe to
tatian s view of the precreationprocreation of primal matter

but if they are at the greatest possible remove from one another
as far asunder as is the potter and the clay matter being the clay
and the artist the potter so is god tlethetie framer of the world
and matter which is subservient to him for the purpose of his art
but as the clay cannot become vessels of itself without art so
neither did matter which isis capable of taking all forms receive
apart from god the framer distinction and shape and order 83133

tertullian against hermogeneshermogonesHermo gones 21 in ANF 3489
origen on frysfirsfirst principles 21.4214214 in ANF 4269 expressed his surprise that so

many distinguished men have believed in uncreated matter
tertullian against hermogeneshermogonesHermogones 21 in ANF 3489

see note 71 above
athenagorasAthenagoras A plea for the christians 10 inin ANF 2133 cf chapters 24 and

19 appp 141 and 138 where he explicitly states that god as an artificer demiourgoidemiourgosdemio urgos
requires matter but this relationship proves the priority and superiority of god

athenagorasAthenagoras A plea for christians 10 in ANF 2133
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if athenagorasAthenagoras was aware of the doctrine of creation ex nichilonihilonignihrioilo he
gives no indication of it the widest disparity he can think of as a
comparison is that between the artificer and his materials

clement of alexandria the head of the christian philosophical
school there around AD 200 is more problematical since he uses
apparent creation ex nichilonihilo language but without the later doctrinal
connotations associated with such terminology chadwick argues
that although the declaration that the world is made out of
nothing occurs three times in the stromata a collection of his
miscellaneous notes his usage is similar to that of philo referring
to the ordering of formless matter

in each case the phrase he employs is ek memj ontosantos not ex ouk
antosontos that is to say it is made not from that which is absolutely
nonexistentnon existent but from relative nonbeingnon being or unformed matter so
shadowy and vague that it cannot be said to have the status of

being which is imparted to it by the shaping hand of the
creator 84114

nevertheless the idea of a creation ex nichilonihilo was being discussed
in christian intellectual circles by this time clement himself seems
aware of the difference between an absolute creation out of nothing
and creation out of primal matter in at least one passage 85 where
he does not view it as crucial to orthodoxy but in his hymn to
the paedogogus liehelleile clearly favors the view of creation from pre-
existent material

0 king
maker of all who heaven and heavens adornment
by the divine word alone didst make

according to a well ordered plan
out of a confused heap who didst create
this ordered sphere and from the shapeless mass
of matter didst the universe adorn 86

clement was apparently too cautious to advocate the unscriptural
idea of creation ex nichilonihilo to his pupils however congenial it may
have been to his christian philosophical system

chadwickChad wide early christian thought ppap 46ff cf the use of the negative particle
me in romans 417 and 1 corinthians 128 this view of clement however is con-
troversialtroversial james creation and cosmology p 92 interprets clement similarly but
this is in contradiction to E F osborne the philosophy of clement of alexandria
cambridge at the university press 1957 p 33 who wrongly concluded clement

is the first person to state and give reasons for the doctrine of creation ex nichilonihilo 11

if clement did favor the ex nichilonihilo viewpoint he was preceded by tatian theophilus
and irenaeus in formulating an explicit position on the subject

clement stromata 2.16216216 in ANF 2364
clement the instructor 3.12312312512 in ANF 2296
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the dynamic of doctrinal transition appears also in origen
whose stature as a theologian in the eastern church is often com-
pared to that of augustine in the west in his early speculative
treatise on first principles origen retained a belief in the pre
existenceexiextexlstence of both matter and souls but denied that these always
exexistedisted of themselves in fact he implied that creation ex nichilonihilo
was taught by the apostles and had been handed down as church
doctrine 87 nevertheless chadwick notes origen never reaches
a perfectly clear opinion on the exact status of matter in the divine
purpose 11 in his later apologetic work against celsus he
relegated the question of uncreated matter to the sphere of physics
rather than theology89theology89 in other words creation ex nichilonihilo was not
yet established as an article of the faith although by origen s

time it had become the prevailing theory in the christian church
god had created matter he was not merely the architect of the
universe but its source 90

THE trinitarian controversy
in the third and fourth centuries the emerging catholic church

which experienced the reversal from official repression to adoption
and support by the state was docrinallydoctrinally preoccupied with defining
and refining its position on the internal relationship of the god-
head what was the relationship of god the son to god the
father specifically how can the belief in the divinity of jesus
as the son of god be reconciled with the commitment to a mono

origen on first principles preface 4 in ANF 4240 cf 21.4214214 and 23323.3253255
appp 296 and 272

chadwick early christian thought p 86 origen referred to the common sub-
stratum of matter without form or properties upon which qualities may be stamped
from archetypal ideas see against celsus 3.41341 4.57457457 6.77677677 and first principles
41.35413541354155 in ANF 4480 523ff 608 and 380 his interpretation of the creation as an
eternal activity of god implied that created matter in some form always existed even
if its existence was contingent rather than necessary being see harry austrynaustren wolfson
faith trinity incarnation vol 1 the philosophy of the church fathers cambridge
mass harvard university press 1970 p 203

origen against celsus 460 in ANF 4525 perhaps his reticence here was due
to his recognition ibid 5.2324523245232452524 p 553105310551555553 that the affirmation all things are possible
with god does not refer to things nonexistentnon existent or inconceivable god cannot do
anything contrary to reason and to the greek philosophical mind creation out of
nothing was unreasonable see note 77 above

hatch influence of greek ideas p 197 it is illuminating to note that as late
as the middle of the fourth century creation ex nichilonihilo was still not firmly established
as church doctrine athanasius despite his usual assumption of it throughout the
anti arian writings an assumption shared by his opponents concedes that it is not
crucial to orthodoxy see his orations against the arians 216.222162221622 in A select library
of the nicene and post nicene fathers second series ed philip schaff and henry
wace grand rapids mich W B eerdmans 1952 4359413594559 cited hereafter as
NPNFNPNP 2
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theistic faith in the only true god inherited from judaism and
demanded by greek absolutism it will be seen that the creation
ex nignihnichilonihiloiioilorio doctrine had much to do with the final formulation of
the doctrine of the trinity developed principally by augustine
which is still the touchstone of orthodox christianity

As with the doctrine of creation the subtle theological distinc-
tions concerning the nature of the godhead which culminated
in ecumenical councils of nicaeanicaean and constantinople in the fourth
century were not an issue in earlier discussions on the subject
at least not before the beginning of the third century jesus was
spoken of as distinct from his father but nevertheless divine 91

As prestige tells us the recognition of divine monarchy mono-
theism and the proclamation of a divine triad were originally
presented as independent facts 92 the christian apologists were
faced on the one hand with the accusation of polytheism from
judaism 93 and on the other by the hellenistic interpretation of
mythological gods as personified attributes or manifestations of
the supreme unity governing the universe 94 thus when justin
insists that the logos the word of john 111411 14 is numeric-
ally distinct arithmoarithmz5arithmo heferonheteronhe teron from the father 95 he is defending
the christian belief which denied strict monotheism likewise the
use of the term triad by theophilus of antioch96antioch96 and that of
trinitas by tertulliantertulhan9797 were affirmations of the distinction of per-
sons not the triunitytri unity which trinity later came to connote 98

nevertheless the philosophical pressures on christian intellec-
tuals did not abate and the history of christian doctrine in the
third and fourth centuries is littered with the names of heretics
such as sabelliusSabellius praxeusPraxeus noetuscoetus and marcellus who attempted
to make the distinctions in the godhead only nominal this mod-
alism or belief that the persons of the divine triad are mere
modes of one being was known to contemporaries as monarchian-
ism and later as sabellianism after sabelliusSabellius one of its early
third century exponents in rome against this tertullian expounded

9egbegeg 2 clement 1.111iili in apostolic fathers 1128 ignatius epistle to the
ephesians 18.2182182 and 7.27272 in ibid 1190 and 180 epistle of barnabas 5.55555 6.12612 and
7.27272 in ibid 1354 360 and 364

prestige god in pattispatristicPatrispartisricfic thought p 97
wolfson philosophy of the church fathers p 362 notes that the starting

point of all the discussion of the problem of triunitytri unity was the rejection of the con-
ception of the absolute unity of god as defined on behalf of judaism by philo

kelly early christian doctrines ppap 7ffaff
justin dialogue with tryphontrypho 138 and 56 in ANF 1264 and 223ff
theophilus to autolychus 15 in ANF 2101
tertullian against praxeaspraxean 3 in ANF 3599
prestige god in patristic thought p 93
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a governmental monarchy which stressed the unity of the god
heads will and power based upon an analysis of the term mon
archia as single rule

I1 am sure that monarchy has no other meaning than single and
individual rule but for all that this monarchy does not because it
is the government of one preclude him whose government it is
from having a son or from ministering his own government
by whatever agents he will 99

there is only one rule of the universe but a hierarchy of rulers
a trinity of persons numerically distinct and capable of being
counted 100loo

tertullian s designation of the son as a personumpersonuspersonum secundussecundumsecundum
a patre a personage next to the Fafather101Fathertherillloliol101 is echoed by origen
who describes the father and the son as two things in respect
to persons but one in unity of thought in harmony and in the
identity of will 0 102O origen s teaching that the son is a deuterondeuterosdeuteros
theosrhethe os or secondary god since his deity is derived from the father
who alone is uncreated 10103 is known by the technical term sub-
ordinationismordination ism and was taken up by the arians in the contro-
versy which led to nicaeanicaean however origen also stressed the
absolute likeness of the son to the father 104 even using the term
homoousioushomoousios as a description of their kinship 0105O and he originated
the idea that the three persons of the godhead are distinct hypo
staselisstaseis substances or essences from all eternity log103 this concept
of the eternal generation of the son provided ammunition for
the opponents of ariusarmsarlus as well and it was this introduction of
greek metaphysical termterminologyinologyologyindologyin which ironically led to the re-
jection of origen s neoplatonic theological framework

tertullian against praxeanpraxeas 3 in ANF 2599 cf tatian address to the
greeks 4 in NAF 466 athenagorasAthen agoras A plea for the christians 14 in ANF 2135
and novatian on the trinity 21 in ANF 5643ff5643 ff

tertullian3tertullian against praxeanpraxeas 2 in ANF 3598 cf justins terminology at note
95 above

tertullian against praxeanpraxeas 5 and 8 in ANF 2600ff260off and 602ff
origen against celsus 7.12712 in ANF 4643ff4643ff thus origen can say we are

not afraid to speak in one sense of two gods in another sense of one god dialogue
with heraclitus 2 cited in kelly early christian doctrines p 129

origen commentary on the gospel of john in J P migne ed patrologiae
graeca 161 vols paris npap 1886 l4108ff14108ff14108ff cf against celsus 2.64264 in NAF
4457 and on first principles 1331535155513.3513355 in ibid ppap 252ff

origen first principles 12.1212121212 in ANF 4251
quoted by johannes quasten patrologypalrology 2 vols westminster md newman

press i9601960 278 homoousioushomoousios adopted as the technical term for the likeness of the
father and the son at the council of nicaeanicaean was here used by origen in the sense
of a common specific genus see wolfson philosophy of the church Fafutherfatherfetherraefftherl ppap
322ff

10rigenorigen10rigen commentary on the gospel of john 210.752107521075 As cited in kelly early
christian doctrines p 129
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according to platonism in this period the order of reality
emanates from the one god in a hierarchy the second level
being mind or logos the agent of creation and the world soul
third origen found this system very convenient in explaining
the order of the godhead since the functions of the platonic
mind seemed analogous to that of the son of god in christianity
as did the world soul to the holy spirit origen s teaching that
the son was eternally generated from the father is also strik-
ingly similar to the emanation of the divine mind in neo-
platonism however such a system of emanations having no
definite differentiation between creator and creation could not
be reconciled with the increasingly accepted christian doctrine of
creation ex nichilonihilo 107 and was rejected by both sides in the arian
controversy arius was the monotheist par excellence believing
in one god alone unbegotten alone everlasting alone
sovereign and thus could not accept the full divinity of christ 108

although the greatest and most perfect of all creatures christ
was nonetheless alien from and utterly dissimilar to the father s

essence and being 0log109O arius had no quarrel with the firm line
between the divine reality inherent in an uncreated being god
and that of creatures his insistence was that christ the son
belonged to the latter category in fact the controversy further
widened this theoretical gulf

what emerged in the fourth century was a perception that no doc-
trine of mediating the spiritual and material or uncreated and
created poles of the platonic dualism could suffice if god were
really infinite and incomprehensible and christ were really god 110

obviously this raised another problem as to how such a transcen-
dent saviour could be the mediator of mankind but this so
called christological controversy belongs to another level of the
dispute carried on well into the next century

at nicaeanicaean in 325 the general council almost unanimously
agreed to condemn the position of arius but many of the con-
servativeserva tive majority chafedchafee at the prescription in the creed that

methodius the platonist bishop of lycialyda argued that there must be either a
single uncreated which is ultimate and unique or an infinite regress of uncreatedsuncreateds
ageneta see his on free will 5 and 6 in ANF 6358ff6358 ff

letter of arius to alexander bishop of alexandria as cited in james stevenson
ed A new eusebius london society for the promotion of christian knowledge
1970 p 346

at least this is the way athanasius characterizes his opponents belief in oration
against the arians 12.6126126 in NPNF 2 4309

lotisjotisiotisotis cappadocian thought p 114 cf athanasius oration against the
arians 113.5811358 323.4323432545254 in NPNF 2 4340 395
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the son of god was consubstantial homoousioushomooushomoousios rosiosrof with the
father since it was completely foreign to scriptural termin-
ology 111iiiili however the formulation had the emperor constantine s

strong backing and the participants had little choice but to ac-
quiesce after all the issue at nicaeanicaean was not the unity of the
godhead in the augustinian sense but the status of the divinity
of the son As eusebius explains the phrase of the substance
was indicative of the son s being indeed from the father yet
without being as if a part of him the son was not a part
of his substance 112 any other interpretation would have brought
the charge of sabellianism upon the council and therelssherelstherthereelseisis simply
not a trace of conservative panic over any supposed sabellian
association or tendency of the term homoousioushomooushomoousios rosiosrof sincesince it was
not a definition of the unity of god but of the full and absolute
deity of christ 113 even athanasius the leader of the anti arian
party maintained the real distinction of the son from the father
albeit insisting that they shared the same nature 114

although the divinity of the son was now settled in orthodox
circles the official use of the word homooushonwousios rosiosrof led to further con-
troversytroversy and a group of semi arians basically the heirs of the
nicene conservatives began advocating a modification of homo
bousiosousiosoufous tosiosros to homoiousioshomoiousioushomo rousiousrouf rofios to clarify that the son was merely of like
substance with the father during this heated and prolonged dis-
cussion athanasius seems to have hardened his stance to assert that
not merely exact resemblance but identity of substance ousia
was intended thus the real doctrinal innovation of the fourth
century was not the creed promulgated at the council of nicaeanicaean but
athanasius later use of the word homoousioushomooushomoousios rofios to express identity in
substance this was a new development in the greek language 115

THE contribution OF AUGUSTINE

while the leading theologians in the eastern church developed
an explanation of the godhead which emphasized the separate

seeee eusebius of caesareascaesareanCaesareas apologetic getterjetterletterietter to his church over the outcome in
stevenson A new eusebius ppap 364ff prestige god in parPaipatristicristic thought p 153
tells us that philosophical analysis was needed to define precisely how the scripture
ought to be understood

stevenson A new eusebius p 366
prestige god in patristic thought p 24
athanasius oration against the arians 113.58113581135811558 3234323.452345254 in NPNF 2 4340 395
prestige god in parrispatristicPatrisricfic thought p 219 he notes further p 268 that

the semi arians were substantially correct in their view that homoousioshomoousious as employed
in the creed of nicaeanicaean really meant what they preferred to express by the word
homoeousios sic
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identity of the persons of the trinity and which became the basis
of the decrees of the council of constantinople in 381 the defin-
itive formulation of the doctrine of the trinity in the west had
to wait for augustine whose masterful de trinitratetrimtatetrinitateTriniTrim ratetaterafe was completed
around 419 it is in augustine that we find the relationship of
the triunetri une god and the doctrine of creation ex nignihnichilonihiloiioilorio fully de-
velopedve although like origen hebe was vastly influenced in hisbis
conception of god by the neoplatonism of Plotinus 116 augustine
draws his line firmly and finally between the one maker and
the many things made 117 augustine s insistence upon and ex-
position of the ex nichilonihilomhzioilojio theory reflects his earlier struggle over
the problem of evil

just as the alexandrian christians developed the idea of the sole
beneficent creator in an absolute sense as a response to the gnostic
cosmological dualistic speculations so augustine developed the
specific doctrine of ex nichilomhilonihilo creation inin reaction to the manichaean
dualism ie according to augustine the world is not inherently
evil because it comes from gods being 118

augustine s solution to the problem of evil was to deny it any
essential reality god is totally good and created everything him-
self out of nothing so it must follow that there is really no evil
in creation 119ilg

As has been noted by augustine s time it was well established
in both east and west that being or existence in the full sense
belongs to god alone 120 for all substance that is not a created
thing is god and all that is not created is god 121 because of his
conception of god in terms of a single divine substance unchange-
able incorruptible eternal immortal and infinite122infinite122 he excludes

james creation and cosmology ppap 93ff
john burnaby amoyamor dei p 163 as cited by jaroslav pelikan the emergence

of the catholic tradition chicago the university of chicago press 1971 p 296
see augustinesaugustinasAugustines confessions 7.9117911797911 11 202120 21 12.7127127 trans R S pine coffin baltimore
penguin books 1961 ppap l4lff14ifflolff 154ff and 284ff

james creation and cosmology ppap 93ff the manichaean system depicted
good and evil as two independent and equal powers on the cosmic level which were
in a constant struggle over the souls of men

in true platonic fashion augustine insists that what we perceive as evil is really
onlyniy incomplete goodness ie anything less than god is imperfect changeable and
incomplete and to that extent unreal or illusory see his confessions 7.12712712 and 13
penguin ed ppap 148l48ff148ffff the irony of augustinesaugustinasAugustines position is that in attempting to

avoid one dualism goodevilGoodEvil he sets up another creatorcreationCreator creation which in effect
becomes the same thing since evil is defined as a lack of goodness or being and this
lack of true being is the prime characteristic of creation

120320callahan augustine and the greek philosophers p 18 cf hatch note 90 above
augustine on the trinity 16.9169 in NPNF 1 321
augustine city of god 11.241124 in NPNFNPATF 1 IN12218 on the trinity 155.815581558 in

NPNF 1 3303
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every hint of subordinationism and separate identity in the god-
head let no separation be imagined to exist in this trinity either
in time or space but that these three are equal and coeternalco eternal
and absolutely of one nature 123 he could not understand or
accept the greek distinction between one ouslaousiagufousguy ia and three hypostaselshypostaseishypostaseisls
propounded by the cappadociansCappadocians and preferred instead the for-
mula one essence or substance and three persons 124 the basic
meaning behind the greek term prosprosoponopon latin persona being
that of a mask or outward visage consequently everything con-
cerning god should be expressed in the singular 12125 even the use
of the term three persons bothered augustine liehelleile himself ex-
plains that liehelleile only employed it to avoid the charchargege of sabellian-
ism 126121131 As tillich points out augustine s distinction of persons is
11 without any content it is used not inin order to say something
but in order not to remain silent 1271127

although augustine makes anin ingenious and involved analysis
of the three persons of the trinity using internal psychological
analogies liehelleile did not expect anyone to apprehend this transcendent
deity in fact such a comprehension isis not within the realm of
possibility

we are speaking of god is it anany wonder if thou dost not under-
stand for if thou dost comprehend he isis not god let there be
pious confession of ignorance rather than aL rash profession of
knowledge to reach god by the mind inin any measure isis great
blessedness but to comprehend him isis altogether impossible 128

after all god is that unknoucknounknowablevablevabie wholly other eternal reality
with whom created beings havellave no essential kinship whatever
man may think that which is made is not like him wiiowho made
it god is ineffable what is he then I1 could only tell
thee what he is not 12120 As the eminent catholic scholar etienne
gilson describes the christian world of st augustine

12 augustine12augustine letter 169 in the bathersfathers of the church 67 vols anew4newnew york
fathers of the church inc 1955 1254 cf on the trinitytrini 610.1161011gioli in NPNF 1

3102ff3102 ff
augustine on the trinity 571057.10 75107.510 inin NPNPNPNF 1 395923922 11

ibid 57.9579579 appp giftgiff whence the formula of the athanasian creed see
note 2 above yet there are not three eternalsexternalseternals incomprehensibles 1111lightiesalmighties etc
but one eternal thus kelly early chtChrchristianstian doctrines p 273 notes that the
athanasian creed is augustinian through and through

augustine on the trinity 74.7974797477479 9 in NPNF 1 3109ff3109 ff
tillich systematic theology 2944 cf wolfson philosophy of the church

fathers p 358
augustine sermon 117351173.5 in PL 38663

12 augustine12augustine discourses on the psalms 77.127712 in PL 351090
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between him who is and ourselves there is the infinite meta-
physical chasm which separates the complete self sufficiency of his
own existence from the intrinsic lack of necessity of our own
existence 130

conclusion
the history of christian thought can yield no equal to augustine

in resolving the dilemma of the doctrine of god either in brilliance
or influence his emphasis ononeanoneon one god manifested in three persons
rather than three persons in one godhead has remained decisive
for the christian church in the west to this day and almost with-
out exception its creeds reflect his paradoxical language

those three therefore both seem to be mutually determined to
each other and are in themselves infinite now here in corporeal
things one thing alone is not as much as three things together and
two are something more than one but in that supreme trinity one
is as much as three together nor are two anything more than one
and in themselves they are infinite so both each are in each and
all in all and each in all all in all and all are one 131

this orthodox christian doctrine of the trinity as we have
seen may be understood to a great extent as a consequence and
corollary of the unscriptural concept of a creation ex nibnihnichilonihilorioilo this
understanding of creation did not gain acceptance until after AD
200 but it colors almost all subsequent theological discussion
culminating in the definitive writings of augustine two centuries
later when the church found itself on the path of philosophy
rather than that of revelation it had to travel the whole road
and history has recorded no clearer documentation of the departure
from the primitive faith held by the apostles than the acceptance
of this magical god of philosophy who calls into existence all
things out of nothing it is not a doctrine which enhances the
understanding of god but must be accepted strictly on the author-
ity of the church because it defies all natural experience and
logic in the words of one modern historian it is therefore ab-
surd meaningless unverifiable and a waste of words to ask reason
how that was brought into existence which previously had no
existence 1321131 in like manner the companion of ex mekilomkilonihilo theology
the doctrine of the trinity hardly fosters an intimate personal

etienne gilson god and philosophy new haven conn yale university
press 1941 ppap 53ff

augustine on the trinity 610.1261012 in NPNF 1 3103 cf notes 1 2 4 and
126 above

john H gay four medieval views of creation harvard theological review
56 1963271
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relationship with the loving father in heaven taught by jesus
adolph harnack noted the disastrous results of this supposed
triumph of christian philosophy

the educated laity regarded the orthodox formula rather as
a necessary evil and as an unexplainable mystery than as an expres-
sion of their faith the victory of the nicene creed was a victory
of the priests over the faith of the christian people the
people must simply believe the faith they accordingly did not
live in this faith but in that christianity of the second rank
which is represented in the legends of the saints in apocalypses
in image worship in the veneration of angels and martyrs in
crosses and amulets in the mass regarded as magical worship and
in sacramental worship of all sorts christ as the homoousioshomoousious be-
came a dogmatic form of words and in place of this the bones of
the martyrs became living saints and the shades of the old de
thronedthrones with their revived 733133133gods together worship once more

orthodox christianity still labors under the burden of this ex-
cess philosophical baggage and perhaps the consequences would
be even more serious if christians actually understood and believed
the doctrines officially proclaimed by their churches studies have
shown that most churchgoers today cling to the belief in a per-
sonal god to whom they can relate 134 even freud could recognize
the absurdity of the theologians logic vis a vis meaningful religion
and his indictment of their folly isis the irony of an atheist who
acknowledges the superiority of the testimony of the prophets
over the philosophies of men

philosophers give the name of god to some vague abstrac-
tion which they have created for themselves having done so they
can pose before all the world as deistsfeists as believers in god and

adolph hamack history of dogma trans from the third german edition
1900 by neil buchanan 7 vols in 4 new york dover publications 1961

4106
see for example douglas W johnson and george W cornell punctured

preconceptions what north american christians think about the church new
york friendship press 1972 p 44 in their poll of 2344 american church mem-
bers they posed the following statement 1 I believe in god as a heavenly father who
watches over me and to whom I1 am personally accountable of those polled 98798.7
indicated agreement and yet 96.4964 said they subscribed to honest and wholehearted
belief in the doctrines and teachings of their church technical questions about the
nature of god were not included in the survey however itt is revealing to note that
while the established orthodox creedal churches have been consistently declining in
membership in the past decades the groups with a fundamentalist biblical personal
god orientation are booming perhaps the much discussed estrangement of modemmodern
man actually an intellectually elite minority see 2 nephi 928 from god is
closely related to a deeper understanding of the traditional creeds of christianity at
any rate joseph smith may be seen as a spokesman for the common man and common
sense as well as a prophet if the success of his proselytizing followers is any indication
see dacd&c 12312
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they can even boast that they have recognized a higher purer con-
cept of god notwithstanding that their god is now nothing more
than an insubstantial shadow and no longer the mighty personality
of religious doctrines 135

joseph smith taught that the first principle of revealed religion
is to know for a certainty the character of god 136 and his reaffir-
mation of deity as the loving personal father of the scriptures
stands in conspicuous contrast to the confusion and obscurity of
traditional and modern theologies just as the orthodox doctrine
of an incomprehensible god who creates ex nichilomhilonihilo is clearly at
odds with the prophetic proclamation in both the old and new
testaments by the same measure the latter day saint conception
of divine creation in terms of the organization of eternal matter
provides a remarkable commentary on joseph smiths claim to
be a prophet of the living god and on his workinwork in the restitution
of all things

egmundigmundsigmundigmund freud the future of an illusion trans W D robson scott garden
city N Y anchor books 1964 ppap 57ff57rf

HCIHC 6305
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nathan smith 176218281762 1828
surgical consultant to joseph smith

leroy S wirthlin

one of the more touching episodes in the life of joseph smith
was his bout with a serious illness as a young boy when the smith
family lived in lebanon new hampshire from 1811 through 1813
his mother lucy mack smith described a long siege of typhus and
vividly recalled a serious operation performed in their home on
joseph s leg for a bone infection osteomyelitis 1 the operation
originally recommended by the council of surgeons was an ampu-
tation that both the boy and the mother refused one develops
great sympathy for the young man beset by country physicians who
had to be dissuaded from amputating his leg there follow the
details of a seemingly gruesome operation performed at home with-
out benefit of anesthesia or aseptic technique joseph s mother re-
called that the bone of the leg was drilled and fragments of the
bone were removed 2 lucy smith s description of the operation is
the first clue that young joseph received unusual surgical care as
the drilling of long bones in the leg was not described or published
in medical literature until a later date the combination of drilling
and removing bony fragments as treatment for osteomyelitis was
suggested in the late 1800s and was finally standardized following
the first world war surgical experience 3 it is most curious that
young joseph would receive such treatment in the early 1800s inin
a remote area of new hampshire

there is a second account of joseph s boyhood illness and opera-
tion contained in the manuscript history of joseph smith dictated
in 1838

leroy S wirthlin is assistant clinical professor of surgery at harvard medical school
and assistant surgeon at massachusetts general hospital

lucy mack smith biographical sketches of joseph smith the prophet and his
progenitors for many generations liverpool published for orson pratt and S W
richards 1853 ppap 626662 66 dictated in 1845 this manuscript was later revised and
published and is now available as lucy mack smith history of joseph smith salt
lake city bookcraft 1958

mithsmith biographical sketches p 65
abraham 0 wilensky osteomyelitis its pathogenesis symptomatology and

treatment new york macmillan 1934 p 189
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when I1 was five years old or thereabouts I1 was attacked with the
typhus fever and at one time during my sickness my father dis
paired of my life the doctors broke the fever after which it settled
under my shoulder and dr parker called it a sprained shoulder and
anointed it with bone ointment and freely applied the hot shovel
when it proved to be a swelling under the arm which was opened
and discharged freely after which the disease removed and de-
scended into my left leg and ancle and terminated in a fever sore
of the worst kind and I1 endured the most acute suffering for a
long time under the care of drs smith stone and perkins of han-
over at one time eleven doctors came from dartmouth medical
college at hanover new hampshire for the purpose of amputa-
tion but young as I1 was I1 utterly refused to give my assent to the
operation but consented to their trying an experiment by removing
a large portion of the bone from my left leg which they did and
fourteen additional pieces of bone afterwards worked out before
my leg healed during which time I1 was reduced so very low
that my mother could carry me with ease 4

to our knowledge these are the only two accounts of joseph s

surgery 5 this brief account however identifies three physicians
who provided care and reveals that eleven doctors came from dart-
mouth medical college to assist with the surgery 6 mr kenneth C
cramer archivist baker memorial library dartmouth college
suggested that for time and circumstance smith and perkins might
have been nathan smith and cyrus perkins both of dartmouth
medical school and partners in medical practice 7 although there
were no operative notes or patient records the mention of smith
and perkins together with the eleven medical students who carried
out an operation for osteomyelitis solidly identifies nathan smith
as a contributor to young joseph s surgical care it was nathan
smith who years before had developed the techniques of drilling
sawing and removing dead bone in cases of osteomyelitis thus
preventing the unnecessary amputation of extremities

it should be of interest to members of the church of jesus

joseph smith manuscript history of the church book alA l1 note C p 131
church historian s office the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake
city utah the manuscript history was dictated by joseph smith in 183818391838 1839
the original isis in the handwriting of willard richards church historian during the
1850s leonard J arrington to leroy S wirthlin 15 november 1976 and has
been reprinted in reed C durham joseph smiths own story of a serious childhood
illness BYU studies io10 summer 19704808219704801970 48082480 82

leonard J arrington to leroy S wirthlin 15 november 1976
the majority of the eleven doctors would have been medical students at

dartmouth as there were only two doctors on the staff at the time dr nathan smith
and dr cyrus perkins lucy smith reported that there were seven physicians draft
manuscript for the biographical sketches church archives

larrytarrymarry C porter A study of the origins of the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints in the states of new york and pennsylvania 181618311816 1831 phd diss
brigham young university 1971 p 28
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christ of latterlather day saints to learn that dr nathan smith was the
only physician inin the united states at the time who had the visionvision
knowledge and necessary surgical experience to deal successfully
with joseph smith s medical problems the purpose of this paper
isis to present a sketch of nathan smith s professional life which
will illuminate the accounts we have of joseph smith s boyhood
illness and surgical treatment

nathan smith was one of new england s finest physicians
surgeons and medical educators he founded dartmouth medical
school and participated inin the founding of yale and bowdoin medi-
cal schools his published works practical essay on typhous fever
and observation on the pathology and treatment of necrosis &s the
former dealing with the recognition and treatment of typhoid fever
and the latter concerning the surgical treatment of osteomyelitis
were the first substantial american contributions to the understand-
ing and rational treatment of these disorders both works remainremain
classics inin medical literature during his dartmouth years nathan
smith wrote little as an extremely busy physician and teacher he
had no time for personal journals or histories the information we
have on his orkaikworkoik isis gleaned from lecture notes recorded verbatim
by medical students at dartmouth and later at yale medical school
from letters to fornfornierformerierler students fromfronifroni correspondence to his lawyer
from letters of students to theirthenihen families and from his daily account
ledledgersaers A great deal of research and compilation of material con-
cerning the life of nathan smith has been done by oliver S hay-
ward A D who has written extensively on smith s life and medi-
cal contributions 10 although a biography isis now inin progress no
definitive biography has yet been published

nathan smith practical essay on typhous fever newne york E bliss and E
white 1824 nathan smith observations on the pathology and treatment of
necrosis philadelphia monthly journalortgrioiiinaloiiinal of medicine and surgery 1827 ppap iligillg111911 19
667566 75 reprinted inin nathan smith medical and surgical nemonsmemoirs baltimore william
A francis 183111851118311851 ppap 9712197 121

this material isis located inin the archives of dartmouth library and yale medical
school

oliver S hayward dr nathan smith 1762176218291829 american pioneer
new england journal of medicine 261 3 september 19594899419594891959 4899494 hayward A
search for the real nathan smith journaljoin ualnaludi of the history of medicine and allied
sciences 35 july 19602688119602681960 2688181 haymhamardhazardard two Nneteenthnineteenth century medical profesprobes
sors nathan smith and his son ryno bulletin of the school of medicine unive
sitysifsitfit of maryland 48 october 196339581963391963 9 58 haywardhazardhanard A student of dr nathan
smith connecticut medicine 24 september 1960553591960553i960 5 33 59 hayward nathan
smithssmiths medical practice or dogmatism versus patient inquiryInquir bulletin of the his
toryloryforyroryjory of medicine 36 19622606719622601962 260 67 haywardhay wardrard the basis in sydenham rush and
armstrong for nathannath m smithssmiths teachteachingng annals of internalinfInt einal medicine 56 february
19623434819623431962 543343545 48 mather cleveland and olieroliveroller S haywardhazardhamard nathan smith 176218291762 1829
on amputationsimputations journaljouinallournal of bone and joint surgery 43 A december 196112461961 1246
54
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little isis known of nathan smiths early life he was born in
rehoboth massachusetts in 1762 and grew up in chester vermont
he acquired an ordinary country education but did not have op-
portunityportunity to attend college his initial interest in pursuing a medical
career was sparked when he assisted a country physician josiah
goodhue in performing an amputation on the spot he wished
to become apprenticed to this surgeon

the opportunities to obtain an american medical education in
the last quarter of the eighteenth century were limited the usual
method was to apprentice under a practicing physician without a
formal college education with the introduction of american medi-
cal schools in the late 1700s one could in addition to the apprentice-
ship obtain courses in anatomy chemistry and current drug treat-
ment 12 opportunities for hospital and practical clinical experience
were minimal the long periods of medical school study combined
with substantial periods of hospital training characteristic of modern
medical education only evolved during the late nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries there were few physicians prior to the 1800s
who had received training beyond an apprenticeship and there were
only a few hundred physicians in the entire country who had ob-
tained a degree in medicine by 1800 13

before josiah goodhue accepted nathan smith as a pupil he
insisted that the young man should broaden his education under
the training of a reverend whiting of rockingham vermont after
several months study smith returned to dr goodhue for three years
as an apprentice before beginning practice in cornish new hamp-
shire in 1787 after three years of practice and recognizingrecognbingbis his lack
of suitable education liehelleile entered harvard medical school for a
course of lectures he graduated with an M B bachelor of
medicine from harvard in 1790 the school s fifth graduate since
its beginning 14 he then returned to cornish new hampshire and
practiced as a circuit riding country physician and surgeon

11when an amputation was to be performed the news would spread and the vil-
lage would gather for the event since there were no trained assistants volunteers
from the crowd were called to assist and restrain the patient for the minute or two
required for amputation without anesthesia

the first medical school was organized as a department of the university of
philadelphia in 1764 A second medical school was begun in new york at kings
college but was disorganized by the british occupation of the city in 1776 harvard
medical school in cambridge massachusetts established in 1783 was the third

carlton P frost medical Edueducationcanon in new hampshire new hampshire
medical society centennial anniversary 179118911791 1891 concord new hampshire republ-
ican press association 1891 p 157

latT F harrington nathan smith in the harvard medical school A history
narrative and documentary 178219061782 1906 ed J G mumford 53 vols new york
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professor nathan smith by samuel finley breese morse cyrus perkins M D courtesy of dartmouth medical school
gift of the medical class of 1828
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recognizing the poor training of local physicians and the in-
ability of young men in rural new england to attend medical
schools in cambridge new york or philadelphia nathan smith
proposed to the board of trustees of dartmouth college inin hanover
that a medical school should be founded and that liehelleile should become
dartmouth s fourth professor 15 the board of trustees delayed the
decision and nathan smith left for edinburgh and london where
he broadened his clinical experience by working in hospitals where
medical experience was concentrated he became a member of the
london medical society

after one year he returned with books and equipment to begin
medical lectures in hanover in 1797 dartmouth conferred an honor-
ary degree of master of arts in 1798 A professorship of anatomy
surgery chemistry materia medica and theory and practice was
created and nathan smith began the unbelievable task of single-
handedly teaching all the courses offered by the medical school
which he continued to do for many years A review of notes taken
during these lectures reveal that the courses were not superficially
taught substantial material was presented in all lectures 10 thus at
age thirty five with no college degreedearee with a seven month course
of study at harvard medical school and with a year s study in
england liehelleile established the country s fourth medical school which
has remained organized ever sincesince with only casual assistance he
continued to teach all the courses until 1810 when the new hamp-
shire state legislature agreed to appoint cyrus perkins a former
student of dr smith s as professor of surgery and anatomy dr
oliver wendell holmes who later occupied the chair of anatomy
at dartmouth said of smith s professorial responsibilities that he
occupied not sinsimplyiplyaply a chair but a whole settee of professor
ships 17 nathan smith received an inaMin1 D from dartmouth in 1801
and the degree of M D from harvard in 1811 in 1812 liehelleile became
president of the new hampshire medical society 18s

lewis publishing company 1905 133915591 359339559 see also alumni roll harvard medical
school 314493 1449

nathan smith to board of trustees dartmouth college 23 august 1796 nathan
smith correspondence dartmouth college librarylibianlibiar

J S goodwin lecture notes taken at dartmouth delivereddeli ered at dartmouth medi-
cal theater 181218131812 1813 dartmouth college library

As quoted inin hamilton S putnam jkeukenneueu hampshire medical society milford
newnen hampshire cabinet press 1966 p 70

the new hampshire medical society vaswas founded inin 1791 by josiah bartlett
then president of new hampshire he was later elected governorgoernor this was the
fourth medical society established inin the united states josiah bartlett was also a
signer of the declaration of independence newew hampshirehampshne Aledicalmedical society centen-
nial anniversary ppap 97104.9710497 104
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during his dartmouth years nathan smith was extremely busy
he received no salary from the college but depended on tuition
from his students and also on his active medical practice for finan-
cial support he had none of the conveniences that we now associate
with a modern medical practice no private office no hospitals
with specified care facilities no highly trained medical colleagues
with whom he could confer all patients were seen treated and
operated on in their own homes to accomplish this nathan smith
traveled in a fifty mile radius by horseback with a few instruments
and medications packed in saddlebags A review of his account
ledgers reveals that he saw many patients each day his busy practice
however also afforded medical students opportunities to gain practi-
cal experience as there was no hospital in this rural area medical
students followed their professor on his rounds throughout the
countryside often an entire entourage of students would accompany
nathan smith on horseback and assist him in his operations 19 this
arrangement also provided dr smith with reliable surgical assist-
ance ezekiel dodge cushinggushing wrote to his father in 1809 describing
his schedule as one of nathan smith s medical students

I1 am tired to death and have seen more real service since I1 have
been here than ever I1 did before in attending the lectures I1 find
more than sufficient to employ my whole time I1 have been em-
ployed in the lecture room with five others in performing chemical
experiments till three oclock in the morning two thirds of the
time since the lectures have begun last monday afternoon
the dr was sent for a man that had a burst in which the intestines
had broke through the muscles on the belly nineteen students
with the dr at their head set out from hanover about four
oclock in the afternoon we stoptstept twice and arrived at barre about
four 0 clock tuesday morning the operation was performed about
twelve we started from barre at one and arrived at hanover just
at three all the way on horseback next day we had two lectures
I1 went to bed early wednesday night but all hands were called
up at ten to go to see a boy that had broke his leg twelve miles off
I1 got home about 3 oclock in the morning friday noon all
hands were called to go with the dr to a boy that had fallen off
his horse upon his head the dr thought best to trepan him 20

the trips to care for the critically ill were often longer than
fifty miles and several operations might be done ononeanoneon one trip in a
letter to his sister cushing mentioned traveling to operate for
osteomyelitis

hayward A search for the real nathan smith ppap 27273272 73
ezekiel dodge cushing to his father 5030 october 1809 oughterson collection

yale medical library
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I1 have been a journey of ninety five miles up connecticut
river in which I1 saw four operations successfully employed three
of them were the removing a portion of the bones which had
perished in the limb the other which was the most difficult one
that I1 ever saw was what I1 mentioned in my letter home it took
dr smith above an hour to perform it have likewise been to
walpole to see an important operation your loving brother 21

there was at least one student who recorded disinterest in
traveling with a concourse of students in the long tiring rides
cost of horse rentals and the weariness produced by such a strenuous
schedule 22

this schedule continued for years and provided nathan smith
with considerable experience because of his work at dartmouth
he was recognized as an able organizer medical educator physician
and surgeon these talents were attractive to yale university in
new haven connecticut where a new medical school was planned
he was offered the position of the first professor of surgery and
medicine at the newly organized medical school which he accepted
in 1813

he did not leave hanover immediately however one of the
seriousserious matters which prevented his leaving was the great typhoid
fever epidemic which spread through the connecticut river valley
in a letter to professor benjamin silliman of yale university dated
31 march 1813 he commented

dear sir according to my promise to dr cogswell I1 intended
to have visited you at new haven last january but before I1 was
ready to set off on my journey we were visited by a very fatal
epidemic and instances of sickness and mortality became so fre-
quent that I1 was afraid to leave my family in such perilous times
and my fears were not groundless four of my children have
lately been affected by the prevailing epidemic but by the divine
goodness have nearly recovered I1 believe this country has never be-
fore been visited by sickness which has carried off so great a number
of adult persons inin so short a time in some towns of this vicinity
which contain perhaps from 1000 to 1500 inhabitants they have
buried over fifty persons since the first of last january the disease
has not yet much abated either in its violence or frequency of at-
tack we hear of new cases every day and almost every day brings
me an account of the death of some friend or acquaintance how
long this dreadful calamity will be suffered to afflict us no one

ezekiel2ezekiet dodge cushing to mehetibal cushing undated oughterson collection
yale medical library

hayward A student of nathan smith p 555553
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can tell but we hope and pray that when the winter is over the
disease will disappear the winter here has been long and
severe your obedient servant nathan smith 23

the disease which swept the connecticut river valley has been
known by several names it was called typhus fever at the time
as the distinction between old world typhus and what we know
as typhoid fever was not well understood in 1838 the first clear
differentiation between the two diseases was made 24 in 1824
nathan smith had published a detailed description of typhoid fever
however he did not distinguish between typhus and typhoid 25

this paper is one of the best early accounts of thediedle disease and
stands as a classic of american medical writing 26 his great ex-
perienceperi ence was due to the prevalence of typhoid fever along the
connecticut river valley 27

this same epidemic of typhoid fever struck the home of joseph

nathan smith to professor benjamin silliman 31 march 1813 as cited in
emily A smith the life and letters of nathan smith M R M D new haven
yale university press 1914 ppap 858685 86

thomas mccrae typhoid fever modern medicine its theory and practice
ed william osierosler 4 vols philadelphia lea bros and co 1907 274

2 smith typhous fever
nathan smiths greatest contribution to the management of typhoid fever was

his rational approach to treating a disorder he could not alter he wrote indeed
during the whole course of my practice I1 have never been satisfied that I1 have

cut short a single case of typhus that I1 knew to be such nor have I1 seen a solitary in-
stance of its having terminated within fourteen days from its first attack smith
typhous fever p 45 he taught that one would cause great mischief by using cur-
rent treatment programs benjamin rush a great early american medical educator
in philadelphia taught that vigorous bleeding should be used smith wrote so far
as I1 can judge from my experience bleeding does not generally produce any con-
siderablesiderable change in this disease ibid p 52 he taught in fact I1 feel well con-
vinced that all powerful remedies and measures adopted in the early stages of typhous
fever are very liable to harm and those patients who are treated with them in the
beginning do not hold out so well in the latter stages of the disease ibid p 48
it does not follow because we have no expectation of arresting the disease that we

are to neglect doing anything ibid p 46
his teaching would be influential in new england at least lucy mack smith did

not record that any of her children were bled during their bout with typhoid fever
2prmprprioror to 1910 typhoid fever was very prevalent in the united states estimates

varied but it was thought that 35000 people died of the disease each year with an
estimated 350000 total number who recovered typhoid fever was the great killer
of soldiers before world war I1 in the civil war there were 80000 cases of typhoid
fever among the ununionon troops with a mortality rate of 37 typhoid fever is a
febrile illness of several weeks duration caused by infection with salmonella ty phosa
the infecting bacteria are transferred from the intestinal tract fecal discharge of one
person to the mouth of another great epidemics raged because of contaminated
water milk and other food supplies the epidemiology was discovered between 1850-
1875 sanitation efforts were improved and in 1910 prophylactic vaccination was be-
gun with a wide scale vaccination program and improved sanitation the disease
became less common after 1910 see nicAlcmccraeCrae typhoid fever ppap 717771 77 the
discovery of the antibiotic chloramphenicaldhloramphenicalchloramphenicol brought about a change inin the duration
and prognosis of the disease
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smith his mother records that all the children in the family suf-
fered the disease 28

joseph smith developed typhoid fever and recovered during the
convalesenceconvalescence he developed pain in the arm and shoulder region
from an abscess under his arm this was wrongly diagnosed but
when it became large enough and fairly obvious a dr parker
drained a quart of purulent material from the collection shortly
thereafter joseph developed a fever sore 13112129 in the left leg prior to
antibiotics both soft tissue abscesses and osteomyelitis were not
uncomonuncommon complications of typhoid fever 3010 joseph developed what
we now call an acute hematogenous osteomyelitis or an acute bone
infection caused by seeding of bacteria into the bone via the blood
stream to appreciate what joseph smith experienced and to under-
stand the unusual contribution to the treatment of osteomyelitis
made by dr nathan smith it isis necessary to explain at least in a
general way the changes that occur with acute osteomyelitis in the
long bones of the lower leg and to briefly review the history of the
treatment of this disorder

bacteria reach the interior of the bone through the nutrient
artery principal artery to the bone and through other vascular
channels surrounding the membranous covering of the bone perio-
steum with bacteria inin the shaft of the bone and under the
periostperiosteumeurn a process of abscess formation and suppuration break-
down of tissue with the formation of pus begins the purulent
material pus builds up pressure within the bone and under the
periosteum causing severe pain if contained under the periosteum
the purulent material may break through and enter the soft tissues
and finally dissect its way to and through the skin forming a
chronically draining0 sore if the afflicted person survives the acute
stages of the disease 31 with the development of suppuration a
second process bone death or necrosis occurs As the circulation
of the bone is compromised by the buildup of pressure within the
bone and for other reasons death of rather long segments of bone

smith biographical sketches ppap 606160 61 we are not sure of the exact date
as there were typhoid epidemics in 1812 and in 1813 nathan smith recorded that
he and his partner cyrus perkins treated fifty cases of typhoid in hanover inin the
autumn of 1812 however the epidemic of 1813 was of a larger scale see nathan
smith typhous fever p 53.5355

A colloquial term in new england at the time for the local signs and symptoms
of osteomyelitisosteomyeltis

mccrae typhoid fever ppap 16667166 67 169 see also wilensky osteomyelitis
ppap 26267262 67

31there are no accurate figures for the mortality rate of osteomyelitis in the early
1800s however inin the preantibioticpreantibiotic era of the 1900s mortality varied from 2262 26
see wilensky osteomyelitis p 237.237257
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occurs the separation of the dead bone sequestration begins when
attachments to the living ends are interrupted in the presence of
infection the dead bone sequestrum stimulates the formation
of new bone involucrum which envelopes the dead fragments
so that the end result isis a segment of dead bone entrapped and
enveloped by a cylinder of new bone A portion of dead bone might
penetrate the surrounding new bone and work its way to the sur-
face through the skin causing a chronically draining discharge that
may persist for years

since hippocrates and until the nineteenth and twentieth
centuries the treatment of osteomyelitis consisted of applying poul-
tices and other preparations to the diseased part to reduce inflam-
mation 3212 when a fragment of bone presented itself through the
skin it was merely plucked out 33 sir benjamin brodie of london
whose work was published in 1832 isis usually given credit for the
first drilling of long bones of the leg to drain a bone abscessabscess3434 how-
ever william heys of leeds england published an account of his
experience which began in 1786 with the direct surgery for osteomy-
elitis in three patients and was able to save the extremity in each
case 33 this involved drilling sawing and removing bony fragments
that were infected and dead these attempts however were un-
known in general and specifically unknown to dr nathan smith
who began independently and aggressively to operate for osteomy-
elitis in 1798 and perhaps had greater experience than the two
english surgeons as this disorder was so common in early new
england

12A poultice was a hot moist mass of I1linseed bread mustard or soap and oil
between two ppiecesiecesfeces of muslin applied to the skin to relieve pain and inflammation
poultices were of all sorts

hippocrates also taught that free lying bony particles could simply be re-
moved a concept that continued to be taught through the middle ages and up to the
eighteenth century see edgar M bick orthopedic surgery before the 19th century
the middle ages inin source book of orthopaedicsoithopaedics nevnew york hafner 1968 p
33 the simple removal of loose bone presenting at the skin surface is to be dis-
tinguished from the operative exposure of bone drilling and removing anany dead frag-
ments a technique which was to come later

34benjamin C brodie an account of some cases of chronic abscess of the
tibia medico chirurgicalchnuigicalChirurg ical transactions 17 1832 23949239 49

william hesheys abscess inin the tibia with caries inin practical observations inill
surgesurgerysurga philadelphia james humphreys 1805 ppap 222522 25 his instructions to his
first patient inin 1786 shouldshou id be mentioned nothing more remained to be done
which could afford a rational hope of curing this disease except amputation of the
limb or a bold attempt to explore fully the extent of the internal cariescarlescariescarles and to re-
move the diseased part of the bone I1 explainedr the case fully to mmy patient who sub-
mitted entirely to my judgment I1 was satisfied that she would not reproach
me on account of my ineffectual endeavors to preserve her limb if my attempt to
remove the diseased part of the bone should prove unsuccessful ibid ppap 232423 24
this same rationale would be used inin joseph smiths case
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smith s work is classic in the history of treatment of osteomyelitis
as he was generations ahead of his time amputation continued to
be the general method of late treatment until 1874 when principles
described clearly by smsmithith in 1827 were independently rediscovered
and applied 336 however it was not until after the first world war
that the treatment became standardized throughout the modern
medical world 37 prior to antibiotics the overall prognosis even in
the twentieth century was poor 3831

nathan smiths clear understanding of the pathology of osteo-
myelitis and the principles of treatment are illustrated in lecture
notes taken verbatim by a student J S goodwin at dartmouth in
1812

necrosis ie osteomyelitis this is a disease of considerable
importance but surgical writers have said little about it bell in
his treatise on ulcers says a little but it amounts to nothing when
matter is found within the bone it should be punctured with a
trephinetrephine3939 a little below the center so that the matter may be dis-
charged sometimes it is punctured with a common perforating in-
strumentstrument with a point when this is used there should be a number
of holes made that it may discharge freely nature begins to
form new bone which generally surrounds the decaying part the
dead bone is sometimes thrown out by the surgeon keeping the
wound open the new formed bone is much larger than the
original and confined both ends of the dead part within its walls
in this case the dead bone should be cut with a trephine or heys
saw in the middle and extracted with a pair of common forceps
sometimes the new bone may be cut with either of these instru-
ments or a pair of strong cutting forceps there is scarcely any
case where the affected part may not be removed by the surgeon
if he be skillful except in the bones of the hands and the feet
in the thigh or the leg the dead bone may be easily removed much
perseverance is required in this disease when the bone of any
limb be removed the limb should be kept in proper situation that
it may not be deformed some regard to time inin this operation
should be observed for instance in the thigh the operation should
not be performed until new bone isis formed in order that the limb
may be kept in its proper length the operation should not be

wilensky osteomyelitis p 189
bick source book of orthopaedics ppap 22325223 25
E T crossan hematogenous osteomyelitis collective review of the literature

from 1932 to 1937 surgery gynecology and obstetrics international abstracts 66
195817619381761938 176 he writes the survey of the literature on acute hematogenous osteomye-
litis from january 1932 to june 1937 established one fact and it Isis the only fact es-
tablished clearly namely the disease has a poor prognosis the course of acute
hematogenous osteomyelitis was to change radically with the discovery and use of sys-
temic antibiotics

A trephine is a small cylindrical saw used to cut a circular piece of bone
usually from the skull
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deferred until the bone rots away for in this case the patient
generally becomes a cripple the remainder of his day by operating
in the right time a small piece being taken out it generally saves
the loss of a large portion 40

smith gave more detailed advice in his published paper

respecting the operation the cases which occur are so peculiar
and require such different methods that nothing more than gen-
eral directions can be given the object however in every case
is the same that is to remove a piece of dead bone which has
become a foreign body as it relates to the living

the instruments which may be wanted in this operation are a
probe knife round saw and one or more of heys saws several
pair of strong forceps and a pair of cutting forceps when we
undertake this operation we should be provided with all the in-
strumentsst named as we cannot always forsee at the commencement
of the operation what instruments we shall need before it is
finished 41

nathan smith comments on his success

when I1 first began to perform operations of this kind I1 was under
the apprehension lest so much bruising and handling of the
soft parts as is sometimes necessary to dislodge a large sequestra
unfavorably situated might be followed with bad consequences and
some of these operations have been most laborious and tedious to
myself and the patient which I1 have ever performed yet I1 have
never known any untoward circumstances to follow such operations
of which I1 have performed a great many 42

that he was successful was also further attested by his insistence
that amputation was unnecessary in every notebook of class lectures
reviewed nathan smith taught that amputation was to be avoided
A student recorded

in the beginning I1 mentioned necrosis ie osteomyelitis as
a disease which frequently was the cause of amputation true it
is a lamentable fact this is the cause of many limbs being taken
off when in all cases there is hardly need of a single operation
of this kind when the surgeon understands the use of medicine
when a piece of bone is dead or matter is within the bone I1 have
described what is to be done in a previous lecture 43

in another set of notes further condemnation of amputation
for osteomyelitis is stressed

goodwin lecture notes p 58
smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs ppap 118inimmlmhlib1181919
ibid ppap 12021120 21
goodwin lecture notes p 71
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it is not an uncommon thing for some surgeons to amputate for
necrosis or fever sore when this is absolutely necessary it
acknowledges ignorance or bad practice in the former treatment
as they can most always becuredsecuredbe cured by the modemmodern mode of practice 44

in his published work nathan smith described the various stages
of osteomyelitis and gave clear instructions in how to handle each
combination of difficulties 445 he wrote with the authority of one
having had significant experience we do not know what his ampu-
tation rate was but it must have been low subsequent amputation
for failure is not mentioned in his lectures or his published writings
from letters of medical students we know that nathan smith was
invited to amputate seriously affected legs but when other methods
could be employed amputation was unnecessary in a letter to his
father a medical student at dartmouth college wrote 1 I went to
concord with doci smith and upward of twenty of his students
to see a limb taken off but when he got there he concluded that
he could cure it without taking off the limb 46

little is said of the aftercare of the wound he recommended
that one treat it as a simple wound with dressings making certain
that the skin edges did not heal until the wound healed from
below 447 he solution if drain-
age

on occasion prescribed an irrigant the
were foul apparently there were few problems with an open

wound containing exposed bone which was certainly not the case
for future generation of surgeons 48 that he was able to carry out
the procedure and the postoperative care without antiseptic opera-
tive techniques and without broad spectrum antibiotic coverage is
truly a marvel

such was the care that joseph smith received he developed

notes taken from dr smith s lectures 1815 author unknown p 59 dartmouth
college library

smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs ppap 11215112 15
alexander boyd to william boyd 26 november 1810 dartmouth college

library
smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs p 120
when surgeons after 18701870 discovered again the fact that necrotic bone should

be removed surgically there were considerable differences of opinion as to how the
wound should be treated and a great volume of literature concerning this was pro-
duced up to the 1930s wounds were kept open closed under plaster casts irrigated
with chemicals scraped in the depths of the wound and bone cavities not scraped
in the period between 192019301920 1930 there was even a great fad for purposefully placing
maggots in the wound as maggots were found to generally keep such wounds clean
see bick source book of orthopaedics ppap 22627226 27 techniques to cover open wounds
with skin grafting were developed and the techniques of wound closure were finally
standardized after world war 11II that nathan smiths patients were kept at home
and not in hospitals where cross contamination of the wounds might occur as well as
the fact that few persons dressed the wounds undoubtedly contributed to the successful
result
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osteomyelitis following the drainage of an abscess during his re-
cuperationcuperation from typhoid fever his mothers account states that his
leg began to swell and caused great pain for two weeks or more
finally after a good three weeks a surgeon was called 49 the
surgeon incised the left leg from knee to ankle through the soft
tissues 50 joseph experienced great pain during these several weeks
as the wound healed and underlying pressure from undrained puru-
lent material increased the surgeon was agaagainin called and a second
incision was made this time down to bone perhaps through the
periosteum

nathan smith taught that perhaps in the very early stages such
an incision as joseph received might be enough but nathan smith
made it clear that by the time he was usually called there was al-
ways suppuration so that he never had the opportunity to test this
idea in his practice 51 he explained however that it was possible
to treat this condition early without loss of bone

the second stage of this disease when matter is formed be-
tween the periosteum and the bone still admits curecare without any
loss of bone if in this stage of the disease an incision isis made
through the soft parts and the periosteum be divided as far as
it is separated from the bone and a portion of the bone be cut
out with a saw or several perforations be made in the bone which
has been denuded down to medullary substance so as to allow the
matter collected between that substance and the walls of the bone
to escape the necrosis or death of bone will be prevented by this
mode of treatment I1 have succeeded perfectly in arresting the fur-
ther progress of the disease in the bone and the patient has re-
covered without loss of any portion of it 52

during the second attempt on josephjosephs s leg an incision was
made down to bone but the bone was not removed or perforated
to allow the egress of pus and bone death occurred obviously
nathan smith did not perform either of these procedures As joseph
became worse and was wrackedcracked with pain a surgical consultation
was obtained council of surgeons dr stone was mentioned
by joseph s mother as being the principal surgeon up to this point 53

41smith biographical sketches ppap 626362 63

this would have been directly over the tibia common site for osteomyelitis
smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs ppap 11112111 12

nathan smith lamented that he was never called early persons often prefer their
family physician although ignorant of surgery and therefore a surgeon is not usually
called till the bone is dead and there is foreign matter in the place of it samuel
farnsworth lecture notes 20 october 1812 dartmouth college library

smith treatment of necrosis medical and surgical memoirs ppap 11314113 14
smith biographical sketches p 64
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although stone is not further identified it is probable that he had
studied under nathan smith at dartmouth as the two procedures
performed suggest familiarity with smith s teachings although they
were timidly and inadequately applied

it is likely that stone contacted dr smith and explained that
his treatment was getting nowhere the disease was advanced and
that an amputation would be necessary amputationsimputations were not
numerous and this might be a good opportunity to teach young
doctors nathan smith excelled in his techniques of amputation
and practiced modern concepts also in this areaarea54 however he was
prepared to deal with whatever situation he found in joseph smith s

home
thus nathan smith professor and founder of dartmouth medi-

cal school graduate of harvard medical school president of the
new hampshire medical society newly appointed professor at
yale and the busiest physician with perhaps the largest practice in
new england saddled up with his partner cyrus perkins and their
cavalry of medical students and rode the five miles from hanover
to lebanon and the humble smith residence joseph s mother later
recalled their conversation as follows

gentlemen what can you do to save my boys leg they an-
swered we can do nothing we have cut it open to the bone and
find it so affected that we consider his leg incurable and that
amputation is absolutely necessary in order to save his life 55

exact conversations are poorly remembered thirty years later
but there is little question that an amputation was suggested as the
situation may have indeed seemed hopeless this may have been
stressed however to obtain permission or informed consent to
carry out an alternate procedure for which there was no known
precedent in medical teaching at that time in this sense they ob-
tained permission to carry out an experimental operation 56 joseph
smith recalled

cleveland and hayward nathan smith on amputationsimputations ppap 1246541246 54
smith biographical sketches p 63
medical litigation was not as common in 1813 as it is now however it did

exist as nathan smith was called to testify in defense of other physicians see hay-
ward A search for the real nathan smith ppap 27475274 75 from reading josephs
mother s account one might think that she originated the operation as she remembers

can you not by cutting around the bone take out the diseased part and by this
means you will save his leg see smith biographical sketches p 64.64 she was
certainly aware that this operation was being done as it was common enough along
the connecticut river valley and she may have known of good results it is of course
better to have the patient or family suggest the experimental procedure rather than
the surgeon insist on its being done
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but young as I1 was I1 entirely refused to give my assent to the
operation ie amputation but consented to their trying an ex-
perimentperiment by removing a large portion of the bone from my left
leg which they did 57

there were no anesthetics for the procedure the operation was
carried out on an awake young man restrained by his father 58

joseph s mother provided a vivid description of the operation

the surgeons commenced operating by boring into the bone of his
leg first on the one side of the bone where it was affected then on
the other side after which they broke it off with a pair of forceps
or pincers they thus took away large pieces of the bone jo-
seph immediately commenced getting better and from this on-
ward continued to mend until he became strong and healthy 59

we do not know who performed the surgery perhaps nathan
smith guided the hands of dr stone but more likely he did the
operation himself as the operation was as aggressive in degree as
the two previous attempts had been timid the procedure as de-
scribed by the mother and son did however follow the teachings
and principles laid down by nathan smith and indeed it was
successful

how do we know that smith and perkins mentioned by joseph
were the nathan smith and cyrus perkins of dartmouth medical
school there were no journals or patient files there were no ope-
rative notes operative logs or daily listings of operations or other
services what was recorded was the service and the professional
fee rendered if no fee was rendered there would not have been a
record of the serviceservice 60 careful search of the smith and perkins day

smith manuscript history of the church alA l1 p 131
the sawing of bone and the drilling of bone was not painful in itself however

the dislodgement of the fragments with ends attached to living tissue produced acute
pain william heys commented on this pain in his first patient the pain was so
great during this operation of nature ieie development of osteomyelitis that my
patient assured me that she had suffered more pain during the whole of the six
weeks than I1 had caused during the operation necessary for removing the unsound
bone see william heys abscess in the tibia with caries p 25

smith biographical sketches p 65 lucy smith did not view the procedure
as she was repeatedly excused from the room however the details she records are
highly accurate perhaps the description of the procedure presented by the surgeon
or perhaps communicated by joseph s father who restrained the boy during the opera-
tion was detailed enough to be branded into her memory

the letter of ezekiel dodge cushinggushing to his father dated 5030 october 1809 men-
tioned three medical events an operation for hernia inin barre vermont treatment
of a broken leg in a young boy and an operation for trepanning inin another young boy
smiths ledger of 1809 contains a fee for two of the three operations a fee for 25
for the hernia to a mr parker of barre vermont 23 october 1809 and a fee of 20
to samuel brown for trepanning his boy 27 october 1809 there was no fee for
the treatment of the broken leg and hence no mention of it in his ledger see account
ledger of nathan smith 1809 p 185 dartmouth college library nathan smiths
fee for surgery for osteomyelitis was 11
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books and ledgers from 1811 through 1814 did not reveal a fee for
the service recorded by joseph smith and hence no listing of the
service 61

the identification by joseph smith of a dr smith and a dr
perkins in addition to the reporting of other doctors from dart-
mouth medical school leaves little doubt as to the identity of the
physicians involved in addition there was not another surgeon
in new england who traveled with a concourse of medical students
finally the operation described by both joseph and his mother is

as good as a signature to an operative note as this was an operation
developed and perfected by nathan smith

joseph smith s wounds gradually healed and his ordeal came
to an end following proper treatment joseph however continued
to walk on crutches for three years and walked with a limp during
his adult life when sickness finally left the smith home joseph
smiths family moved to norwich vermont

in the fall of 1813 following the typhoid epidemic nathan
smith moved to new haven connecticut and accepted his appoint-
ment as professor of medicine surgery and obstetrics at the yale
medical school he continued however to give lectures at dart-
mouth until 1816 in 1817 he moved his family to new haven
connecticut where a tenth child was born in 1821 a medical school
at bowdoin college in maine was opened with nathan smith
consulting in the development of the school and giving the bulk
of the medical lectures his son nathan ryno smith had in the
meanwhile become a physician and was appointed professor of
surgery and anatomy at the new medical department of the uni-
versity of vermont in burlington nathan smith also gave lectures
in this school he continued an active career as a surgeon lecturer
and writer until his death in 1828 inin new haven

much more could be said about his life he was an expert in
many areas of surgery and medicine a master surgeon there were
few his equal in early america his influence was felt throughout
new england

there were listings howeverhoweer of services to a mr smithsm ith father of joseph
smith in the daybook of smith and perkins 181218131812 1813 p 184 there begins on
2 april 1913 a listing of fees to a mr smith father of joseph smith of this town
this would refer to a joseph smith of hanover and not lebanon the daybook no-
vember 1812 through may 1815 lists nine visits to a joseph smith beginning in
april of 1813 joseph smith was certainly a common name in new england the
1810 census of hanover grafton county new hampshire lists two joseph smiths
it is probable that the joseph smith mentioned in the smith and perkins daybooksdaybooks
was not the same joseph smith of lebanon new hampshire
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william henry welch in commenting on nathan smith s role
at yale medical school wrote the following

dr nathan smith when he came to new haven from dartmouth
was already a star of the first magnitude in the medical firmament

nathan smith shed undying glory upon the yale medical
school famous in his day and generation he is still more famous
today for he was far ahead of his times and his reputation unlike
that of so many medical worthies in the past has steadily in-
creased as the medical profession has slowly caught up with him
we now see that he did more for the general advancement of medi-
cal and surgical practice than any of his predecessors or contem-
porariesporaries in this country he was a man of high intellectual and
moral qualities of great originality and untiring energy an ac-
curate and keen observer unfettered by traditions and theory
fearless and above all blessed with an uncommon fund of plain
common sense 66262162

for members of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
it is important to realize that joseph smith received treatment that
was generations ahead of current practice and was attended to on
at least one occasion by the most highly trained and experienced
physician in northern new england who was also theonlythegnlythe only physician
in the united states who aggressively and successfully operated for
osteomyelitis and thereby prevented amputation thus joseph re-
ceived the best of care that was available for many years to come
from a giant of a man who lived taught and practiced inin hanover
new hampshire only a few miles from joseph smith s home

william henry welch the relation of yale to medicine address at the two
hundredth anniversary of the founding of yale 21 october 1901 cited in harrington
the harvard medical school 113491549349
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the historians corner

edited by james B alienallenailen

BYU studies hopes publishing a variety of personal firsthand
documents can help the history of the latter day saints more easily
11 come alive for its readers it is not just the quaint spelling gram-
mar and punctuation of a century gone by that does it though these
things properly reproduced are certainly necessary to a feeling for
the times more important are the hopes frustrations and testi-
monies of the saints involved their deepest feelings and most in-
terestingte experiences as only they could relate them no amount of
polished retelling can ever capture the genuine experience as it was
recorded by the people themselves in reading their accounts we seem
to draw closer to them and in a symbolic but important way become
their historic friends

two of the four documents presented in this issueissue provide such
an opportunity the first a letter helps us experience firsthand the
trials testimony and excitement of a group of emigrant british
saints on a transatlantictrans atlantic voyage inin 1840 the second a journal
account presents a personal associate s impressions of joseph smith
during the last years of his life

the third document presents a different perspective that of a
non mormon minister inin kirtland ohio in 1836 here we seemanyseemannsee many
of the common attitudes of the citizens of ohio who were deeply
disturbed by the growth of the church intheirin their communities many
of the accusations were distorted others were completely inaccurate
but knowing them is essential to our historical understanding for
they portray the attitudesthroughattitudes through which anti mormonscormons perceived the
church also importimportantimportanttoanttoto the student of mormon thought this arti-
cle by reverend truman coe gives us an important new insight into
LIDSLDSliisllis doctrine known in the 1830s it has been generally assumed
among modern historians that the mormon concept of god was not
fully developed at least until the 1840s this document however
demonstrates that at least as early 1836 other people perceived that
mormonscormons believed in a god who was a material being composed
of body and parts few if any mormon documents from this
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period are as explicit in their descriptions of god the father and
this non mormon document provides significant confirming evidence
of what the mormonscormons were actually teaching

A fourth contribution is a short note on a little known kind of
missionary calling genealogy missionaries before the church had
professional genealogists compiling and collecting records in salt
lake city many members were set apart as genealogy missionaries
to go find the records and bring back the information this move-
ment eventually led to the organization of the genealogical society

WE HAD A VERY HARD VOYAGE FOR THE SEASON
JOHN MOONS ACCOUNT OF THE FIRST EMIGRANT

COMPANY OF BRITISH SAINTS

james B alienallenailen

by 1840 the spirit of gathering to america was beginning to
excite the british saints even though the official call to gather did
not come from church headquarters until that august many british
saints had anticipated it and were ready to go mission leaders were
concerned however thinking that perhaps the emigration was pre-
mature but on april 15 they finally decided to allow it

A number of saints decided to go on their own without waiting
for organized companies others organized themselves into com-
panies even before the church emigration agency was established
the first of these self organized companies some forty one saints
left liverpool on 6 june 1840 under the leadershipleadershipof of john moon
the letter which follows is john moon s account of that voyage
written to william clayton and is so far as we know the earliest
document available telling the story of a transatlantictrans atlantic voyage of
mormon emigrants

the letter is included in a letter william clayton wrote on 19
august 1840 to brigham young and willard richards who were
fulfilling an important mission in england clayton had recently
been released from the british mission presidency and was preparing
for his own emigration moon was a cousin of clayton s wife and
wrote to clayton from new york clayton obviously interested in

james B allenalienailen is assistant church historian and professor of history at brigham young
university
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the problems of an ocean voyage used the bulk of his letter to
reproduce john moon s report 1

bro jno moon writes N york july 22 I1 feel myself glad
to find my feet upon the land of joseph after so loud and tedious a
journey we have had a very long voyage but quite as short as any
ship on the sea at the same time many ships which sailed before
us was not come in when we was set at liberty the captain said we
had a very hard voyage for the season started from liverpool
on the 6thath of june good wind 6 hours and then a calm 4 sick in
the company on the 7thath on sabbath we had a rough wind on the
ath8th was had a very high wind and water came over the bulwarksbulwa rks
all that day and all was sick I1 never saw such a day in all my
days some crying some vomiting pots pans tins and boxes walk-
ing in all directions the ship heaving the sea roaring and so we
passed that day on the 9thath a calm 10 good wind all day
company rather better they all came upon deck sister hannah
dorothy lydia and alice was very sick did not vomit much I1 was
sick and heaved up about 5 or 6 times and was 3 or 4 days as
though I1 was half dead wm & thos was very sick and vomited
much hugh and young henry was sick about 3 or 4 days old
henry was not sea sick at all was poorly As to the rest of the
company you may measure them by our family and you get the
length of the whole company on the I1lithI1 th not much wind july 6

the scene has been very different since the lith of june then
all our family was recovering but alas since that time we have had
the bowel complaint among us and all the company has had it
either in a greater of less degree except myself sister hannah
has had it all the way it is the most dreadful complaint that has
come to us we was all sick at once and what made things worse
I1 had the ill luck to scald my foot in boiling broth with regard
to ship and convenience it has been bad and I1 would say to all who
may come here keep from brittania if you want peace come on
a packet ship if you give rather more he then speaks of provisions
recommends to make our own bread and not buy biscuits with
you getting wisdom and patience for when men begin to gather the
corn they thresh it and so it is with the saints when they begin to
gather they get thrashed and all the good will stand and the rotten
will fall I1 got up very early on friday morning july 17th saw land
at 4 oclock tacked off untill 2 in the afternoon when we saw
land again at 5 saw long island all covered with green trees and
white houses such a beautiful sight I1 never saw I1 did rejoice to
behold the land of joseph yea I1 thought it did pay for all the
hardships which I1 had gone through quarantine 3 days if you

the letter was found in the brigham young papers church archives for more
background see james B alienallenailen and thomas G alexander Manmanchesterchesler cormonsmormonsMormons
the journal of william clayton 1840 tolo10 1842 santa barbara and salt lake city
peregrine smith 1974 this publication contains the earliest extant journal account
of the transatlantictrans atlantic crossing but moons document is the earliest account of any type
and is therefore of special interest
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could come sometime from september to may you would not need
I1 got permission from the captain to go to new york on the sab-
bath arrived about 1 0 dock PM it was with much trouble I1

found the saints I1 was at the meeting in the afternoon I1 told them
who I1 was and from whence I1 came and wither I1 was going their
hearts was filled with joy and their eyes with tears they received
us with all the care possible all the company got in on monday
the 20th of july we have had much affliction tis true more than
I1 can describe but after all I1 do not know that I1 ever heard one
word of murmuring in all our afflectionsafflictionsafflections we have all got over
safe and in a state of tolerable health I1 feel glad that we have got
so far on our journey I1 feel somewhat sorry for all those who have
to come after us but keep up your hearts and as your day is so shall
your strenth be you must expect great tribulation in the way to
zion for those who john saw had come through much tribulation
and I1 do not know any way but one that leads to the kingdom of
god but I1 can say with truth that if things had been 10 times
worse than they was I1 would just have gone right ahead through
all we had 3 storms but the prophecy of er kimball was ful-
filled the winds and water was calmed by prayer and the power of
god in new york we can buy a large loaf for 6 pence sugar
512312323 122 pence butter 6 pence other things in like manner potatoes
much like england inin price and very good tea coffee & spirits
very cheap I1 have asked after bro garner but I1 can hear nothing
of him I1 have also asked after bro benbow but they have not seen
him there were ships that sailed 10 days before us and had not
come in when we got to shore one ship had been 90 days on the
water many of her passengers was almost worn out and many
dead sister eaves was delivered of a male child on june 22nd
it died on the 27th and was buried on the 28th love to all
&cac &cac jno moon

HOWARD CORAYS recollections OEOF JOSEPH SMITH

dean jessee

so contradictory istheestheis the source material pertaining to joseph smith
that serious students of the prophet are forced to invest considerable
time in checking its reliability although many witnesses claimed
firsthand knowledge of joseph smith careful consideration must be
given to their competence to report what they claim to have ob-
served among those who had more than a passing acquaintance
with the prophet was howard coray a talented writer who was
closely associated with joseph smith for a considerable period of

dean jessee is an historical associate at the church historical department
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time in the 1840s employed as a clerk in the prophet s office coray
had a particularly close vantage point from which to view his public
and private activities important documents of the nauvoo era in
coray s handwriting such as the prophet s letter book patriarchal
blessing records and the history of lucy mack smith show the trust
that was placed upon him and the quality of his work

on at least two occasions coray wrote a short sketch of his life
both of which give details that are not in the other presented below
are transcriptions of the two undated manuscripts in coray s hand
the first is published in its entirety the second is an extract from
a more lengthy account together they give valuable insight to the
personality of joseph smith and his method of doing things copies
of the two documents are filed in the church archives the originals
are in the possession of a coray descendant jennie M weeks of
salt lake city to distinguish the two documents I1 have arbitrarily
titled them coray Ms 1 and coray Ms 2

CORAY MS 1

1I howard coray was born on the 6thath day of may 1817 in the
township of dansville steuben county and state of new york
when I1 was about 10 years of age my father moved down to pa
luzern co and township of providence in this state we continued
to reside until the fall of 1838 being then in my 22 year of age
at this time my father hearing about what a beautiful country illi-
nois was the lovely prariespharies &cac &cac got the western fever so
about the first of dec he put 1000.00100000 worth of mdzeadze in his wagon
and taking myself and my brother george he started for the west
we reached perry pike co ills sometime in the following january
here we were brought face to face with mormonism the next
spring as those who were driven out of mo scattered about in ills
seeking homes or somewhere to live I1 came in contact with them
and was anxious to know something about their faith I1 attended
one of their meetings & the mansmans name that preached was joseph
wood a very bright intelligent person he took for the foun-
dation of his remarks this scripture the priesthood being changed
there is made of necessity also a change of the law well
he handled this sscripturellonlionin such a manner as to make me wonder
where he got his information he showed up in a masterly manner
what the priesthood had to be changed to and all about it this
made me anxious to follow up mormonism and know all about it
and what there was in it so on the 25th of march 184011840 1 and my
2 brothers geo & wmwra were baptized by the said joseph wood on
the following april I1 went to nauvoo to see the prophet and attend
conference it so transpired that I1 obtained an interview with him
after eyeing and questioning me a little he asked me if I1 could
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come and live with him and clerk for him I1 replied in the affir-
mative but desired to go home first which would take me about 2

weeks he said that would do so in a couple of weeks or such a
matter I1 was on hand to go to work well I1 went to work the next
day after my arrival at his house the first thing he gave me to
do was to copy a large pile of letters into a record this labor was
performed in his kitchen having no other place at that time to do
such business

while thus engaged I1 had many very precious opportunities
great and small almost every day were calling on him some for
one thing and some for another polititianspoliticians and preachers and of
different persuationspersuasions some with the view of testing the depth of
his knowledge and if possible confounding him and putting himlhimihim
to shame well what did I1 discover that he was equal to every
occasion that he had a ready answer for all questions I1 heard him
say that god had given him the key of knowledge by which he
could trace any subject through all its ramifycationsramifications I1 had heard
it remarked that joseph smith was sidney rigdonsRigdons cats paw soon
after he returned from the east he came to see joseph and the
thought went through my mind now I1 will see who the cats paw
is well I1 did see after passing the usual compliments rigdon
said to joseph when I1 was preaching in philadelphia after I1
had finished my discourse a man stepped up to me and desired me
to explain something in johns revelation mentioning at the same
time what it was well I1 could not do it how is it joseph
joseph cited him at once right off hand to a passage in ezekiel and
something in some other book of the old testament saying that they
explained all about it I1 thought to myself that dont look much
like josephs being a cats paw

stephen A douglass called to see him and ask him some ques-
tions one thing he desired to know was how he managed to govern
a people so diverse coming from so many different countries with
their peculiar manners and customscustimscus tims well he said 1 I simply teach
them the truth and they govern themselves was his ready answer
among other great men who called to see him was cyrus walker
a lawyer of much note he tried to sound the prophet and see how
deep he was well it was with walker as it had been with all the
others he soon got enough found joseph too deep for his lead
and line and gave up the enterprise thus it was in every instance
that came under my observation how could we expect it to be other-
wise for any man who had never peered into heaven and seen
heavenly things be a match for one who had had a half a score or
more heavenly messengers for teachers

I1 continued the work of copying his letters until I1 finished the
same he then desired me to write up the church history saying
that he would furnish all the material I1 declined telling him that I1
did not feel myself competent for such a work he said if I1 would
undertake it I1 would be thankful for it as long as I1 lived having
more confidence in him than I1 had in myself I1 engaged in the busi
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ness of an historian he placed in my hands some items and scraps
of history for me to arrange cronologicallychronologicallycrono logically and fix up as best I1
could we had now moved into his new office a two story build-
ing arranged to do the office work in the upper story john C
bennet was occupying a portion of the room engaged in writing the
nauvoo charter joseph dictated much of the charter I1 could
overhear the instructions he gave bennett and know it was gotten
up mainly as joseph required

one morning I1 went as usual into the office to go to work
I1 found joseph sitting ononeanoneon one side of a table and robert B thomp-
son on the opposite side and the understanding I1 got was that they
were examining or hunting in the manuscript of the new transla-
tion of the bible for something on priesthood which joseph wished
to present or have read to the people the next conference well
they could not find what they wanted and joseph said to thomp-
son 11put the manuscript one side and take some paper and I1 will
tell you what to write bro thompson took some foolscap paper
that was at his elbow and made himself ready for the business I1
was seated probably 6 or 8 feet on joseph s left side so that I1 could
look almost squarely into josephs left eye I1 mean the side
of his eye well the spirit of god descended upon him and a
measure of it upon me insomuch that I1 could fully realize that
god or the holy ghost was talking through him I1 never neither
before or since have felt as I1 did on that occasionoccasion I1 felt so small
and humble I1 could have freely kissed his feet

CORAY MS 2

on the 3dad or 4thath day of april 1840 1I set out with a few others
for nauvoo for the purpose of attending conference and to gratify
a curiosity that I1 had to see the prophet some time during the
conference I1 took occasion to visit him inin company with joseph
wood he introduced me to brother joseph with something of a
flourish telling him that I1 was a collegiate from jacksonville col-
lege this was not true and was not authorized by me the prophet
after looking at me a little and asking me some questions wished
to know whether it would be convenient for me to come to nauvoo
and assist or rather clerk for him As this was what I1 desired I1
engaged at once to do so and in about 2 weeks thereafter I1 was
busily employed in his office copying a huge pile of letters into a
book correspondence with the elders as well as other persons that
had been accumulating for some time

while I1 was employed in this manner I1 had many valuable
opportunities the prophet had a great many callers or visitors
and he received them inin his office where I1 was clerking persons
of almost all professions doctors lawyers priests and people
seemed anxious to get a good look at what was then considered
something very wonderful a man who should dare to call himself
a prophet announce himself as a seer and embassadorambassador of the lord
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not only were they anxiousanxious to see but also to ask hard questions
inin order to ascertain his depth well what did I1 discover this
verily that he was always equal to the occasionoccasion and perfectly master
of the situation and possessed the power to make everybody realize
his superiority which they evinced in an unmistakable manner I1
could clearly see that joseph was the captain no matter whose
company he was in knowing the meagerness of his education I1
was truly gratified at seeing how much at ease he always was even
in the company of the most scientific and the ready off hand man-
ner in which he would answer their questions

in the following june I1 met with an accident which I1 shall
here mention the prophet and myself after looking at his horses
and admiring them that were just across the road from his house
we started thither the prophet at the same time put his arm over
my shoulder when we had reached about the middle of the road
he stopped and remarked brother corayco ray I1 wish you was a little
larger I1 would like to have some fun with you I1 replied per-
haps you can as it is not realizing what I1 was saying joseph a
man of over 200 ibslbs weight while I1 scarcely 130 ibslbs made it not a
little ridiculous for me to think of engaging with him inin any thing
like a scuffle however as soon as I1 made this reply he began to
trip me he took some kind of a lock on my right leg from which
I1 was unable to extricate it and throwing me around broke it
some 3 inches above the ankle joint he immediately carried me
into the house pulled off my boot and found at once that my
leg was decidedly broken then got some splinters and bandaged it
A number of times that day did he come inin to see me endeavor-
ing to console me as much as possible the next day when he
happened in to see me after a little conversation I1 said bro joseph
when jacob wrestled with the angel and was lamed by him
the angel blessed him now I1 think I1 am also entitled to a blessing
to this he replied 1 I am not the patriarch but my father is and
when you get up and around ill have him bless you he said no
more for a minute or so mean while looking very earnestly at me
then said bro coray you will soon find a companion one that will
be suited to your condition and whom you will be satisfied with
she will cling to you like the cords of death and you will have a
good many children he also said some other things which I1
cant so distinctly remember

in nine days after my leg was broken I1 was able to get up and
hobble about the house by the aid of a crutch and in 2 weeks
thereafter I1 was about recovered nearly as well as ever so much
so that I1 went to meeting on foot a distance of a mile I1 considered
this no less than a case of miraculous healing for nothing short
of 3 months did I1 think it would be ere I1 should be around again
on my feet able to resume work

I1 finished the job of copying letters I1 was then requested by
bro joseph to undertake in connection with E D woolley the
compilation of the church history this I1 felt to decline as writ
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ing books was something in which I1 hadbad hadbad no experience but
bro joseph insisted on my undertaking it saying if I1 would do so
it would prove a blessing to me as long as I1 should live his per-
suasive arguments prevailed and accordingly in a short time bro
woolley and myself were busily engaged in compiling the church
history the prophet was to furnish all the materials and our
business was not only to combine and arrange inin cronologicalchronologicalcronological
order but to spread out or amplify not a little in as good historical
style as may be bro woolley s education not being equal to mine
he was to get the matter furnished him in as good shape as he could
and my part was to go after him and fix his up as well as I1 could
making such improvement and such corrections in his grammar and
style as I1 might deem necessary on seeing his work I1 at once dis-
covered that I1 had no small job on my hands as he knew nothing
whatever of grammar however I1 concluded to make the best I1
could of a bad job and thus went to work upsetting and recasting
as well as casting out not a little seeing how his work was handled
he became considerably discouraged and rather took offenceoffense at
the way and manner in which I1 was doing things and conse-
quently soon withdrew from the business

immediately after bro woolley left I1 succeeded in obtaining
the services of dr miller who hadbad written for the press and was
considerably accustomed to this kind of business now I1 got on
much better I1 continued until we used up all the historical matter
furnished us by the prophet and as peculiar circumstances pre-
vented his giving attention to his part of the business we of neces-
sity discontinued our labors and never resumed this kind of business
again

I1 next engaged in school teaching which was my main avoca-
tion for livelihood while I1 resided in nauvoo

subsequent some three or four weeks to getting my leg broke
& while at meeting the blessing of the prophet came into my mind
viz that I1 should soon find a companion &cac &cac so I1 thought
I1 would take a square look at the congregation and see who there
was that possibly the fair one promised me might be present
after looking and gazing awhile at the audience my eyes settled
upon a young lady sitting in a one horse buggy she was an entire
stranger to me and a resident of some other place I1 concluded to
approach near enough to her to scan her features well and thus
be able to decide in my own mind whether her looks would satisfy
my taste she had dark brown eyes very bright and penetrating at
least they penetrated me and I1 said to myself she will do the fact
is I1 was decidedly struck after the dismissal of the meeting in-
stead of going for my dinner I1 remained on the ground and pres-
ently commenced promenading about to see what I1 could see I1
hadad not gone far before I1 came square in front of the lovely miss
walking arm in arm with a mrs harris whom I1 was well acquainted
with they stopped and mrs H said bro coray I1 have the
honor of introducing you to miss martha knowlton from bear
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creek 1I of course bowed as politely as I1 knew how and she
courtesiescourtesiedcourtesied and we then fell into somewhat familiar conversation
I1 discovered at once that she was ready off hand and inclined to
be witty also that her mind took a wider range than was common
for young ladies of her age this interview though short was
indeed very enjoyable and closed with the hope that she might
be the one whom the lord had picked for me and thus it proved
to be I1 shall not go into all the details of our courtship suffice
it to say every move I1 made seemed to count one inin the right
direction I1 let bro joseph into the secret showed him a letter
that I1 had written designed for her he seemed to take uncommon
interest in the matter took pains to see her and talk with her about
me telling her that I1 was just the one for her A few letters passed
between us I1 visited her at her home proposed was accepted
and on the 6thath day of february 1841 we were married at her
father s house bro robt B thompson performing the ceremony
I1 will say in this connection that what the prophet said inin re-
gard to the companion which I1 should soon find has been fully
verified

TRUMAN COES 1836 description OF MORMONISM

milton V backman jr

one of the most descriptive summaries of the early history of the
restored church and concise analyses of the distinguishing beliefs
of the latter day saints written by a nonmember during the 1830s
was prepared by reverend truman coe a presbyterian minister who
had lived among the saints in kirtland for about four years pub-
lished in the 11 august 1836 issue of the ohio observerthisobserver this article
aptly reflects the myths facts truths and errors about the mormonscormons
that were being circulated in kirtland in the mid 1830s

when coe wrote this article latter day saints had not yet pub-
lished a comprehensive history unfolding the major events which
had occurred in the life of the prophet joseph smith nor had he or
other members produced an articles of faith to summarize many of
the most significant characcharacteristicscharacterischaractersteris ticsbics of their theology although
oliver cowdery had published in the latter day saints messenger
and advocate in 1834 and 1835 accounts of some of the important
events in church history and had included descriptions of many of
the distinguishing beliefs of the latter day saints coe did not em-

milton V backman jr is professor of church history and doctrine at brigham young
university
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ploy these articles as the primary source for his work 1 instead his
account seems tohavemohaveto have been based primarily on his personal observa-
tions and on concepts he had learned from others

reverend coe wrote this article while he was serving as pastor
of the old south church in kirtland a congregation that was ex-
periencingperiencing a significant decline in membership in the mid 1830s
this religious group had been organized as a congregational body
in 1819 three and a half years later these calvinists decided to
unite with the grand river presbytery in harmony with the plan of
union in which congregationalists and presbyteriansPresbyterians agreed to co-
operate rather than compete in western communities although
they were organized as a congregationalb church the members re-
mained under the jurisdiction of the presbyteriansPresbyterians until 1847
reverend coe began his pastorate in 1833 and continued serving
the inhabitants of kirtland until his retirement from the ministry
in 1848 2 according to reports submitted to the grand river pres-
bytery and the general assembly of the presbyterian church one
year after coe assumed leadership of the calvinists of kirtland
membership increased from 50 february 1833 to 140 february
1834 representing the single largest increase in the early history
of that congregation but membership declined to 116 in 1835 and
in february 1837 there were only 75 communicants 3 the loss of al-
most half of his congregation undoubtedly disturbed coe only a
few of his parishioners united with the latter day saints but un-
doubtedly many emigrated in search of lands located farther west
partly to escape the constant flow of saints settling in kirtland 4

the latter day saints messenger and advocate 1 185413185415183413161834131834 151613163336233613 16 424342 43 1

1835778018357780 2 18351932021835193202
marion A crary extracts from A brief history of the congregational church

of kirtland ohio npap nd ppap 191 9 mary B sim old south congregational
church the historical society quarterly lake county ohio 2 1960npi960 npap re-
printed in the historical society quarterly lake county ohio 195919751959 1975 paines
ville ohio painesvillegainesvillePaines ville publishing co 1976 ppap 202120 21

minutes of the presbytery of grand river 181418361814 1836 western reserve histori-
cal society cleveland ohio ppap 18485184 85 229 25253252 53 minutes of the presbytery of
grand river 183618481836 1848 western reserve historical society ppap 262726 27 microfilm
copies of these minutes are located in the genealogical society the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints salt lake city utah see also minutes of the general
assembly of the presbyterian chulchchuichchurch in the united states of america 1836 phila-
delphia lydia R bailey 1836 ppap 35859358 59 minutes of the general assembly of the
presbyterian church in the united states of america 1837 philadelphia lydia R
bailey 1837 p 572

oliver harmon jr a member of the old south church in kirtland was
baptized a member of the restored church on 13 july 1836 his name appears on a
a subscription list of the south church which is dated november 1832 subscription
list western reserve historical society see also sim old south congregational
church p 21
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aroused because of the decline in his congregation coe wrote this
article to warn others of what he considered to be an impending
problem and submitted it to a newspaper printed in hudson ohio
the ohio observer which was allied with the the orthodox calvi-
nistic movements of america

priest coe as he was known lived inin an age of ridicule when
many writers employed vicious terms to denounce their religious
and political opponents this slovenly system of propaganda pro-
duced innumerable articles in ohio newspapers which greatly dis-
torted the history and message of the restoration although coe
resorted to the name calling that was so popular in thatdecadethat decade and
reported some incorrect concepts his work was one of the most
accurate articles on the latter day saints written by a non mormon
in the 1830s only by comparing this work with more than 100
other articles which appeared in the ohio newspapers during the
thirties can one fully appreciate coe s contribution

there is no mention inin his brief historical sketch of joseph
smith s first vision of the restoration of the aaronic priesthood
or of the testimony of the witnesses of the book of mormon plates
although the prophet had written at least two short histories prior
to 1836 which included a description of the first vision an account
of this sacred experience had not yet appeared in print and follow-
ing the pattern employed by oliver cowdery in his short history
reverend coe began his sketch with the visions which led to the
coming forth of the book of mormon

most of reverend coe s descriptions of conditions in kirtland
inin mid 1836 harmonize with other records his estimate for ex-
ample of one thousand members in kirtland is not far different from
other accounts5accounts5 and his analysis of the poverty and sacrifices of the
saints while they were building the temple also coincides with other
documents coe s statement however that some of the wealthy
members held three or four thousand acres of land inin different parts
of the township does not agree with the land and tax records of
geaugageaugh county in 1836 latter day saints paid a property tax on
only about one thousand acres and land records indicate that none
of the known latter day saints owned more than 140 acres in kirt-
land township

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints
ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city the church of jesus christofchrist of latter day
saints 1932511932 51 2296 an account about the mormonscormonsMormons B C fowles papers
western reserve historical society ththisls latter manuscript provides the more precise
estimate of 800 latter day saints living near the kirtland temple in 1836371836 37
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of particular interest to members of the church ofgf jesus christ
of latter day saints is reverend truman coe s description of the
latter day saint concept of god while considering the most dis-
tinguishing characteristics of mormon theology he reported in 1836
that members of the restored church held that the true god is a
material being composed of body and parts and that adam was
formed in the image of his creator while many contemporary
records reflect that members emphasized such a belief during the
nauvoo period coe s narrative disclosesthatdiscloses that latter day saints taught
this concept during the kirtland phase of church history

the account reproduced below is coe s article as it appeared
in the 11 august 1836 issue of the ohio observer hudson p 1

col 6 2 p 2 cols 121 2 this article was reprinted with only a few
changes primarily in punctuation in the cincinnati journal and
westernvestern luminary 25 august1836august 18361856 p 4 cols 242 4

for the ohio observer

MORMONISM
mr editor

dear sir having been for the last four years located in kirtl-
and on the western reserve I1 have thought proper to make some
communication to the public in relation to the mormonscormonsMormons a sect of
religious fanatics who are collected in this town this service I1
have considered as due to the cause of humanity as well as to the
cause of truth and righteousness what I1 have to communicate shall
be said in the spirit of candor and christian charity

mormonism it is well known originated with joseph smith in
the town of manchester adjoining palmyra in the state of new
york smith had previously been noted among his acquaintances
as a kind of juggler and had been employed in digging after
money he was believed by the ignorant to possess the power of
second sight by looking through a certain stone inin his possession
he relates that when he was 17 years of age while seeking after
the lord he had a nocturnal vision and a wonderful display of
celestial glory an angel descended and warned him that god was
about to make an astonishing revelation to the world and then
directed him to go to such a place and after prying up a stone he
should find a number of plates of the color of gold inscribed with
hieroglyphics and under them a breastplate and under that a
transparent stone or stones which was the arimurim and thummin men-
tioned by moses the vision and the command were repeated four
times that night and once on the following day he went as directed
by the angel and pried up the stone under which he discovered

we understand that this same joseph smith is now held in bail to appear before
the next court for public assault on a respectable citizen in kirtland ed ob
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the plates shining like gold and when he saw them his cupidity
was excited and he hoped to make himself rich by the discovery
although thus highly favored by the lord but for his sordid and
unworthy motive when he attempted to seize hold of the plates
they eluded his grasp and vanished and he was obliged to go
home without them it was not till four years had elapsed till he
had humbled himself and prayed and cast away his selfishness that
he obtained a new revelation and went and obtained the plates

the manner of translation was as wonderful as the discovery
by putting his finger on one of the characters and imploring divine
aid then looking through the arimurim and thumminThummin he would see
the import written in plain english on a screen placed before him
after delivering this to his emanuensiemanuensilemanuenslyensilensi he would again proceed in
the same manner and obtain the meaning of the next character and
so on till he came to a part of the plates which were sealed up
and there was commanded to desist and he says he has a promise
from god that in due time he will enable him to translate the
remainder this is the relation as given by smith A man by the
name of harris of a vissionarymissionaryvissionary turn of mind assisted in the
translation and afterwards oliver cowdery by the aid of harris s

property the book was printed and it is affirmed by the people of
that neighborhood that at first his motives were entirely mercenary

a mere money speculation the book thus produced is called
by them the book of mormon and isis pretended to be of the same
divine inspiration and authority as the bible the mormonscormons came
in kirtland about six years ago being taught by their leaders
that this was one of the stakes of zion the eastern borders of the
promised land not long after their arrival inin kirtland a revelation
was obtained that the seat and centre of zion was in jackson
county in the western part of missouri and thither a multitude of
them repaired with smith at their head soon after they were
routed and expelled from the county by the infidels and many of
them returned to kirtland there they have been gathering their
converts from various parts of the united states until their present
number probably amounts to upwards of one thousand besides the
transient companies of pilgrims who come here from the east to
inquire the way to zion and then pass on to missouri

they have built a huge stone temple in this town fifty feet
high and 60 by 80 on the ground at an expense of 40000 on
the front is this inscription the house of the lord built by the
latter day saints the lower story is the place of worship the
middle for the school of the prophets and the upper for an aca-
demical school a distinguished professor of hebrew is their teacher
he is now giving his second course with about one hundred in
each class

while I1 am exposing these palpable impositions of the apostles
of mormonism candor obliges me to say that many of the common
people are industrious good neighbors very sincerely deceived and
possibly very sincere christians they seem to delight in the duty of
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prayer and the services of devotion and their zeal goes far beyond
any thing seen among sober chrischrls christians some are enterprising
and intelligent conversant with the bible and fond of reading
and here I1 apprehend many who have heard of them only by com-
mon report are mistaken supposing them all to be ignorant and
degraded and beneath the notice of all respectable people the
prevalence of religious delusion isis not to be attributed so much to
mere ignorance as to the structure and prejudices and pernicious
habits of the mind a dispositionpredispositionpre to be captivated with any
thing that is new or wonderful it is furthermore proper to notice
that this religious sect have been slandered and belied and perse-
cuted beyond measure we entirely disapprove of those violent
measures which have been taken with them in missouri and some
other places ist because it is an outrage upon inalienable rights
all men justly claiming to be protected inin the enjoyment of life
liberty and the pursuit of happiness and 2dad because it is unwise
persecution being the most effectual way to build up fanatics in
error and delusion but sincesince there is a certain class in every com-
munity who are predisposed to embrace any wild delusion which
chances to meet them and sincesince many such have already been de-
ceived and lured away to kirtland and to zion and have been disap-
pointed and distressed and reduced to poverty and want and
moreover since there are now many converts abroad who are look-
ing to this place with longing eyes as to a land flowing with milk
and honey and expecting when they find the means of getting here
to bid farewell to all earthly sorrow we think the world have a
right to know the state of things among them many of them live
in extreme indigence they suffer accumulated evils by crowding
a multitude of poor people together when by a wider distribution
they might have better means of supplying their wants some of
them are wealthy and they have purchased 3 or 4000 acres of land
in different parts of this town A grotesque assemblage of hovels
and shanties and small houses have been thrown up wherever they
could find a footing but very few of all these cabins would be
accounted fit for human habitations

about the first of may 1834 a company of armed men from
this place about 100 in number by command of joseph commenced
a crusade to missouri to expel the infidels of zion and to rein-
state their brethren into their possessions at the same time he
assured them by a revelation from heaven that the expedition
would succeed and the object be attained when these gallant
knights errand arrived in missouri they were met by some of the
constituted authorities and warned to desist and joseph very pru-
dently had a revelation that the war was at an end after spending
the hottest part of the season on this long tedious pilgrimage of
2000 miles having suffered great hardships and numbers having
been swept off by the cholera they returned inin straggling com-
panies to kirtland those of them who remained here during the
campaign were required to work one day inin each week on the
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temple and the poor females were instructed to part with even the
necessaries of life in aid of the same object they looked forward
to the completion of the temple as a grand era when christ
would descend and dwell among them and commence his reign on
earth these burdens are severely felt by the poor people among
them and can only be sustained by the unconquerable strength of
their faith last summer a man came to kirtland and brought
among the mormonscormons four egyptian mummies the exhibition ex-
actly struck their fancy all the mormonscormons flocked to see the
wonderful sight and joseph deciphered some of the hieroglyphics
and made known in writing the name and character and antiquity
of some of the mummies this was an additional proof of his
divine inspiration the man continued with them a week and then
a command was given them to purchase the whole which they did
for 2400 the mummies were soon sent out for exhibition by one
of their apostles but being unsuccessful he brought them back to
kirtland and threw them aside there is reason to believe that
many who come here with high expectations have met with sore
disappointment they expected to find everything in apostolic
order but instead of this they have found a whiskey selling
tavern a pugnacious prophet and an inhospitable people some
poor families after long journeys to see this promised land have
met with a cold repulse have been compelled to sleep out of doors
and to remain in a community the most unfavorable to get a liveli-
hood and under a spiritual hierarchy who bind heavy burdens
grievous to be bornebome but will not touch them with one of their
fingers

the mormonscormons to a man all abhor priests and priestcraft and
societies and the whole system of religious institutions among
established churches and yet they themselves are the most obsequi-
ous and abject slaves to the spiritual rule of their leaders all their
affairs small and great are directed by special revelation by a
miserable attempt to ape the language and style of scripture they
clothe their commands with the authority of heaven and the people
have nothing to do but to hear and obey if the prophet demand
their money for the lords treasury he can have it by uttering a
thus saith the lord by these sacrifices they give what among
selfish men would be called a pretty good proof of sincerity at
least thus it happens that those who complain loudest of priest-
craft are the most wofullywoefully priestriddenpriestridden of all men

in regard to their religious sentiments the fundamental principle
of mormonism is that god continues to hold intercourse with the
saints on earth by visions and revelations as freely and familiarly
as he has done in any age of the world that the true church have
the same power to cast out devils to speak with new tongues to take
up serpents to drink poison unhurt and to recover the sick by lay-
ing on of hands they make great use of the declaration of our
savior in mark xvi 17 18 and strenuously contend that the promise
applies to all that believe in every age
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they contend that the god worshippedworshipped by the presbyteriansPresbyterians
and all other sectarianssectarians is no better than a wooden god they be-
lieve that the true god is a material being composed of body and
parts and that when the creator formed adam in his own image
he made him about the size and shape of god himself they believe
in the final restoration of all men except apostate mormonscormonsMormons they
blaspheme against the holy ghost and can never have forgiveness
neither in this world neither in the world to come their avowed
object is to restore christianity to its primeval purity in the true
style of fanaticism they regard themselves as the exclusive favorites
of heaven and the whole religious world as natural brute beasts
that know nothing after the example of our savior they have re-
cently ordained and commissioned twelve apostles and seventy
elders to go throughout this heathen country and to give a final
call to repent and be baptisedbaptizedbaptised and believe in mormonism before the
wicked are cut off the people of this region are viewed by them as
standing in the place of chorasmchorism and bethsaida and Capernacapernaumuinurn
unwilling to believe in spite of all the mighty works they have tried
to perform they are habitually pretending to speak in tongues and
to the working of miracles but nobody can have any evidence of
these wonders but those who have mormon eyes and mormon ears
when they first came to kirtland mr rigdon joined them and a
few families followed in his train but otherwise of the former
inhabitants scarce a single conversion has happened since the
fact is that the people are well assured that all their pretentious to
miraculous gifts of every kind are a sheer imposition but when-
ever any miracle fails they have a convenient salve at hand to
account for the failure that is the want of faith a most impudent
and officious intruder always ready at hand to nullify all their
pious efforts and to render them weak and feeble as other men
instances frequently occur which may serve as examples of their
power of healing A young man lying on a bed of sickness sent
after smith and his elders to come and heal him after praying
over him annointinganno inting him with oil in the name of the lord he
commanded the disease to depart pronounced him healed and
ordered him to rise and walk stimulated by the circumstances and
by high expectation the youth rose up and attempted to walk but
presently becoming faint by the help of bystanders he betookretook
himself to the bed again and grew worse they of course imputed
his sudden relapse to the failure of his faith he then sent for the
regular physician and by faithful means he recovered another
late instance was a young woman lying at the point of death with
the measles the elders were called to lay hands on her in like
manner and very soon afterwards she was a corpse the prophet
has undergone repeated trials before the church and has made fre-
quent confessions and among the faithful this is accounted as addi-
tional proof of his humility and divine inspiration they only class
his failings with those recorded of the ancient prophets but the
faith of many among them has failed and they have had honesty
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enough to confess it they have opened their eyes the delusion
has vanished and they have been astonished at their besotted in-
fatuation frequent depredations have happened among them and
it has sometimes required the art and assiduity of all their prophets
and priests and elders to keep the whole babel from tumbling down
together

it is difficult to foretell how long it will take this gust of
fanaticism to spend itself and die away and sink to the oblivion
of the 100 others which have gone before it situated as we are we
have need of patience and we often realize the truth of solomon
that though you should bray a fool inin a mortar with a pestle yet
will not his folly depart from him

on the whole the vice of mormonism must be accounted one
of the most palpable and wide spreading delusions which this coun-
try has ever seen and nothing can equal the zeal of their leaders
in its propagation the completion of the templetempietemplatempia according to the
pattern shown to joseph in vision is a monument of unconquer-
able zeal the imposing splendor of the pulpits the orders of the
melchisedec and the aaronic priesthoodspriesthoods and the vails which are
let down or drawn by machinery dividing the place of worship
into several apartments presents before us a strange compound of
jewish antiquity and roman catholic mumummeryminery the reproof which
the prophet addresses to ancient israel that they dwelt in celled
houses while the temple of god was laid waste can never be
applied to these mormonscormonsMormons stimulated by strong faith and zeal
you will see them muster all their forces for miles around to hear
the brethren speak in tongues and proclaim the wonderful works
of god in this view they give to those who call themselves sober
christians a most severe rebuke if they had half the zeal of these
misguided mormonscormonsMormons the world would tremble and the millennial
day would speedily be ushered in yours in the bonds of the
gospel

truman coe

missionaries FOR THE DEAD
THE STORY OF THE genealogical missionaries

OF THE nineteenth CENTURY

jessie L embry

the latter day saints enthusiasm for the restoration of the
gospel led to many interesting types of missions in the nineteenth
century members were called not only to preach the gospel but

jessiejmiejessle L embry is an historic preservation intern at the utah state historical society
at the time this article was prepared she was a research fellow in the church histori-
cal department working on the history of the genealogical department
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also to go to the gold mines in the 1850s to gather rags for making
paper during the economic crisis of the 1860s to serve as MIA
and sunday school missionaries to go to europe to study art and to
go east for higher education and medical training because they
believed in salvation for the dead genealogical work also became
an important part of their missionary activities

but doing genealogical research then was more difficult than it
is now As the records were not available in utah the immigrating
saints were encouraged to bring with them genealogical informa-
tion concerning their friends and relatives living and dead who
might not have the chance to come to zion or who might never
accept the gospel in this life then they would be able to have the
necessary ordinance work done for them inthein the temples an editorial
in the millennial star warned those coming from england

if you neglect the opportunities you now have to secure the in-
formation you will see the time when you will perhaps seek for it
but not be able to find it until you have so far paid the debt of your
neglect that some kind angel from the spirit world will be justified
in bringing you the necessary intelligence 2

those who were already in utah and had not brought their
records with them tried to getgeigeathegetthethe necessary information by writing
letters or visiting their relatives correspondence was not always
successful because relatives who had opposed thediedle church frequently
would not answer the letters others did not have the necessary
dates and their ministers were not always willingb to check through
church records consequently many members of the church decided
to search the records themselves which often meant returning to
their ancestral homelandshomelands many as genealogical missionaries

some of their names were included on the official missionary
lists of the church with a special note that they were going to work
on their genealogy some of the brethren also recorded the names
of some additional people who had been set apart to serve on this
type of mission these records show that between 1885 and 1900
at least 178 saints served as genealogical missionaries most of them
were middle aged orolderor older retired men although some young men
and women and even a few couples went they were mainly from
utah and the majority of them went to england they were not
required to serve for any set length of time franklin D richards

seeisee A glen humpherys missionaries to the saints BYU studies 17 autumn
197674100197674 100

2editorialeditorial millennial star 15 6 august 185352123185352123
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went on one genealogical trip for seventeen days while john adams
wakeham spent over three years gathering his genealogy 3

genealogical missmissionariesmissionarmissionalionarlonarlesies were also different frofromgrommothersmuthersothers in that
there were few if any formal calls made the members simply volun-
teered to go 4 they were invited to come to salt lake city to be set
apart by one of the general authorities and to be given a missionary
card in addition they were ggiveniven a clergy discount card which al-
lowed them to travel to chicago for 626256256.256.262 5 5 As they were set apart
they were instructed not only to search for the names of their ances-
tors but also to try to preach the gospel to their living relatives
on one occasion for example franklin D richards recorded in
his journal

yesterday I1 blessed elder john luther dalton of the 5thath ward
ogden for a visit and a mission to various states in the union to
visit relatives and search for the genealogy of his ancestors as well
as to testify of the work of god unto them and gave him a
letter of appointment 616

several of the missionaries left journals that give us some idea
of what a genealogical mission was like they wrote of visiting
relatives copying family bibles and other records and of trying to
find out everything that people knew about their ancestors they
also went to the parish churches spending hours searching through
the old registers they searched cemeteries to find the gravestones
of their relatives many recorded having special spiritual experi-
ences where they felt the lord had miraculously directed them
to the proper sources

john adams wakeham who was set apart for a genealogy mis-
sion in 1891 by john henry smith returned to new england and re-

consideration of material in the church archives reveals the following profile of
178 genealogical missionaries from 188519001885 1900 age under 20 1 1 203020 30 6 304030 40

7 405040 50 32 607060 70 16 70 and over 6 sex male 135 female 43
home residence utah 128 idaho 7 arizona 2 mission to great britain

90 united states and canada 51 europe 2 missionary record reel 2
183019061830 1906 missionary department church archivesaichivesAi chives franklin D richards journal

franklin D richards collection church archives the church of jesus christ of
latter day saints the figures given in some sections of this profile do not total 178
because the records were not complete

in response to a letter from elder M H fitzgerald franklin D richards of
the quorum of the twelve said that if he wanted to go to virginia to do his gene-
alogy he should come to salt lake city to be set apart richards to fitzgerald 30
april 1892 franklin D richards collection church archives

ldereideriderelder richards told C M hubbard that he would receive this missionary rate
for his trip to visit his friends in the east richards to C M hubbard 23 november
1883 franklin D richards collection church archives

franklin D richards journal 7 february 1890 franklin D richards collection
church archives
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corded several spiritual experiences during his mission on one oc-
casion he went to visit a distant relative whom he had never met
he knocked on the door and when a lady answered he said that he
was a relative of the copp family and that he had been directed to
her since she was the granddaughter of william H copp he asked
if she hadbad any of the history of the family she questioned him for
fifteen minutes and then told him that he hadbad an honest face and
she would let him come in it turned out that she had been trying
to gather the genealogy but had not been very successful

wakeham s brother suggested that hebe visit a dr john R ham
in dover maine who hadbad done some genealogy dr ham was a
member of the new england historic genealogical society and hadbad
a library with many books on genealogy in these Wakewakehamharn found
the name of his great great grandfather and also learned that his
great grandfather was an indian confirming a family tradition con-
cerning an indian ancestor and also confirming a statement in
wakeham s patriarchal blessing that identified him as a literal
descendant of joseph

wakeham did not spend all his time doing genealogy he
stopped to see many friends and spent a great deal of time helping
them he spent two summers for example on the farm of A H
wenworth at the end of his mission he expressed gratitude for the
help these friends gave him but he was very disappointed that few
of them had the courage to accept the gospel he returned to salt
lake city in 1894 7

another missionary john amor also an english convert later
wrote that he had always been interested in genealogy As a child
in fact he had spent much time reading the inscriptions on the
tombstones in the churchyards because he had no playmates after
a long search for the right religion he had joined the church in
1867 and emigrated to utah he and his wife received their en-
dowmentsdowments in the endowment house he later wrote that shortly
thereafter 1 I began to have dreams concerning work for the dead
several times a week I1 dreamed that I1 had died and had neglected
to do work for those who had died and they were very much dis-
pleased with me which caused me much sorrow he said that the
dreams did not cease until he finally started his genealogical work
he gathered as much information as he could from his mother
however when apostle mariner W merrill said in the logan
temple you should use every means in your power to gather

john adams Wakewakehamharn autobiography church archives
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your genealogy by writing and inquiry and not rest until all means
are exhausted he decided he had not done enough he was set
apart for a mission in 1896 and was promised that he would go
and return in safety and be abletoablertoableabie to find the records of his ancestors

amor left with only five dollars in his pocket and arrived in
england with three since he was on a special mission he was al-
lowed to travel without a compancompanionionlon and in his search for the
records he walked 1400 miles and traveled 600 miles by rail and
by water he recorded several miraculous experiences in one town
he was allowed to check the parish records and instead of charging
him the regular fee the minister gave him fifty cents amor con-
verted one member of his family to the gospel but the devil en-
tered the wife of the family and said all manner of evil against me
the husband wrote to the mission president to see if the records
that amor had were correct and eventriedeven tried to take them away from
amor because of these problems and because winter was approach-
ing and amor had no money the mission prespresidentident told him he
could be released if he wanted to be he was not sure that he wanted
to go home but feelingthatfeeling thaithat the president would not have sugges-
ted it if it were not the rightfight thingtothingbothing to do he returned to utah 8

one of the most ambitious of all the genealogical missionaries
was franklin D richards who later became the first president of the
genealogical society he went on several short genealogical mis-
sions to gather information from his relatives in massachusetts for
example in 1890 he and his son charles spent nearly a month visit-
ing friends and relatives and gathering genealogy in the east after
returning to salt lake city he recorded in his journal

thanks and praise to god for his good salvation and for the
information that I1 was enabled to obtain in lanesboroughlandsboroughLanesborough pillsfieldmillsfieldPills field
richmond and other places of men whom I1 never saw before con-
cerning our dead that I1 may prepare a proper record of my work
such as will be acceptable when the dead shall be judged out of the
books that shall have been written 9

later as he was arranging these names for temple work he
recorded

it is quite singular and rather wonderful how much thought study
and care is required to get the temple work ready and be sure of its
accuracy when we have to pick it up in such a fragmentary condition
as it comes to us 10

biography of john amor archibald F bennettBennetbennetttfc collection church archives
franklin D richards journal 15 june 1890
ibid 8 january 1894
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many of the journals are so sketchy it is hard to determine how
successful the missionaries were in gathering their genealogy A
letter from duncan M mcallister to wilford woodruff implies that
their efforts were not worth the expense he said that at least fifty
persons were makingb the trip to europe each year to get their gene-
alogy at an annual expense of approximately 25000 in addition
nearly all other missionaries spent some time doing genealogical
research he calculated that one man with ordinary accounting skills
could do more than fifty of these unskilled people

As the leaders of the church received letters like this they began
to realize that individual unaided efforts to gather genealogy were
not always successful and that if the church wanted the members
to complete the temple work for their ancestors they would need
some aid that is one of the reasons why on 13 november 1894
genealogical and church leaders gathered in the office of franklin
D richards to organize the genealogical society of utah

the society started out in a small room in the historian s office
with a few books and a big dream nephi anderson defined this
dream in 1912

let me suggest the future of this work I1 see the records of the
dead gathered from every nation under heaven to one great
central library in zion the largest and the best equipped for its
particular work in the world branch libraries may be established
in the nations but in zion will be the records of last resort and
final authority trained genealogists will find constant work in all
nations having unpublished records then as temples multiply
and the work enlarges to its ultimate proportions this society
will have in its case some elaborate but perfect system of exact
registration and checking so that the work in the temples may be
conducted without confusion or duplication 12

this dream has been fulfilled the genealogical library is the
largest of its kind in the world and there are now over 100 branch
libraries records are being preserved and brought to salt lake city
on microfilm and the temple index bureau and the computer file
index help bring order to temple work doing genealogy is com-
parativelyparatively easy for members of the church today because they have
many records in a central place

DuncaduncanduncansduncanmnMM mcallister to wilford woodruff 16 february 18951893 genealogical
society correspondence church archives

nephi anderson genealogys place in the plan of salvation the utah
genealogical and historical magazine 3 january 191221221912211912 212221 22
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mormon bibliography
1976

chad J flake

one of the most significant books on mormonism to be pub-
lished during the last year is james B allenalienailen and glen M leonard s

the story of the latter day saints it marks the first time that a
single book by professional historians has attempted to survey the
entire breadth of mormon history the book is not without critics
or problems those who are usedtouseltoused to seeing only the divine hand in
all things will object to the fact that the authors have placed mor-
monism in its historical setting demonstrating that some of its
teachings are similar to doctrines and principles which were being
debated in new york and ohio on the other hand those wishing
that all the facts should be known are disappointed with the way
in which certain problems are ignored or left without interpretive
analysis others will become lost in the maze of twentieth century
organizational changes and other minutiae the book gives rise to
two questions 1 1 can a truly objective history be written which
will satisfy both sides of the question and 2 can the complexity
of mormon history be condensed into a single volume

A book that has just crossed my desk which must rank as one of
the worst pieces of bookmaking I1 have seen in quite some time is
the deseret book edition of the book of mormon done on news-
print As one opens the book and eyes the gray paper the question
arises how on earth is anyone to be impressed with the book when
it is presented on such poor and ugly paper there must be a point
below which a publisher cannot go and expect a favorable reaction
to a printed page and this edition has passed it

As in the past mormon americana volume 17 1976 has
been used for the compilation of the mormon bibliography

historical
alder douglas D cache valley essays on her past and people logan

utah utah state university 1976

chad J flake is director of special collections harold B lee library Brigbrighamhainharn young
university
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alienallenailen james B and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints
salt lake city deseret book 1976

anderson C leroy the scattered morrisitesMorrisites montana the magazine
of western history 26 autumn 197652601976521976 526052 60

arrington leonard J joseph smith and the lighter view new era 6
august 19768131976813

feramorz Y fox and dean L may building the city of god
community and cooperation among the cormonsmormonsMormons salt lake city
deseret book 1976

and dean L may A different mode of life irrigation and
society in nineteenth century utah agricultural history 49 1975
3203 20

and thomas G alexander A dependent commonwealth provo
utah brigham young university press 1974

bachman danel W A study of the mormon practice of plural marriage
before the death of joseph smith masters thesis purdue university
1975

baer hans albert the levites of utah the development of and con-
versionversion to a small millenarian sect ann arbor michigan xerox
university microfilms 1976 phd dissertation university of utah

bassett arthur ray culture and the american frontier in mormon utah
185018961850 1896 ann arbor michigan xerox university microfilms 1975
phd dissertation syracuse university

beecher maureen ursenbach under the sunbonnetsSunbonnets mormon women
with faces BYU studies 16 summer 19764718419764711976 47184471 84

bennion sherilyn cox the comanswomans exponent forty two years of
speaking for women utah historical quarterly 44 summer 1976
22239222 39

bliss frederick and P Q gump mormon shakespearesShakespeares A study of
contemporary mormon theatre sunstone 1 spring 197654661976541976 546654 66

brink T L the rise of mormonism A case study in the symbology
of frontier america international journal of symbology 4 novem-
ber 1975313819753138

brinkman diane M the saints in knoxville stake ensign 6 july
197622281976221976 222822 28

britsch R lanier the church in the south pacific ensign 6 february
197620271976201976 202720 27

brunvand jan H architecture in zion early mormon houses ameri-
can west 13 marchaprilMarch April 1976283519762835

bushman claudia mormon sisters women in early utah cambridge
mass emmeline press 1976

call wynn warren the psychological needs and personality traits of
mormon women involved in formal continuing education and LDS
relief society education ann arbor michigan xerox university
microfilms 1975 phd dissertation arizona state university

cheesman paul R early america and the polynesiansPolyne sians provo utah
community press 1976

christiansen alfred scandinavians and the new zion in the west
american scandinavian review 60 19722637119722631972 2657126526371263 71
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clark james R our pearl of great price from mission pamphlet to
standard work ensign 6 august 197612171976121976 1217.121712 17

collett carol I1 and wells F waysvillekaysvilleKaysville our town kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville utah
kaysvillewaysvilleKaysville city 1976

collier fred C and robert R blank the trials for the membership of
john W taylor and matthias F cowley salt lake city fred C
collier 1976

corbett pearson starr settling the muddy river valley nevada histori-
cal society quarterly 18 19751415119751411975 14151lall4l 51

crawford nancy C and merwin G fairbanks A pioneer history of
zion canyon and Sp ringdale to 1947 spanish fork utah gifford
family organization 1974

cutler rupert J and daisy whiting fletcher alpheus cutler and the
church of jesus christ independence missouri church of jesus
christ 1974

divettdivert robert thomas new mexico and the mormonscormonsMormons southwest
heritage 6 197614191976141976 11191419lal4 19

dykes mervyn the church in new zealand ensign 6 february
19766121976612

ehat stephen kent how to condemn noxious novels by brigham
young century II11 A brigham young university student journal
1 december 197636481976361976 364836 48

esplin ronald K and max J evans preserving mormon manuscripts
historical activities of the LDSIDS church manuscripts 27 1975
16677166 77

foy leslie T the city of bountiful bountiful utah horizon publishers
1975

gerlach larry R and michael L nicholls the mormon genealogical
society and research opportunities in early american history
william and mary quarterly 32 19756252919756251975 62529625 29

goodliffe wilford leroy american frontier religion cormonsmormons and
their dissenters 183019001830 1900 ann arbor michigan xerox university
microfilms 1976 phd dissertation university of idaho

groberg joseph H the mormon disfranchisementsDisfranchisements of 188218921882 1892
BYU studies 16 spring 197639940819763991976 399408599408399599 408

heinerman john joseph smith for president manti utah mountain
valley publishers 1976

hess margaret steed my farmington farmington utah helen mar
miller camp daughters of the utah pioneers 1976

hilton lynn M and hope A in search of lehisgehis trail ensign 6
september october 197632541976321976 5254325432 54 346334 63

in search of gehislehis trail salt lake city deseret book 1976
the history of murray city utah salt lake city murray city corporation

1976
hogan mervin B the official minutes of nauvoo lodge U D des

moines iowa research lodge no 2 nd
howard G M men motives and misunderstandings A new look

at the morrisinemorrisiteMorrisite war of 1862 utah historical quarterly 44 spring
19761123219761121976 123212 32
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jefferson county historical society history of grant ward snake river
echoes 5 1976363819763638

jessee dean C the reliability of joseph smiths history journal of
mormon history 3 197623461976231976 2546234623 46

jolley clifton holt the martyrdom of joseph smith an archetypal
study utah historical quarterly 44 fall 19763295019763291976 529529503293295050

judd peter A and A bruce lindgren an introduction to the saints
church independence missouri herald house 1976 reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints

kehl glenda and edward F cannon ath7th ward 195519761955 1976 apnajnpjnp
renaissance press 1976

kimball stanley B the utah gospel mission 190019501900 1950 utah his-
torical quarterly 44 spring 1976149551976149551976149 55

lancaster dennis dixie wine sunstone I11 summer 197674841976741976 74847484.748474 84
larson stan early book of mormon texts Sunsunstoneslone 1 fall 1976

455545 55
lynn karen our LDS hymn texts A look at the past some thoughts

for the future dialogue A journal of mormon thought 10 spring
197576444819757644197576 444844 48

mccue robert J the saints on vancouver island ensign 6 april
197644501976441976 445044 50

may dean L mormon cooperatives in paris idaho 1869961869 96 idaho
yesterdays 19 197520301975201975 2050203020 30

mecham leonidas devon book of remembrance australia LDS mission
1840 to 1976 salt lake city npap 1975

memories of moon lake boneta mountain home and talmage wards
springvilleSpringville utah art city publishers 1975

mitchell garry P the church in australia ensign 6 february 1976
131913 19

mulder william mormon angles of historical vision some maverick
reflections journal of mormon history 3 197613221976131976 1322152213 22

nibley hugh A strange thing in the land the return of the book
of enoch ensign 565 6 october december 1975 february march
april july october december 197678841976781976 788478 84 727672 76 646864 68 626662 66
606460 64 646864 68 768176 81 737873 78 will be continued into 1977

oaks dallin H and joseph 1I bentley joseph smith and legal process
BYU law review 2 19767358219767351976 7558275573582735 82

olson vicky burgess family structure and dynamics in early utah
mormon families 184718851847 1885 ann arbor michigan xerox univer-
sity microfilms 1975 phd dissertation northwestern university

peterson charles S A mormon village one man s west journal of
mormon history 3 19763121976312

poll richard D the americanism of utah utah historical quarterly
44 winter 197676931976761976 7695769376 93

poulsen richard C some botanical cures in mormon folk medicine
an analysis utah historical quarterly 44 fall 19763798819763791976 5798837379889888

quinn D michael the mormon succession crisis of 1844 BYU
studies 16 winter 197618723319761871976 187235187233187 233235

rich roxie N the history and people of early sandy npap nd
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roberts allenalienailen utahs unknown pioneer architects their lives and
works sunstone 1 spring 197667851976671976 678567 85

roundy jerry C founding of bannock stake academy snake river
echoes 5 19766111976611

ricks college A struggle for survival rexburgredburgRexburg idaho ricks
college press 1976

sanford mabel A josephs city beautiful independence missouri
herald house 1976j1976

sessions gene A myth mormonism and murder in the south south
atlantic quarterlyOuarterlyefly 75 spring 19762122519762121976 21225212 25

shaw elizabeth alone in a valley cordell andersensAndersens private peace
corps sunstone 1 spring 197645521976451976 455245 52

smaby beverly P the mormonscormons and the indians conflicting ecological
systems in the great basin american studies 16 spring 1975
354835 48

stockton bicentennial history committee brief history of stockton utah
tooelethoele utah 1976

tanner faun mcconkie the far country A regional history of moab
and lasal utah salt lake city olympus publishing 1975

tullis lamond mormonism and revolution in latin america BYU
studies 16 winter 19762354919762351976 2554925523549235 49

weber francis J catholicism among the mormonscormonsMormons 1875791875 79 utah
historical quarterly 44 spring 19761414819761411976 14148141 48

welch john W they came from jerusalem some old world per-
spectivesspectives on the book of mormon ensign 6 september 197626311976261976 2651263126 31

wilcox pearl jackson county pioneers independence missouri herald
house 1976

wilson william A the study of mormon folklore utah historical
quarterly 44 fall 19763172819763171976 517317517283172828

young S dilworth the seventies A historical perspective ensign
6 july 1976l419761421 21

yurtinus john frank george A ram in the thicket the mormon bat-
talion in the mexican war 2 vols ann arbor michigan xerox uni-
versity microfilms 1975 phd dissertation brigham young
university
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alexander thomas G wilford woodruff and the changing nature of
mormon religious experience church history 45 march 1976
566956 69

allred G hugh how to strengthen your marriage and family provo
utah brigham young university press 1976

alstyne arvo van just and holy principles an examination of the
US constitution ensign 6 june 197633381976331976 53585558333833 38

bailey jack inside a mormon allsAlisafismissionsion salt lake city hawkes publish-
ing 1976

bailey jack F let not your heart be troubled answers to the problems
of human suffering salt lake city horizon publishers 1976
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beecher maureen ursenbach past and present some thoughts on
being a mormon woman sunstone 1 summer 197664721976641976 647264 72

black donald J to a parting missionary provo utah ensign publica-
tions 1975

bringhurst newell george A servant of servants cursed as per-
taining to the priesthood mormon attitudes toward slavery and the
black man 183018801830 1880 ann arbor michigan xerox university micro-
films 1976 phd dissertation university of california

bush lester E jr birth control among the mormonscormonsMormons introduction to
an insistent question dialogue A journal of mormon thought
10 autumn 1976124419761244

cheesman paul R the keystone of mormonism provo utah promised
land publications 1976

christensen harold T mormon sexuality in cross cultural perspective
dialogue A journal of mormon thought 10 autumn 197662751976621976 627562 75

davidson bill what can we learn about health from the mormonscormonsMormons
family circle 88 january 1976781976 78 80 82

dean bessie leffletslers go to church bountiful utah horizon publishers
1976

doxey roy W accepted of the lord the doctrine of making your
calling and election sure ensign 6 july 197650531976501976 5055505350 53

dunn paul H and richard M eyre the birth that wejrejpelre call death
salt lake city bookcraft 1976

goals salt lake city bookcraft 1976
dyer william G creating closer families provo utah brigham young

university press 1975
enstrom james E cancer mortality among mormonscormonsMormons cancer 36

september 19758254119758251975 82582541182513825141
fielding lavina the expanding church ensign 6 december 1976

6136156 1513
flinders neil J how fathers spiritually nourish their families ensign

6 july 1976611197661976 611gilgli6 11
report on religious education pleasant grove utah neil J

flinders 1975
hansen klaus J mormon sexuality and american culture dialogue

A journal of mormon thought 10 autumn 197645561976451976 455645 56
hartley william G ordained and acting teachers in the lesser priest-

hood 185118831851 1883 BYU studies 16 spring 19763759819763751976 3759837557598575 98
heinerman john joseph smith and herbal medicine manti utah

mountain valley publishers 1975
hill marvin S mormon religion inin nauvoo some reflections utah

historical quarterly 44 spring 19761708019761701976 17080170 80
judd peter and lee hart study guide for readings on concepts of zion

independence missouri herald house 1976
kane robert wayne spencer and barry rigby family planning att-

itudes and practices in a mormon community sunstone 1 fall
197678851976781976 788578 85

kimball spencer W marriage and divorce salt lake city deseret book
1976
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ludlow daniel H A companion to your study of the book of mormon
salt lake city deseret book 1976

lyon joseph L et al cancer incidence in mormonscormons and non mormonscormons
in utah 196619701966 1970 new england journal of medicine 294 15
january 19761293319761291976 12933129 33

mccall kim mormonism and the problem of evil century II11 A
brigham young university student journal 1 september 197632501976321976 3250525032 50

mcconkie bruce R let every man learn his duty salt lake city
deseret book 1976

A new commandment save thyself and thy kindred ensign
6 august 19766111976611

who shall declare his generation BYU studies 16 sum-
mer 197655360197655360

madsen truman G prayer and the prophet joseph ensign 6 january
197618251976181976 182518 25

mauss armand L shall the youth of zion falter mormon youth and
sex A two city comparison dialogue A journal of mormon
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maxwell neal A deposition of a disciple salt lake city deseret book
1976
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merrill roger and rebecca our private kingdom toward righteous
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book reviews

FELL BARRY america BC ancient settlers inm the new world
new york quadrangletheQuadrangle The new york times book company
1976 illus appendix bibliobibbiobib lio and index 312 ppap 125012.501250

reviewed by john L sorenson professor of anthropology and
sociology brigham young university

america B C will be welcomed by thousands of latter day
saint readers in it fell gives aa vigorous blow to anthropological
and linguistic orthodoxy by claiming and to some degree demon-
strating that a wide variety of european peoples crossed the atlantic
repeatedly to north america over a period of thousands of years
he pictures discusses and interprets scores of inscriptions and arti-
facts many of which appear to be in languages and scripts related to
hebrew with this kind of content the book Isis sure to interest
some mormon readers but they will do well to consider carefully
its weaknesses as well as its strengths

istheestheIs the book any more reliable than others of this kind which have
periodically made their appearance with the fanfare of ringingtinging
cash registers only to prove full of hokum the answer is yes
while the volume in some ways claims too much is sloppily pre-
sented and lacks the niceties of scholarship it does represent enough
solid research that its effects will be felt among the acknowledged
experts who are totally unprepared for it

fell glosses over his qualifications in his introduction to the
book actuallyactuallyhis his preparation is more solid than he lets on marine
biology is his profession and he is currently at the museum of com-
parativepara tive zoology at harvard but his study of latin and greek in
secondary school in new zealand and gaelic at the university of
edinburgh led to an expanding interest in inscriptions throughout
the mediterranean and via spain into atlantic europe he definitely
has a knack with ancient languages having deciphered for example
the hitherto baffling mohenjodaro script of western india he has
expressed delight in correspondence to me that one of the israeli
scholars recently mistook me for a hebrew on the basis of my
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semitic deciphermentsdecipherments he definitely has the scholarly power to
deal with the inscriptions he has confronted although the burden
of carrying on two careers has led to his cutting corners in the pre-
sentationsen tation of the results of his epigraphical scholarship in the present
volume

since word began to get around a few years ago about fell s

interests and abilities many people have sent him materials and a
few workers have assisted him professionally As a result hebe has a
large collection of inscriptions numbering in the hundreds from
the pacific basin and new world he now claims to have identified
in the american inscriptions no fewer than eleven scripts from
across the atlantic representing at least five languages basque
iberian punic libyan of the semitic family celtic and egyptian
dates for the old world use of the scripts range forward from
800 B c america B C prints many of these inscriptions and his
readings of them it also shows and treats artifacts and sites found
in the united states whose equivalents are associated inin europe with
celtic rituals

some of the most startling items however are long known texts
which fell reexamines he compares a sacred creation chant of the
pima indians recorded authoritatively around 1902 with arabic
with startling results he finds a heavy admixture of libyan in
the language of zuni in new mexico and in one of the most im-
pressive analyses he clearly relates the previouspreviously ly known writing
system of the micmac indians of maine supposed to have been
invented by an early catholic priest among them to egyptian hiera-
tic glyphsglyphis which seem to have been in use in maine before chris-
tianizingtianizing began I1 am assured by colleagues competent in the material
that there is indeed solid substance at this point

among the variety of material fell has brought forward much
is indeed significant and interesting that doesndoean t mean that he
sweeps all opposition in front of him flaws abound documenta-
tion for many assertions is slight or absent some of the inscriptions
are so crude one wonders whether they really are what he claims
his statements about when certain scripts were used are vague and
sometimes inconsistent on point after specific point fell will prob-
ably be rebutted by more conventional and careful scholars

for example on page 283 fell claims that the word for tree
in the wabanakiWabanaki dialect of maine is abassi which is also said to
be a hebrew or phoenician word instead of the normal word for
tree in other algonquian languages across northern north america
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A colleague of mine thoroughly prepared in a number of semitic
languages recognizes no such word in hebrew the nearest being a
term meaning wild grape the author plays fast and loose in other
places too stretching a meaning here or a spelling there this is all
the easier to do since his inscriptions show only consonants and why
refer to african language pages 17890178 90 when surely he must
have had something more concrete in mind still the author has
apparently been unaware of supporting evidence which can be
pointed out in some instances which make his case even stronger

altogether the book is paradoxical the sloppy methods cast
considerable doubt on theduedie significance of what is offered yet every
now and then the work strikes a vein of pure gold the easy way
out would be for critical people to pick at the weaknesses and dismiss
the whole I1 am afraid that is precisely what most professionals will
do particularly since few are prepared in more than one of the disci-
plines involved their lives will be easier for awhile if they do so
but someday in a more sophisticated form these impressive finds
will no doubt be presented with the power they deserve

meanwhile fell has much more information in his files new
libyan material is in his hands which he says is connected with the
enigmatic early hohokam culture of arizona nor does america
B C contain any of hisbis pacific material which seems to show the
presence of semitic speaking voyagers in the pacific islands who
came via the indian ocean in B c times ironically our mormon
tradition about israelites in the islands could prove correct without
reference to the questionable hagothharoth tradition as 1 nephi 224 may
have been trying to tell us all the time

the book of mormon is nowhere mentioned in this volume but
if as I1 expect a good deal of fell s evidence holds up under closer
scrutiny the effect will be felt by latter day saints forinstanceforpor instance if
voyaging across the oceans proves to have been commonplace in
ancient times mormonscormons as well as orthodox archaeologists will need
to do some reinterpreting

fell will no doubt be smsmittenitten vigorously by hostile critics he
and his handful of collaborators are in a vulnerable position profes-
sionallysionally their limited resources could be augmented significantly
by sales of this book mormonscormons who wish to assist one who shares
some of their position in the face of opposition from the professional
establishment could strike a blow by buying this book they may
enjoy it too
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HILL DONNA joseph smith the first mormon garden city
N Y doubleday 1977 xviii 527 ppap 125012.501250

reviewed by davis bitton professor of history at the university
of utah and assistant church historian

when the great biography of joseph smith appears wrote daryl
chase several years ago its author will be a first rate scholar in the
field of christian church bIhistoryhistorystory and a specialist in the heretical re-
ligious movements which have originated in new england an
authority in american history down to the civil war and know the
important part the christian churches played in that period he
will have access to all the manuscript materials pertinent totheto the sub-
ject chase added and will be a good sociologist psychologist and
student of the bible although she possesses several of these quali-
ficationsfications donna hill is not thisimaginarythis imaginary ideal biographer and the
definitive biography of joseph smith remains unwritten it may

of course always remain that elusive ideal thatdialdiat is never attained
but is worth pursuing but major strides are resulting from the
analytical essays of marvin hill the careful work of dean jessee
with the prophet s holograph writings and the forthcoming volume
by richard bushman supported by a guggenheim foundation grant
that will carry the life of joseph smith to 1830 in any case the
publisher s blurb that joseph smith the first mormon is defini-
tive may be a bit premature

this is an important book and a fair book it also contains
disappointments to first consider some of its inadequacies one can
start with such a simple matter as the evidences of the publisher s
haste the typographical errors the minor flaws david brion davis
is rechristened david briton davis mormonism unavailedunvailed eber D
howe s 1834 blast against incipient mormonism is fastened as a
title onto the later works by parley P pratt and john D lee al-
though both of them did managetomanauetomanamanagegetoto spell the second word properly
the western humanities review whose lack of receptivity to schol-
arly articles on mormonism has been a disappointment to readers
familiar with its flair under the editorship of williamWillian1 mulder is
listed as one of the journals publishing on joseph smith and his fol-
lowers with almost bewildering frequency martha cragun cox
author of one of the most vivid mormon journals is identified as
cragun cox robbing a grand old lady of her femininity while an-
drew jenson is identified as a former church historian a belated
promotion he would have welcomed during his lifetime
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the bibliography and notes indicate a strong effort and are full
of valuable references it would be a mistake however to see this
as a complete bibliography for the subject on the controversy
over the first vision james B alienallenailenwilen s valuable article in the
improvement era is unmentioned under dissertations and theses
one looks inin vain for michael quinn s the mormon hierarchy
183219321832 1932 an american elite phd dissertation yale univer-
sity 1976 which may have been completedcompletedtoo mootoo late for inclusion
but the same excuse can hardly justify omission of quinn s organi-
zationalzational development and social origins of the mormon hierarchy
183219321832 1932 A prosopographical study master s thesis university
of utah 1973 there are other surprising omissions readers will
be well advised to consult the superior bibliography in james B

allenalienailen and glen M leonard the story of the latter day saints
deseret book 1976

but enough of such nit picking although the style is unin-
spired it is workmanlike and clearly joseph smith the first
mormon is an important book a fact best appreciated by considering
how the author dealsvithdealsdealdeaisdeai withsvith certain strategic questions this after all
should be the test for the main external facts are well enough
known and can be quickly discovered by going over a chronology
such as hill herself has provided at the front of the book on the
first vision she shows an awareness of the scholarly controversy and
the different versions of the experience but concludes after consider-
ing the visions of others at the time that he spokethespospokekethethe truth when
he said that in his youth helielle had the religious experience which was
as meaningful to him as he maintained she examines the evidence
of smith s money digging activities one is left with the impression
that there was far more tothesemotheseto these reports and those of divining rods
than the traditional versions usually allow and sheseemsshe seems to accept
the 1826 trial although in fact the reader is left with unresolved
contradictions yet she does not feel compelled to jumptojump to conclu-
sions about the validity of the basic religious claims which she
treats with due seriousness

the troubles of the latter day saints in ohio and missouri are
given rather full treatment the whole experience of the kirtland
bank is treated frankly and the prophet does not emerge covered
with glory the persecutions in missouri are explained with bal-
ance showing that zealous Mornmormonsmornionscormonsionslons provoked some of the opposi-
tion sidney rigdon s independence day oration is quoted omitting
some of the most damning passages but with enough intact to make
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plausible the anti mormonism of the Missourmissouriansians yet somehow
hill s presentation of this work avoids the tone of the anti mormon
accounts for the faith of the saints is evidentthroughoutevident throughout

of particular interest in any life of thediedle mormon prophet is the
subject of plural marriage two chapters convey much of the com-
plexity of this subject and the turmoil it caused within the smith
family and among the inner circle of4 church leaders it is notriotilot a
treatment that will be consoling to members of the reorganized
church of jesus christ of latter day saints for the practice of plural
marriage clearly originated with joseph smith nor will it be in-
spiring to those utah mormonscormons who are not fond of dwelling on this
aspect of their history yet hill has done what any responsible
biographer must do examine the evidence and follow it where it
leads her

I1 do not wish to undervalue what this book offers a basically
favorable reexamination of joseph smith that is forthright in con-
fronting the evidence if it is not psychologically searching the
author disavows psychological analysis it addresses most of the
knotty problems in general she has done her homework readers
should come away with confidence that nothing has been swept
under the rug for the most part they should also come away with
an impression of joseph smith that is not hero worship in any simple
sense but one of respect and sympathy with my view of him as an
inspired spiritual leader who had ordinary human failings 1I think
he would have been entirely in accord she writes he himself
saw the danger to his followers of holding illusions that he was
sanctified and he repeatedly insisted that he had a man s passions
and weaknesses he was entirely convinced of his mission on earth
but thought that the lord had chosen a weak thing through which
to accomplish his work p ix

in a sense the hill biography owes its importance to its place-
ment on a spectrum on the one side are the unfriendly accounts
including the skillful presentation of a slanted interpretation by
fawn brodie on the other side are the various appreciations or
faith promoting accounts are there other biographical accounts
perhaps of gandhi or st francis or mohammed which tend to
slide off into either the one side or the other now Ms hill has
come along with a work which though with some disappointments
offers something close to a satisfactory middle ground itisit is a favor-
able interpretation by and large but one that shows awareness of all
the evidence those mormon readers who prefer to close their eyes to
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some of the unedifying scenes ortheor thedhe difficulties of interpreting con-
flicting testimony do not really want biography they want hagiog-
raphy and there are other works that will provide it for them
some general readers who want a lively story well told and who
can swallow an unconvincing major premise that joseph smith lied
but convinced himself that he was telling the truth may still prefer
brodie for most readers it would seem that donna hill has pro-
vided the treatment that can be recommended middle of the road
sympathetic thoroughly researched

KORN ALFONS L news from molokai honolulu university
press of hawaii 1976 345 ppap 149514.951495

reviewed by robert J morris instructor of modern languages at
BYU hawaii when this review was written and currently a student
at the university of utah college of law

alfons korn professor emeritus of english at the university
of hawaii has provided scholars of mormon history in hawaii
with a rich vein of high grade ore in an area of research heretofore
seriously deficient the letters and notes in his recent news from
molokai encompass the lives of three hawaiian latter day saints
in the latter half of the nineteenth century who collectively repre-
sent in very human terms the birth pangs of modern hawaii and the
role of the church inin that process the three are jonathan napela
koiiboii unaunaunaina and queen liliuokalaniLiliuokalani in their collective story lies
a great drama for both the researcher and the playwright

the book is comprised of correspondence between dowager
queen emma kaleleonalanikaleleonalanl and her cousin peter kaeo both aliialit
or nobles their letters were written in the years 1873761873 76 when
peter then a confirmed leper had been confined to the leper settle-
ment at kalaupapalaupapaKa molokai the correspondence is significant
because it reflects the attitudes of two hawaiiansHawaiians of noble birth
during a period of political intrigue cultural change and new so-
cial values especially of the more piercing emotions that sustained
some of those values not only into the last quarter of the nineteenth
century but also very evidently beyond p 278 the numerous
references to mormonscormons and mormonism throughout the letters
suggest the depth to which these conditions and the church inter-
meshed
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when peter kaeo arrived at kalaupapalaupapaKa late in june 1873 he
found jonathan napela and his wife both also of chiefly lineage
already in residence napela a former magistrate at wailukuWailuku
maui had been one of the first hawaiiansHawaii ans to accept the restored
gospel when it was taught to him by george Q cannon he had
become cannon s missionary compcompanioncompadioncomparionanlonadionanion helping him to translate
the book of mormon into hawaiian napela had once been in-
volved with walter murray gibson on lanai had lived for a time
at the mormon settlement at laie oahubahu and hadbad journeyed to
salt lake city to be ordained a high priest under the hand of
brigham young now he had finally come to kalaupapalaupapaKa as a
iokuakokua or helper to his wife who hadbad contracted leprosy

from the friendship which developed between peter kaeo and
the napelascapelas we see a picture of mormonscormons caught between the new
culture and the old ways between the new religion and the tra-
ditions of their fathers

the existential shock and suffering of that destructive scene
in kalaupapalaupapaKa p xxvii are shown up here in all the horror of
an archetypal night journey that competes with anything in the
leprosy stories of the bible for grotesqueness peter writes napela
has just told me that they tried a man for burying another one
which was eat by the hogs p 24 napela was involved in
such trials sincehesinceresince he was a luna or overseer of the settlement and re-
sponsible for the adjudication of such matters napela has begun
to have beef killed at the beach so as not to let those poor men
without fingers handle the meat for those at the beach p 33

peter never mentions that napela taughthimtaughttaughthimhim mormon doctrine
though father damien the famous catholic leper priest of
molokai tried on several occasoccasionsionslons to convert both peter and
napela to catholicism for the napelascapelas and peter kaeo religion
included not only theology but politics and they were religiously
concerned about the fate of the kingdom of hawaii they shared
many dreams and visionsvisions portending the hoped for death of the
king kalakaua and the ascension of queen emma signs omens
and dreams peter writes to emma are the orders of the day
here and all on your behalf p 186

peter and napela paid frequent visits to the resident priestess
or kahuna to hear her forecasts of doom and invocations of the

ancestral godsyods in emma s behalf they fasted and prayed to-
gether old testament fashion for divine intervention in the lives
of all their enemies the central political issue at dlediethefhe time was the
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proposed reciprocity treaty with the united states and the ces-
sion of pearl harbor as a naval base and both were seen in terms
of white supremacpremacsupremacysusupremacismsuprematismism versus hawaiian home rule mr and mrs
napela and I1 are praying every morning on your behalf beseeching
our lord that he may subdue your enemies which infect the
name of hawaii p 173

anti mormonscormons within the settlement caused napela to be
stripped of his rank as luna only months after his appointment he
pleaded with the board of health to be permitted to remain with
his wife and this was granted then early in 1874 emma wrote
to peter do you divine taffy s kalakaua s object in soliciting
the morman party so as to securetheirsecure their votes in case of anything hap-
pening to his majesty before a successor is appointed p 169
shortly thereafter emma tells of a plot to poison her allegedly
perpetrated by kalakaua his brother and one koiikoilboii this was
kollkoli unaunaunaina a kinsman of kalakaua a lawyer and a court gene-
alogist who was baptized a mormon by jonathan napela in 1862

A third side of the political triangle was kalakaua s sister
mrs lydia dominis about whom emma loved to gossip mrs
dominis has a new love a native boy of waikiki p 88 any
such news about mrs dominis fact or fiction is of interest
to mormon scholars because she became queen liliuokalaniLiliuokalani upon
kalakaua s death she was deposed in a revolution a few years later
thus ending the monarchy in hawaii and on 7 july 1906 while
in private life at her home in waikiki she was baptized a member
of the church eleven years before her death

though the church has flourished in the islands for a century
and a quarter we have not yet produced a synoptic scholarly study
of what that existence has meant hawaii s special situation both
geographically and ethnically its significance as a crossroads and
a gathering place suggests that the human business which has
been transacted here both in and out of the church has large im-
plications for any mormon concerned with the pacific islands and
asia

when george Q cannon first came to these sandwich islands
the savior himself appeared to him at pulehupulphu maui to show his
approval of this work now as the new official history of the
church is presently being written we must hope that the appro-
priate people will be concerned with the works of scholars like
alfons korn as they strive to provide a truer view of the hawaiian
context of mormonism
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WISE WILLIAM massacre at mountain meadows an american
legend and a monumental crime new york thomas Y crowell
company 1976 517317 ppap 11.951195

reviewed by leonard J arrington LDS church historian and
director of the charles redd center for western studies at brigham
young university

historians mormonscormons and non mormonscormons alike will recognize
immediately that massacre at mountain meadows an american
legend and a monumental crime by william wise is wildly in-
accurate both in its statements of fact and in its interpretations
thesisthisisthis is not surprising since the book was written without use of the
trial records government reports travelers accounts letters and
diaries which are in the henry E huntington library and art
gallery in san marino california the brigham young university
library in provo utah and the archives of the church of jesus
christ of latter day saints in salt lake city nor has mr wise
even prepared himself for treating the topic by reading responsible
histories of the mormon people overlooking the many available
mr wise has relied primarily upon such outdated potboilers as
those by T B H stenhouse william linn and M R werner
in thus slanting his history of the mormonscormonsMormons which occupies fully
half of the book he is seeking to build up a case of negative ex-
pectations so that when he finally gets around to his real topic
the tragedy at mountain meadows the reader will readily accept
his accusations

the second half of the book that dealing with the massacre
itself is ostensibly based on published government documents in-
cluding reports of the two trials of john D lee like the warren
report on the assassination of john F kennedy the documents
are replete with wild allegations contradictory claims rumor eyewit-
ness accounts memories several years later and responses to charges
it takes a simple mind to select from this kind of material a single
story and tell it as if it were perfectly obvious this is what wise
has done in this respect he dismisses the best available treatise
on the massacre the mountain meadows massacre by juanita
brooks published by stanford university press in 1950 and re-
published by university of oklahoma press in 1962 widely praised
for the thoroughness of her research and her relentless honesty in
following the evidence where it led her mrs brooks wrestled
with the larger more significant question of how the massacre
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could have happened her most valuable insight has to do with
the fact that the mormonscormons in southern utah had come to perceive
the fancher train as criminals and enemies that a war psychology
had been whipped up by the approach of a body of 2500 federal
troops and that once a series of events was set in motion it became
impossible to reverse it the possibility of brigham youngs com-
plicity is one she naturally considered her conclusion is that he
cannot be blamed for the crime in the sense of having ordered it
but brooks sought not primarily to pin the responsibility in a simple
way but to understand recognizing the background of persecution
in which the mormonscormons had themselves been victims and the hys-
teria of the utah war period she was abletoablertoableabie to present the evidence
in a way that made sense to mormonscormons and non mormonscormons alike to
professional historians and buffs

now what would justify a new book on this subject there is

no new evidence or at least nonethatnone that is introduced by mr wise
there is no new frame of reference through which to see the old
evidence or at least none that is introduced by mr wise the
most important secondary study of obvious importance and relevance
is norman furniss the mormon conflict 18501859185018011807801780 18591 S85959 published
by yale university press in 1960 unknown to mr wise wise has
a chapter on the gunnison massacre and the standard thoroughly
researched reference is a master s thesis the gunnison massacre
by david L miller jr of the university of utah also unknown
to mr wise there is every evidence that mr wise wrote this
book hastily there is a lack of familiarity with the relevant schol-
arly research and of an unseemly and damaging reliance on a few
older works that historians have learned to treat with extreme
caution mr wise s work would not pass muster as a dissertation
or thesis in any respectable american university for hisbis mentors
would quickly recognizerecognizethe the inadequacy of his documentation

does it matter to mr wise that brigham young sent a still
surviving letter to the mormonscormons in southern utah telling them
not to interfere with the emigration trains passing through utah
you must not meddle with them he counseled this letter as

juanita brooks concluded clears brigham young of any direct
responsibility for the massacre surely wise could understand if
he took second thought that brigham young and the church had
everything to lose by wiping out the fancher train no one was
more sensitive to the need to arouse sympathetic public opinion
among americans in the east than brigham young this was the
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basis for his sevastopolsebastopolSebastopol plan of evacuating salt lake city and other
communities during the utah war this helps to explain his firm
orders to mormon troops to avoidavold inflicting casualties on the
approaching U S troops mr wise would like us to believe that
this same brigham young at the same time turned around and
with flinty eyes and fire spouting nostrils gave the order to obliter-
ate a passing wagon train where is the evidence mr wise fur-
nishes none

if william wise offers no evidence to support his assignment
of guilt what does he do he tells the story based on circumstan-
tial evidence with no direct evidence one way or the other he
over and over again assumes that he knows what happened his
favorite word is doubtless which of course means that there is
no evidence butthatbut that mr wise s surmises are sufficient doubtless
brigham young had his eye on the fancher train from the time
it entered the territory doubtless he knew how much money it
had and thought that the gain would be worth the price of a
crime doubtless charles C rich persuaded the company to go by
the southern route doubtless young and his associates discussed
the details of the fancher train s progress doubtless he gave the
order to move ahead with the massacre doubtless mr wise has
interwoven his own conjectures at key points inin order to help
make the whole thing appear doubtless

hastily prepared and largely dependent on selected tendentious
secondary studies massacre at mountain meadows is an excellent
model of what careful scholarship is not

corrections
the following corrections should be made in S george ells-

worth s review of james B alienallenailen and glen M leonard s the story
of the latter day saints in BYU studies 17 winter 1977 24146241 46

1 insert the following on page 243 line 6 immediately
following the colon church organizations organiza-
tions and institutions 67 pages 10.5105105 percent

2 on page 246 the last line of the review should read in
short the story of the latter day saints is an excellent
draft ready to be polished by authors and editors
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